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PREFACE

This is possibly the final volume of A. R. Radcliffe-

Brown's pubUshed and unpublished contributions to so-

cial science in general and social anthropology in particu-

lar. It presents, in Part I, Radcliffe-Brown's major meth-

odological papers in chronological order and follows, in

Part II, with his last finished statement on the nature and

development of social anthropology, originally prepared

as the first portion of a projected introductory book on

social anthropology. It is published with the kind permis-

sion and encouragement of Professor E. E. Evans-

Pritchard, RadcUffe-Brown's literary executor, and any

royalties will accrue to a research fund set up in Radcliffe-

Brown's name.

We are greatly indebted to Professor M. N. Srinivas,

the distinguished Indian social anthropologist, for the

task of arranging and editing this volume and for his il-

luminating Introduction, in which he traces the develop-

ment of Radcliffe-Brown's methodological and theoreti-

cal conceptions. Our thanks are also due the publishers of

the South African Journal of Science and of Nature, and

the officers of the British Association for the Advance-

ment of Science and the Royal Anthropological Institute

of Great Britain and Ireland, for permission to reprint the

published essays included in this volume.

Professor Srinivas has also prepared a brief selective

bibliography of books and essays concerned, in part at

least, with Radcliffe-Brown's influence on anthropology.

Already it is clear that it has been considerable, and it is

still growing. This volume, we hope, will be a contribution

to that end.

Fred Eggan
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INTRODUCTION

After his retirement from the chair of social anthropology

at Oxford in July, 1946, Professor Radcliffe-Brown started

working on an introductory book on social anthropology,

a subject which he had taught with distinction in several

universities in different parts of the world from Sydney to

Sao Paulo. He managed to finish five chapters of the book

by the end of 1950, and, unfortunately, that was as far as

he got with it. Ill-health, frequent and long travel, teach-

ing, and the many other calls on his time came in the way

of his completing the book. In 1951 he gave the Huxley

Memorial Lecture, "The Comparative Method in Social

Anthropology" (included in this volume), and a year later

he chose Australian cosmogony as the theme of his

Josiah Mason lectures in the University of Birmingham;

this was a subject which he had made his own and on

which he used to lecture brilhantly. He then went to

Grahamstown in South Africa, where he continued to

teach social anthropology until serious ill-health made it

impossible. He returned to England in 1955 and died on

October 24, 1955.

As is well known, Radcliffe-Brown wrote with great

care, handling words like precious stones. He usually

wrote a piece several times before publishing it—the gal-

ley proofs of his famous work. The Andaman Islanders,

were cut into sections and rearranged to make the argu-

ment clearer. His fastidiousness was partly responsible for

his relatively meager output. His fragment on social an-

thropology, included in the present volume, illustrates

Radcliffe-Brown's virtues as a writer: the style is very

simple—in fact, deceptively so—clear, and singularly free

IX



INTRODUCTION

from jargon. It provides a succinct and scholarly intro-

duction to the subject.

It was thought that it would be a good idea to publish

along with the chapters on social anthropology some of

Radcliffe-Brown's papers on scope and method. These

papers, written at different points in Radcliffe-Brown's

professional career, have exercised much influence on the

development of anthropological studies but have been

published in journals and reports which are not easy to

come by.^

Throughout his career as an anthropologist, RadcHffe-

Brown was arguing for a rational division of the several

subjects subsumed under the omnibus term "anthropol-

ogy." The great stimulus given to anthropological studies

by the theory of evolution has resulted in bringing to-

gether, within the framework of a single subject, several

distinct disciplines, such as physical anthropology, eth-

nology, prehistoric archeology, hnguistics, and social

anthropology. Anthropology thus includes every aspect

of primitive human life from technology to theology.

RadcHffe-Brown considered such an arrangement not

very rational, and he wanted a division of subjects on the

basis of their logical affinity. He made this division in

three of the essays included in this book: "Methods of

Ethnology and Social Anthropology" (1923), "The Pres-

ent Position of Anthropological Studies" (1931), and

"Meaning and Scope of Social Anthropology" (1944).

Chapter i of "Social Anthropology" is also concerned

with this division.

In making these distinctions, Radcliffe-Brown was es-

pecially concerned with pointing out the differences be-

' It was decided to omit from this collection Radcliffe-Brown's

"Some Problems of Bantu Sociology" {Bantu Studies, Nos. 1-3

[1921-22], pp. 38-46) and "Applied Anthropology" (presidential

address to Section F of the Australian and New Zealand Association

for the Advancement of Science, twentieth meeting, Brisbane,

May-June, 1930).
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tween social anthropology—the science of comparative

sociology, which seeks universal laws governing human

social behavior—and ethnology, which is a historical dis-

cipline interested in reconstructing the history of primi-

tive peoples and in classifying their race and language.

According to Radcliffe-Brown, ethnology ought to be

studied in close collaboration with prehistoric archeology,

while physical anthropology belongs to the biological sci-

ences and ought to be studied as a part of the wider sub-

ject of human biology.

Radchffe-Brown's ideas have been so successful that

the distinctions he first advocated in 1923, in "The Meth-

ods of Ethnology and Social Anthropology," have be-

come the commonplaces of British social anthropology

today. But it is necessary to recall that in 1923 W. H. R.

Rivers' reputation was still at its peak. In 1911, Rivers

announced his conversion from the evolutionism of Mor-

gan to a belief in the widespread character of diffusion

and the necessity for ethnological analysis of culture ; his

ideas exercised a powerful influence during his life and for

several years after his death. Rivers' ethnological ap-

proach and his marked bias for psychology were both

threats to the growth, if not the existence, of the nascent

discipHne of social anthropology. Professor Lowie writes

:

"Medically and psychologically trained. Rivers did army

service during the war, treating cases of shell-shock. His

alert and suggestible mind was affected by the rise of

psycho-analysis, and on that basis he attempted to ally

psychology with ethnology. Whatever he may have added

to psychological science in this way, he hardly advanced

ethnology; to us at least, he does not seem to have done

more than paraphrase ethnographic facts in psychiatric

argot."-

In chapter ii of the fragment on social anthropology,

Radcliffe-Brown traces briefly the history of the subject

2 The History of Ethnological Theory (New York, 1937), p. 172.
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over the last three centuries, and he makes it evident that

many distinguished thinkers from several countries have

contributed to its growth. It was Sir James Frazer, how-

ever, who first used the term "social anthropology" in the

sense understood by British social anthropologists today.

In 1908, in his inaugural lecture as the honorary professor

of social anthropology in the University of Liverpool, he

defined clearly the nature and scope of social anthropol-

ogy. But that did not put a stop to pseudohistorical and

psychological explanations for social facts and events.

Radcliffe-Brown was the first English-speaking anthro-

pologist to reject both these types of explanations and to

argue that sociological facts demanded explanation in

terms of sociological laws and not in terms of individual

psychology or reconstructed history.

"The Methods of Ethnology and Social Anthropol-

ogy" was published in 1923, a year after Rivers' death in

1922, and the latter year also saw the publication of two

works of revolutionary import, Malinowski's Argonauts

of the Western Pacific and Radcliffe-Brown's Andaman

Islanders. The essay constitutes Radclifte-Brown's earhest

statement on the nature, scope, and affiliations of social

anthropology, and his subsequent pronouncements do

not reveal any radical departure from it. If any single es-

say can be called the charter—to use a favorite word of

Malinowski—of modern British social anthropology, it is

undoubtedly "The Methods of Ethnology and Social An-

thropology." It was a charter of revolt when it first made

its appearance.

It was in the course of his analysis of the ethnological

approach that Radcliff"e-Brown was led to distinguish be-

tween the diff"erent kinds of history practiced by his col-

leagues. He pointed out that ethnologists did not write

"real" histories but conjectural histories which were at

best probable and at worst mere piling-up of unverifiable

guesses—which was, indeed, true of Rivers' History of
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Melanesian Society (2 vols. ; Cambridge : Cambridge Uni-

versity Press, 1914).

Radcliffe-Brown welcomed proper history where suf-

ficient documentary material was available. He pointed

out the value of history, though he took pains to em-

phasize that it was different from a "functional" or socio-

logical explanation of the social institutions in question.

In his own work he even reconstructed history. Professor

Lowie, who is generally critical of RadcUffe-Brown's ap-

proach, points out that ".
. . RadcUffe-Brown's theoreti-

cal intransigence on the subject of history wanes before

data with which he is thoroughly familiar and, notwith-

standing some qualms, he stoops to chronological hy-

potheses. The Yaralde kinship system 'cannot reasonably

be supposed to have developed independently of these

(Arande systems) ... we must certainly assume some his-

torical connection between them.' Again, 'the Kumbain-

geri type is a stepping stone from the Kariera to the

Arunta form.' Surely this is conjectural history."^ Rad-

chffe-Brown also encouraged the historical interests of his

students. Professors Lloyd Warner and Fred Eggan tell

us: "We remember well his encouragement of our own

early researches on historical contacts in northern Aus-

tralia and on historical changes in the kinship systems of

American Indian groups where documentary or other

data were available to check historical influences."^

He also pointed out that the intensive field studies of

social anthropologists resulted in valuable contributions

to tribal and local history. But he did make a sharp dis-

tinction between historical and functional explanations.

In the one, "explanation" consists in seeking out facts or

events which have happened earlier and showing that the

later facts or events arise out of the earher. In the other,

^Ibid., p. 226.

^ Obituary notice on Radcliffe-Brown by F. Eggan and W. Lloyd

Warner, American Anthropologist, LVIII, No. 3 (June, 1956),

544-47,
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explanation consists in showing how one event or group

of events is but one instance of a universal law. Knowl-

edge of the history of an institution will help in discover-

ing its social function, but the two are essentially different,

"For social anthropology the task is to formulate and

validate statements about the conditions of existence of

social systems (laws of social statics) and the regularities

which are observable in social change (laws of social dy-

namics)." The understanding of the development of hu-

man society (i.e., social evolution), however, "will be only

in an integrated and organised study in which historical

and sociological studies are combined."^

Attempts to "explain" complex social institutions by

reference to "facts" of individual psychology were popu-

lar with British anthropologists up to the I930's. But Rad-

cliffe-Brown, following Durkheim, insisted that psychol-

ogy and social anthropology deal with facts at different

levels and that it is wrong to explain the social by reference

to the individual. "I wish most emphatically to insist that

social anthropology is a science just as independent of

psychology as psychology itself is independent of physiol-

ogy, or as chemistry is independent of physics; just as

much and no more. This position is by no means novel.

Durkheim and the important school ofVAnnie Sociolo-

gique have insisted upon it since 1895."^ This does not

mean, however, that Radchffe-Brown ignored "human

nature." He states, "One determining factor in the forma-

tion of human social systems is that basic human nature

which it is the business of the general psychologist to

study."^

It is necessary to remember that when an anthropolo-

gist is studying a tribe or village he is not studying "hu-

man nature with the hd off," as Aldous Huxley would

6 "The Comparative Method in Social Anthropology."

« "The Methods of Ethnology and Social Anthropology."

^ "Meaning and Scope of Social Anthropology."
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say. The "lids" are there in every society, however primi-

tive, and it is impossible to take them off. "When we

study the 'psychology' of the French or the Germans or

the people of the United States, we are deahng with those

characteristics of mind or behaviour that result from 'con-

ditioning' by a particular social system. Here the 'special'

characteristics with which we are concerned are deter-

mined by the social system, while the social system itself is

determined by the general characteristics of basic human

nature."^ Radcliffe-Brown's position on this point is

largely accepted by British anthropologists today. In the

United States, however, there is more traffic between an-

thropology and social psychology (especially that branch

of it which is called "culture and personality") than there

is in England. Anthropological studies in the United

States are so organized that an undergraduate's time

tends to be distributed more evenly than in England

among the various disciphnes subsumed under the term

"anthropology"—physical anthropology, archeology, hn-

guistics, ethnology, social anthropology, and "culture and

personality." In the United States the distinctions be-

tween the various branches of anthropology are not

drawn as sharply as in England, and social anthropology

does not occupy as dominant a place. The term "cultural

anthropology" is far more popular than "social anthro-

pology" in the United States, and American anthropolo-

gists are more willing than their British colleagues to

move from the social to the psychological, if not the bio-

logical, level. ^

Again, in the United States anthropology and sociol-

ogy form distinct clusters of studies, whereas in England

social anthropology is recognized as a branch of sociol-

ogy. It should not be surprising if the two subjects came

» Ibid.

^ See the articles by G. P. Murdock and R. Firth on British social

anthropology in the American Anthropologist, LIII (1951), 465-89.
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even closer together in the near future. The different align-

ments of sociology and anthropology in the United States

and England are in some measure due to the greater

spread of Durkheim's and RadcHffe-Brown's ideas in

England.

Until 1931, Radcliffe-Brown described the subject mat-

ter of social anthropology as culture or social life. Subse-

quently, however, he used increasingly "social structure"

and "social system," and he began to drop the use of

"culture." This is seen clearly in his essay, "On the Con-

cept of Function in Social Science."^"

In 1937, at his Chicago Faculty Seminar, "A Natural

Science of Society," he went even further: "You cannot

have a science of culture. You can study culture only as a

characteristic of a social system. Therefore, if you are

going to have a science, it must be a science of social sys-

tems."" Subsequently, "social structure," which he re-

garded as a part of "social system," claimed his attention

more and more, and in 1940 he chose "social structure" as

the theme of his presidential address to the Royal Anthro-

pological Institute.

It is worth recording, however, that he used the con-

cept of "social structure" as early as 1914^Mn a course of

lectures he gave on social anthropology in Birmingham.

The concepts of "social structure" and "social integra-

tion" figure prominently in his address on apphed anthro-

pology to Section F of the Australian and New Zealand

Association for the Advancement of Science (twentieth

meeting, Brisbane, May-June, 1930). It was there that he

1° It is based on the comments which Radcliffe-Brown made on a

paper read by Dr. A. Lesser to the American Anthropological As-

sociation in 1935. Reprinted in Structure and Function in Primitive

Society (London, 1952), chap. x.

"See A Natural Science of Society (Glencoe, 111.: Free Press,

1957), p. 106.

12 See Professor Fortes' memoir on Radcliffe-Brown in Man,

LVI (November, 1956), 149-53.
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Stated what he considered "one of the most important

laws of social integration viz:—, the 'law of opposition,'
"

The "law" formulated by Radcliffe-Brown is that "in any

segmentary organization the unity and sohdarity of a

group or segment depends upon the existence of some

form of social opposition, i.e., some form of socially regu-

lated and organised antagonism, between it and the other

groups or segments with which it is in contact, which op-

position serves to keep the separate segments differenti-

ated and distinct. Opposition, which I am here using as a

technical term for sociahsed or institutionaUsed antago-

nism, may take many different forms, and warfare is only

one of them."!^

Since 1940 the concept of social structure has provided

the chief theoretical framework for British social anthro-

pology. In the United States, a distinction is often made

between "functionahsts" and "structuralists," the former

being the followers of Malinowski and the latter the fol-

lowers of Radcliffe-Brown. This distinction is too neat,

but it highlights an important fact : in contemporary Brit-

ish social anthropology, structure has largely replaced

culture. It is not unUkely, however, that this present pre-

occupation with social structure may itself lead, in the not

distant future, to a systematic examination of the relation

between structure and culture on a comparative basis.

Included in this volume is the abstract of a paper di-

rectly bearing on applied anthropology which Radcliffe-

Brown read before the Fourth Panpacific Science Con-

gress at Java in 1929.^^ This interest in applied anthropol-

ogy is also evident—in fact, too much so—in his paper,

"Some Problems of Bantu Sociology" {Bantu Studies,

Nos. 1-3 [1921-22]). He emphasized the utility of social

anthropology to colonial administrators, and one of the

''>Ibid.,p. 272.

'^ "Historical and Functional Interpretations of Culture in Rela-

tion to the Practical Application of Anthropology to the Control of

Native Peoples."
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criticisms he made of ethnology was that it had no "prac-

tical" use. In his desire to popularize social anthropology,

Radcliffe-Brown was seeking the help of those interested

in good government in the British colonies.

However, faith in appUed anthropology is also a logical

consequence of Radcliffe-Brown's central assumption

that social anthropology is a science like physics, chemis-

try, and biology. One of Radcliffe-Brown's aims was to

try to apply the logic of the natural sciences rigorously to

social anthropology. This led him to the conclusion that,

just as in the other natural sciences, in social anthropol-

ogy the "pure" scientists discover universal laws which

the "apphed" scientists use for the welfare of mankind.

The effectiveness of appUed anthropology has increased

as progress continues in pure anthropology, while the

neglect of pure science in the long run injures applied

science.

Besides, we should not forget that Radcliffe-Brown

grew up in Victorian England, which was marked by faith

in reason and in progress, which is the result of the appli-

cation of reason to human affairs. This faith drew strength

from Radcliffe-Brown's own studies in the Positivist

springs of French sociology. ^^

RadcUffe-Brown used to tell his friends and colleagues

aiat Prince Peter Kropotkin was his neighbor in Birming-

ham and that during his vacations from Cambridge

(where he was known as "Anarchy Brown") he used to

visit the great Anarchist philosopher. On these occasions

they discussed everything, including RadcHffe-Brown's

panaceas for what he regarded as the ills of contemporary

England. Kropotkin pointed out to the young reformer

that it was necessary to study and understand society be-

fore trying to change it and that in order to understand

15 It may be recalled here that Durkheim, from whom Radcliffe-

Brown took so much, wrote a book on socialism, and that Juarez,

the Mexican revolutionary, was a classmate of Durkheim.
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such a complex society as Victorian England one should

begin by making a systematic study of a faraway primitive

community.

When Radchffe-Brown felt that social anthropology

had become estabhshed as a subject in British universi-

ties, his keenness for apphed anthropology was tempered

by his concern for making advances in pure social anthro-

pology. He wrote in 1944: "The demand on social anthro-

pologists to spend too much of their time on practical

problems would inevitably reduce the amount of work

that can be given to the development of the theoretical

side of the science. But without a sound basis in theory,

apphed anthropology must deteriorate and become not

applied science, but merely empirical research. "^^

Throughout his academic career, Radcliffe-Brown

stressed the importance of the comparative method. In

fact, according to him, one of the crucial distinctions be-

tween social anthropology and sociology consisted in the

use of the comparative method by the former and its neg-

lect by the latter. Radcliffe-Brown was even wilhng to call

social anthropology "sociology" as long as the prefix

"comparative" was added. This insistence on the com-

parative method was not merely at the level of doctrine.

He practiced it all the time. As is well known, he pub-

lished an extremely valuable comparative study of the

social organizations of Australian tribes in 193 1.^" The

subject of his Huxley Memorial Lecture was the compara-

tive method in social anthropology; in the lecture he pro-

ceeded from a consideration of an Australian folktale to

the role of institutionalized opposition in social structure.

I hope that this collection of essays and addresses of

Professor Radcliffe-Brown in a single volume will be use-

ful to students of the subject as well as to professional

social anthropologists. I am grateful to Professor Evans-

^^ "Meaning and Scope of Social Anthropology."

""Oceania Monographs," No. 1 (Melbourne, 1931).
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Pritchard, literary executor for Professor Radcliffe-

Brown, for permission to publish the essays included in

this book. In deference to Professor Evans-Pritchard's

wishes, the profits of this book will be set apart as a spe-

cial fund to help students of anthropology. I am indebted

to Professors Sol Tax and Fred Eggan for help and en-

couragement in the planning of this book and for seeing

it through the press, and to Professor D. G. Mandelbaum

for help and advice.

M. N. Srinivas

Department of Sociology

Maharaja Sayajirao University of

Baroda, India
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PART I

ESSAYS ON SCOPE
AND METHOD





Chapter I

THE METHODS OF ETHNOLOGY

AND SOCIAL ANTHRO-

POLOGY^

In this address I cannot, I think, do better than deal with

a subject which has for some years occupied, and is still

occupying, the minds of ethnologists and anthropologists

all over the world, namely that of the proper aims and

methods to be followed in the study of the customs and

institutions of uncivilized peoples. The subject is very ob-

viously one of fundamental importance, for a science is

hardly likely to make satisfactory progress, or to obtain

general recognition, until there is some agreement as to

the aims which it should pursue and the methods by

which it should seek to attain those aims. But in spite of

the many books and papers that have been devoted to the

question of method in the past ten or fifteen years, agree-

ment has not yet been reached. The subject is still open for

discussion, is still, indeed, a burning one, and we cannot

do better, I think, than open our proceedings by consider-

ing it.

The names ethnology and social or cultural anthropol-

ogy have been applied without any constant discrimina-

tion to the study of culture or civilization, which, accord-

ing to the definition of Tylor, is "that complex whole

which includes knowledge, belief, art, morals, law, cus-

tom, and any other capabilities and habits acquired by

' South African Journal of Science, XX (October, 1923), 124-47.

Presidential address to Section E, South African Association for the

Advancement of Science, July 13, 1923.
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man as a member of society." Such being the subject mat-

ter of the study the question of method which arises is how
we are to study the facts of culture, what methods of ex-

planation we are to apply to them, and what results of

theoretical interest or practical value we are to expect

from our study.

Tylor himself, whose right to the title of the father of

the science I think no one will dispute, pointed out that

there are two different methods by which the facts of cul-

ture may be explained,^ and I beUeve that the confusion

that has arisen in the science is in some large part due to

the failure to keep these two methods carefully separated.

Let us see what these two methods of explanation are.

There is first what I propose to call the historical method,

which explains a given institution or complex of institu-

tions by tracing the stages of its development, and finding

wherever possible the particular cause or occasion of each

change that has taken place. If, for instance, we are inter-

ested in representative government in England, we may

study its history, noting the changes that have taken place

from the eariiest times, and thus tracing the development

down to the present. Wherever we have adequate histori-

cal data we may study the facts of culture in this way.

The important thing to note about explanations of this

type is that they do not give us general laws such as are

sought by the inductive sciences. A particular element or

condition of culture is explained as having had its origin

in some other, and this in turn is traced back to a third,

and so on as far back as we can go. In other words, the

method proceeds by demonstrating actual temporal rela-

tions between particular institutions or events or states of

civiUzation.

Now with regard to the institutions of unciviUzed

peoples we have almost no historical data. If, for in-

stance, we are interested in the customs of the native

* Researches into the Early History of Mankind, page 5.
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tribes of Central Australia, it is obvious at once that we

can never obtain any direct information as to the history

of these tribes. In such instances, therefore, the only pos-

sible way to apply the historical method of explanation is

by making, on the basis of whatever evidence of an indi-

rect kind we can find, a hypothetical reconstruction of the

past history of these tribes.

A great deal of what is generally called ethnology has

consisted of such theoretical or conjectural history. Let

me illustrate the method by reference to a specific ex-

ample. Off the east coast of this continent there lies a

large island—Madagascar. A first examination of the

people of the island shows that they are in some ways re-

lated, as we should expect, to the peoples of Africa. You

may find, particularly on the western side, many individ-

uals of distinctly negro, i.e., African type, in respect, I

mean, of their physical characters. And quite a number of

the elements of Madagascar culture seem to be African

also. But a closer examination shows that there are ele-

ments both of race and culture that are not African, and

a study of these enables us to demonstrate without ques-

tion that some of them have been derived from south-

eastern Asia. A consideration of the racial and cultural

features of Madagascar as they exist at the present time

enables us to say with practical certainty that, at a period

of time not many centuries ago, there was an immigration

into the island of people from Asia who were related in

language, in culture, and at least to some extent in race, to

the present inhabitants of the Malay Archipelago. We can

even fix dates, rather vague, it is true, between which this

migration took place. It must have been earlier than

our first historical accounts of Madagascar, and it must

have been later than the introduction of iron-working

into the region from which the immigrants came.

A more detailed study of the racial and cultural fea-

tures of Madagascar would enable us to reconstruct a
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good deal more of the history of the island. We see that

there are at least two elements that have been combined in

the culture of the island, two culture-strata as they are

sometimes, not very appropriately, called, and a thorough

systematic examination of the culture in comparison with

the cultures of S.E. Asia and of Africa would permit us to

analyse the existing complex of culture traits, so that we

could say of many of them whether they were brought by

the immigrants or whether they belonged to the earlier

population of the island. And in this way we should be

able to reconstruct some of the characters of the culture

that existed in the island before the invasion.

In this way we explain the culture of Madagascar by

tracing out the historical process of which it is the final

result, and in default of any historical records we do this

by means of a hypothetical reconstruction of the history

based on as complete a study as possible of the racial char-

acters, the language and the culture of the island at the

present time, supplemented, if possible, by the informa-

tion given by archaeology. In our final reconstruction

some things will be quite certain, others can be established

with a greater or less degree of probability, and in some

matters we may never be able to get beyond mere guess-

ing.

You will see from this example that we are able to

apply the method of historical explanation even where we

have no historical records. From written documents we

can only learn the history of civilization in its most ad-

vanced stages during the last few centuries, a mere frag-

ment of the whole hfe of mankind on earth. Archaeolo-

gists, turning over the soil, and laying bare the buildings

or dwelling sites, and restoring to us the implements, and

occasionally the bones, of races and peoples of long ago,

enable us to fill in some of the details of the vast prehis-

toric period. The ethnological analysis of culture, which I

have illustrated by the example of Madagascar, supple-
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ments the knowledge derived from history and archaeol-

ogy.

This historical study of culture gives us only a knowl-

edge of events and of their order of succession. There is

another kind of study which I propose to speak of as "in-

ductive," because in its aims and methods it is essentially

similar to the natural or inductive sciences. The postulate

of the inductive method is that all phenomena are subject

to natural law, and that consequently it is possible, by the

application of certain logical methods, to discover and

prove certain general laws, i.e., certain general statements

or formulae, of greater or less degree of generality, each of

which apphes to a certain range of facts or events. The

essence of induction is generalisation; a particular fact is

explained by being shown to be an example of a general

rule. The fall of the apple from the tree and the motions of

the planets round the sun are shown to be different ex-

amples of the law of gravitation.

Inductive science has conquered one realm of nature

after another : first the movements of the stars and planets

and the physical phenomena of the world around us; then

the chemical reactions of the substances of which our

universe is composed; later came the biological sciences

which aim at discovering the general laws that govern the

reactions of living matter; and in the last century the same

inductive methods have been applied to the operations of

the human mind. It has remained for our own time to

apply these methods to the phenomena of culture or

civilization, to law, morals, art, language, and social insti-

tutions of every kind.

There are then, these two quite different methods of

dealing with the facts of culture, and, since they are dif-

ferent, both in the results they seek, and in the logical

methods by which they strive to attain those results, it is

advisable to regard them as separate, though doubtless

connected, studies, and to give them different names.
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Now the names ethnology and social anthropology seem

to be very suitable for this purpose, and I propose to de-

vote them to it. There is already noticeable, I think, a dis-

tinct tendency to differentiate the use of the two terms in

very much this way, but it has never, so far as I am aware,

been carried out systematically. I would propose then, to

confine the use of the term ethnology to the study of cul-

ture by the method of historical reconstruction described

above, and to use the term social anthropology as the

name of the study that seeks to formulate the general laws

that underhe the phenomena of culture.^ In making this

suggestion I am doing nothing more, I think, than make

explicit a distinction that is already imphcit in a great deal

of the current usage of the terms.

I think that the clear recognition of the existence of two

quite different methods of deahng with the facts of culture

will help us to understand the controversies on method

that have been occupying the attention of students in

recent years.

During the second half of the last century the concep-

tion of evolution was occupying, or even dominating, the

minds of scientists, and the anthropologists of that time

were therefore very largely compelled to take up the

evolutionary point of view in their study of culture. Now
the notion of evolution is open to ambiguity. If we look at

it from the inductive point of view a process of evolution

is one produced by the cumulative action of a single cause

or a number of causes acting continuously. Thus biologi-

cal evolution, according to the Darwinian theory, is a

process due to the continuous action of the principles of

^ It may be asked why I do not use the word "sociology" instead

of the decidedly more cumbersome "social anthropology." Usage

must count for something, and a good deal of what is commonly
called sociology in English-speaking countries is a somewhat form-

less study of whose votaries Steinmetz says "on desire des verites

larges, eternelles, valables pour toute I'humanite, comme prix de

quelques heures de speculation somnolente."
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heredity, variation, and natural selection. In this sense the

development of culture can only be shown to be a process

of evolution by demonstrating certain specific principles

or laws, from the continued action of which it has re-

sulted. But if we adopt what might be called the historical

point of view a process of evolution may sometimes be

regarded as a series of successive stages of development.

Thus, in the history of hving matter on the earth the evi-

dence of geology shows us that there have been successive

periods characterised by the appearance of different forms

of living organisms, from the invertebrates to the higher

mammals. But these successive stages are only really un-

derstood when we have formulated the laws by which

they have been produced; and only then can they be re-

garded as stages of a process of evolution.

It was almost entirely from the historical and not from

the inductive point of view that the anthropologists of the

last century considered evolution, and their aim was there-

fore not to discover fundamental laws operating in the

development of culture, but to show that that develop-

ment had been a process by which human society passed

through a number of stages or phases. This is abundantly

evident when we remember a few of the topics of discus-

sion with which anthropology was largely concerned until

a few years ago. There was, for instance, the view, first

expressed by Bachofen, that every human society passes

through a matriarchal stage, i.e., a stage of development

in which kinship is counted only or chiefly through fe-

males, through the mother and not through the father,

with the corollary that matrilineal peoples are every-

where more primitive than patrilineal peoples, i.e., repre-

sent an earUer stage of development or evolution. Then,

when interest in totemism was aroused, some anthropolo-

gists, basing their conclusions on the very wide distribu-

tion of the institution among uncivilized peoples, sup-

posed that totemism was a necessary stage in the develop-
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ment of society and religion; and Kohler, and following

him, Durkheim, even went so far as to suppose that the

totemic form of society was the very earliest stage in the

development of society about which we can obtain infor-

mation.

The best example of the kind of theories which were the

chief concern of what has been called the evolutionary

school of anthropology is to be found in Lewis Morgan's

"Ancient Society," There he attempts to define a number

of stages of social development, each characterised by cer-

tain social institutions ; and he regards the savages of the

present day as representing the stages through which

civiHzed peoples passed centuries ago. Morgan's theories

were not accepted in their entirety by other anthropolo-

gists, but some of them were, and still are, accepted by a

number of students of the subject. And even those who

rejected Morgan's particular hypotheses at any rate ac-

cepted his general point of view, the so-called, and I think

miscalled, "evolutionary" standpoint.

The assumption that Morgan and other anthropolo-

gists made was that the development of culture has been

unihnear; all the various cultures of which we have knowl-

edge can be arranged in a single series in one Hne, so that

any culture high up in the series may be assumed to have

passed through stages which are represented by those

lower in the series. This assumption, still apparently ac-

cepted by some, has become more and more difficult to

defend as our knowledge of the peoples of the earth and

the diversity of their culture has increased. An overwhelm-

ing body of facts shows us that the development of culture

has not been unilinear, but that each society develops its

own special type as the result of its history and its environ-

ment.

However, I have not time, on this occasion, to enter on

a criticism of the so-called evolutionary school. It has

been subjected to very extensive criticism in recent years,

10
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in England, in Germany, and in America, and I may refer

you to the book by Professor Lowie entitled "Primitive

Society" for a reasoned and, I think, conclusive criticism

of the type of evolutionary theory of which Morgan is the

most typical representative. All that I am concerned with

here is to point out that the anthropologists of this school

considered culture and the history of culture from one

standpoint only, namely, as a process of development, and

were interested only or chiefly in problems of develop-

ment, and that they regarded the development of culture

from the historical standpoint as a succession of stages

rather than from the inductive standpoint as the result of

the action of specific laws. To come to the heart of the

matter, as I see it, the evolutionary anthropology was

never quite sure of its own aims, never definitely decided

whether it was seeking to make a reconstruction of the

history of culture, or to discover the general laws of cul-

ture as a whole. The result of this lack of certainty was a

fundamental vice of method which I have no time now to

deal with, but which I shall have to mention again later in

this address.

Already, in the last century, there was an important

school in Germany which adopted principles of method

fundamentally different from those of the evolutionary

school. This school, which was founded by Ratzel, was

sometimes called the "geographical" school. Of its latest

representatives, Schmidt calls his method "kulturhisto-

rische" and Frobenius speaks of "Kulturmorphologie,"

while Graebner and others speak of their studies as eth-

nology. The chief feature of the school is that they con-

centrate their attention, sometimes exclusively, on the

phenomena of the diff'usion of culture. We know that ele-

ments of culture may be transferred from one region to

another, or from one people to another, by various proc-

esses. Thus, in recent times, Japan has adopted many of

the elements of European civihzation. This process, which

11
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we can watch going on around us, is evidently nothing

new but has been going on since mankind first spread

over the earth, and it is fairly evident that it must have

played a very important part in the history of culture.

In the early years of this century the study of culture

had thus reached a position in which there were two dif-

ferent schools, following divergent aims, and having little

or no connection with one another. The evolutionary

anthropologists looked at everything from the point of

view of development, and tended to look upon the devel-

opment of culture as a process of unihnear evolution. The

students of "culture-history" studied almost exclusively

phenomena of the transfer of culture elements from one

region to another, and either rejected or were not inter-

ested in the notion of evolution. The first of these two

schools was more prominent in England, and the second

in Germany.

In 1911 Dr. Rivers, in his Presidential Address to the

Anthropological Section of the British Association, drew

attention to this divergence between the methods of work

of the evolutionary anthropologists and the students of

culture-history, and suggested that the two methods must

be combined if the study of culture is to progress. He ex-

pressed the view that before we can consider problems of

development we must consider the effects of diffusion.

"Evolutionary speculations can have no firm basis unless

there has been a preceding analysis of the cultures and

civihzations now spread over the earth's surface."

What Dr. Rivers calls the "ethnological analysis of cul-

ture," which I have already illustrated from the example

of Madagascar, thus came into greater prominence in

England, largely through the influence of Rivers himself,

and though he has been lost to us by an untimely death

that has been one of the greatest losses to the science in

recent years, there are in England writers such as Perry

12
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and Elliott Smith who are enthusiastically and energeti-

cally pursuing studies along these lines.

I have no time to deal with the theories and methods of

these writers, and all that I am now concerned with is to

show you how under their influence the definitely histori-

cal point of view is coming more and more to be adopted.

The older anthropologists, as I have remarked, were not

quite sure whether they wished to reconstruct the history

of civilization or to discover its laws, and often tried to do

the two things at once. The newer writers are quite sure of

their aim, which is to show how different elements of cul-

ture have been carried over the world by diffusion from a

single centre. Their method is therefore the historical one.

In America, after the important work of Morgan, there

was comparatively Httle theoretical work. Students of cul-

ture were fully occupied in collecting information about

the rapidly disappearing natives of their country, and set-

ting an example to the rest of the world which has unfor-

tunately not been followed, at any rate, by the British

Empire. But in the last ten years the question of the ex-

planation of the great mass of data that has been thus col-

lected has received increasing attention, and the tendency

has been to adopt very definitely what I have called the

historical method of explanation. The influence of Boas

has been strongly in this direction. A very definite insist-

ence on the strictly limited historical point of view is to be

found in the paper entitled "Eighteen Professions," pub-

hshed in 1915 by Professor Kroeber. The evolutionary

doctrines, particularly those represented by Morgan, have

been subjected to extensive criticism by many writers, of

whom I may mention Swanton and Lowie. A single quo-

tation will suffice to illustrate the point of view that is on

the whole typical of American writers of the present day,

or at any rate of a large number of them, and I will take

this from a work in which Sapir endeavours to lay down

13
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the principles by which it is possible to reconstruct the

history of culture from a study of the local distribution of

different culture elements. Under the heading "Ethnology

as an Historical Science" he writes:

Cultural anthropology is more and more rapidly getting

to realise itself as a strictly historical science. Its data can not

be understood, either in themselves, or in their relation to one

another, except as the end-points of specific sequences of

events reaching back into the remote past. Some of us may be

more interested in the psychological laws of human develop-

ment that we believe ourselves capable of extracting from the

raw material of ethnology and archaeology, than in the estab-

lishment of definite historical facts and relationships that

would tend to make this material intelligible, but it is not at all

clear that the formulation of such laws is any more the business

of the anthropologist than of the historian in the customarily

narrow sense of the word.

Sapir uses the words ethnology and anthropology as

being interchangeable, but he is speaking of the study that

I am proposing to call distinctively ethnology, and he is

thus of opinion that it should limit itself strictly to the

historical method of interpretation and exclude all at-

tempts to discover general laws.

Thus we see that out of the undifferentiated or scarcely

differentiated ethnology-anthropology of the last century

there has gradually been marked off a special science (to

which I propose to restrict the name ethnology) which is

limiting itself more and more strictly to the historical

point of view. The majority of its students reject the

evolutionary theories of earlier days, either absolutely or

at any rate as unproved and requiring modification. Some

of them confine themselves almost entirely to problems of

the diffusion of culture, while others deal also with prob-

lems of development, but only from the limited point of

view to which they have been led by their recognition of

14
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ethnology as a systematic attempt to reconstruct the his-

tory of culture.

Efforts are being made to define as precisely as possible

the methods of this study. The subject has been dealt with

by Graebner in Germany, by Rivers in England, and by

several writers in America. Unfortunately, these various

writers have not been able, up to the present, to come to

any general agreement as to the methods that ethnology

should follow. In particular, there is very wide disagree-

ment on some of the methodological assumptions and on

questions of what does and what does not constitute evi-

dence. Thus some ethnologists, of whom Elliott Smith is

perhaps the most extreme example, tend to explain all

similarities of culture all over the world as being due to

diffusion from a common centre. If they find the same ele-

ment of culture in two regions, whether they be related

regions or not, they assume that this has been carried

from a single centre. They would, as a general rule, deny

the possibility of the same invention being made twice, or

of the same institution being developed independently in

different places at different times. I believe that Elliott

Smith would even regard all the various forms of totem-

ism as having had a single origin and spread from a single

centre. On the other side, there are some who consider it

quite possible for the same invention to be made twice

and for similar institutions to be developed in societies

having no direct or indirect contact with each other.

Thus, some of the American writers hold that it is at least

possible that pottery may have been independently dis-

covered at least twice, in the Old World and in the New.

As long as there is this disagreement about the funda-

mental methodological postulates of the study it is ob-

vious that there can be no general agreement as to results.

The evidence adduced by some writers in support of their

theories is rejected by others as being no evidence, and

15
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instead of co-operation we get controversy, which raises

passions, confuses issues, and poisons that atmosphere of

calm impartiahty in which alone science can live. We can

only hope that the ethnologists, having come to a recogni-

tion of the hmited character of their study as an attempt

to reconstruct the history of culture, may be able to reach

a larger measure of agreement as to methods and so to

give us results that may be presented to the world at large

as having behind them the authoritative acceptance of the

whole body of workers in the subject.

But what of the other kind of study that was at first

included in the anthropology-ethnology complex? We
have seen that such writers as Kroeber and Sapir insist on

the need of excluding from their particular science (eth-

nology as I am calling it) all attempts to discover general

laws. They would not, I suppose, deny that it is possible

to discover general laws in the phenomena of culture, or

that the attempt to do so is justifiable. They would admit,

I suppose, that it is possible to study the facts of culture

from the inductive point of view, according to the same

methods that the natural sciences apply to all the other

phenomena of the universe. But both the two writers men-

tioned, and others also, commonly refer to such inductive

study of culture as "psychology."

I wish most emphatically to insist that social anthro-

pology is a science just as independent of psychology as

psychology itself is independent of physiology, or as

chemistry is independent of physics; just as much and no

more. This position is by no means novel. Durkheim and

the important school of the Annee Sociologique have in-

sisted upon it since 1895.

I cannot on this occasion discuss the matter of the rela-

tion of social anthropology to psychology, but I will at-

tempt to make clear the difference between them by an

example. A man commits a murder; the police arrest him;

he is brought before a judge and jury and tried; and is
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hanged by the hangman. Here we have a situation in

which a number of individuals with their own thoughts,

feehngs, and actions, are concerned. It is possible to study

the behaviour of these individuals, the murderer, the po-

liceman, the judge, etc., within the general situation,

which we should have to take for granted. Such a study

would be essentially a matter for psychology. But that

study, however far we carried it, would not provide us

with any explanation of the whole procedure in which the

individuals play their respective parts. For this purpose

we must study the situation as a whole, considering it as

an action carried out by the society, the State, through its

specially appointed representatives, as a collective reac-

tion on the part of the society to the particular circum-

stances resulting from the murder. And then the individ-

uals as particular persons, with their particular thoughts

and feehngs, become of no interest or importance for our

purpose. The object of our study is the process as a whole

and the individuals do not concern us except in so far as

they necessarily enter into that process. Now such studies

of social institutions and social reactions are the special

task of social anthropology, as I defined it at the begin-

ning of this address.

The distinction between psychology and social anthro-

pology may therefore be stated, somewhat roughly, by

saying that the former deals with individual behaviour in

its relation to the individual; the latter deals with the be-

haviour of groups or collective bodies of individuals in its

relation to the group. It is quite true that collective be-

haviour involves the actions of individuals. We have seen

that the process by which a society inflicts punishment on

a murderer involves actions by the policeman, the judge,

and the hangman; and if we were considering the matter

fully we should have to add the journalist who reports the

trial and the citizen who reads the report in his news-

paper. But the example has shown us that psychology and

17
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social anthropology look at these actions from quite dif-

ferent points of view. What, in them, is relevant to one

science is largely irrelevant to the other.

I cannot hope, in the time available on this occasion, to

show you exactly what are the differences between psy-

chology and social anthropology. But perhaps the ex-

ample I have chosen is sufficient to show you that there is

a difference. Now, I think that one of the chief reasons for

the failure of social anthropology to estabhsh itself in the

position it ought to occupy has been the failure to recog-

nize that it is quite distinct from psychology. The study

called "folk-psychology" in Germany, and a great deal of

anthropology in England, have consisted of attempts to

explain the customs and beliefs of primitive peoples in

terms of psychology, i.e., of the mental processes of the

individual. The belief in magic, for example, is explained

as a result of the psychological laws of the association of

ideas. Such applications of psychology to the phenomena

of culture can never make a science, any more than an

attempt to explain the behaviour of the individual entirely

in terms of physiology can give us an adequate substitute

for psychology. If this were all that social anthropology

could offer, then those writers, who include under psy-

chology all study of culture that is not strictly historical,

would be justified. But once we recognise, as it is full time

that we did recognise, that social anthropology is an inde-

pendent science, with its own special subject matter, its

own distinctive methods, aiming at the discovery of laws

that are in no sense laws of psychology, then and only

then will it find its proper place and make progress.

A second thing that has stood in the way of the develop-

ment of social anthropology has been the influence of the

idea of evolution in the particular form in which it was

first developed, with the historical bias which from the

beginning has been noticeable in the study of culture. We
have seen that modern ethnology has been led to reject the
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notion of evolution as a succession of phases through

which human society passes. It is equally necessary for

social anthropology to reject the evolutionary doctrine in

this form as being, at any rate, entirely unproved.

If social anthropology is to use the idea of evolution at

all (and for myself I think it can and should do so) it must

be in the form of a statement of general laws or principles

from the continuous action of which the various past and

present forms of society have resulted (in just the same

way as the evolutionary theory of biology attempts to

state the general laws of which the action has produced

the various living and extinct species). But such laws can-

not be stated adequately until the science has already

made considerable progress.

The effect of the historical bias of the early anthropol-

ogy, and of the false idea of evolution to which it led such

writers as Morgan, was to set anthropologists seeking, not

for laws, but for origins. We have had theories of the

origin of totemism, of the origin of exogamy, and even

theories of the origin of language, of religion, and of so-

ciety itself; and theories of this kind have occupied a very

large place in the hterature of anthropology. But it is open

to doubt whether they have really advanced our knowl-

edge and understanding of civilisation, except in a very

indirect way by calling attention to the interest of the cul-

ture of primitive peoples and thus leading to their fuller

study.

Let me illustrate the difference between the study of

origins and the study of laws by a specific example. We
have had in the last half century a large number of the-

ories of the origin of totemism, none of which has yet

obtained, or seems likely to obtain, general acceptance.

Perhaps the best known is that of Sir James Frazer, ac-

cording to which primitive man, being ignorant of the

physiology of conception, concluded that a woman was

impregnated by the food she ate; on the basis of this be-
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lief there arose customs by which each individual was re-

quired to observe certain ritual obligations to the species

of animal or plant from which he had, as it were, sprung;

in this way arose one form of totemism (conceptional to-

temism) and from this all others are derived. Sir James

Frazer does not tell us whether he thinks that this process

took place once in a certain region and that from that

centre totemism was spread over the world, or that the

same process has taken place independently in different

parts of the world.

The methodological objection to this theory, and to all

theories of the same type, is that there seems no possible

way of verifying them. We may be able to show that

totemism might have arisen in this way (although that in-

volves a large number of assumptions as to how social

institutions do arise), but we are unable, by any means

that I can imagine, to prove that this is the way in which it

actually did arise.

Moreover, the theory, and others like it, even if it ex-

plains how totemism at one time came into existence, does

not explain how it succeeds in continuing in existence.

And that is a problem quite as important as the problem

of origin.

Now if we leave aside altogether the question of the

possible origin or origins of totemism, and try instead to

discover its laws, we reach a theory of an entirely different

kind, and if you will permit me I will illustrate the matter

by a brief statement of my own theory of totemism, in the

form of a few general statements which I think it may be

possible in the future definitely to prove by the ordinary

logical methods of induction

:

(1) In primitive societies any things that have impor-

tant effects on the social life necessarily become the ob-

jects of ritual observances (negative or positive), the func-

tion of such ritual being to express, and so to fix and per-
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petuate, the recognition of the social value of the objects

to which it refers.

(2) Consequently, in a society which depends entirely

or in some large measure for its subsistence on hunting

and collecting, the various species of animals and plants,

and more particularly those used for food, become the

object of ritual observances.

(3) In differentiated societies of certain types (as, for

example, tribes divided into sibs or clans, i.e., into groups

of kindred) the different segments tend to be differentiated

from one another by differences of ritual, observances of

the same general type for the whole tribe being directed to

some special object or class of objects for each one of its

segments.

(4) Consequently, while in undifferentiated societies

(such as the Andaman Islanders) the ritual relation to the

animals and plants used for food is a general undifferenti-

ated relation between the society as a whole and the world

of nature as a whole, in differentiated societies the general

tendency is to develop special ritual relations between

each of the social segments (clans or other groups) and

some one or more species of animal or plant, or occasion-

ally some special division of nature in which a number of

species are included.

I cannot, of course, on this occasion, develop and ex-

plain this theory of totemism. The first and the third prop-

ositions are statements of general laws the discussion of

which would involve the whole theory of ritual in general.^

I only give you this bald statement of the theory in order

to show you that it is possible to have a theory of totemism

which, if substantiated, will help us to understand not only

totemism but also many other things, without committing

oneself to any hypothesis as to the historical origin or ori-

^ I have already published, in a work on the Andaman Islanders,

a part of the evidence for the first two statements.
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gins of totemism. Further, I would point out, and insist on

the point, that a theory of this kind (whether it be the one

outhned above or another) is capable of verification by the

ordinary processes of induction. It is true that the process

of verification is a lengthy one. I first became interested in

totemism some sixteen years ago, and made up my mind

to begin by studying a primitive people who had no totem-

ism, if such could be found. I found such a people in the

Andamian Islands, and after working amongst them I ven-

tured to formulate a working hypothesis on totemism in

very much the form in which I have just stated it to you.

I then went to Australia, where some of the most interest-

ing forms of totemism are to be found, intending to spend

there the eight or ten years that I thought would be neces-

sary to verify this hypothesis. My work was unfortunately

interrupted after little more than two years by the war,

and having an opportunity I went later to Polynesia,

where there are to be found what seem to be the remains

of a totemic system now incorporated in a system of poly-

theism. So that while I cannot say that I have been able

fully to verify the hypothesis, I have been able to test it by

applying it over a fairly wide field. In any case I am bring-

ing it forward here as an example not of a verified hypoth-

esis, but of one that by its nature is capable of verification

in a way that theories of the origin of totemism are not.

There is an ambiguity about that word "origin," how-

ever. In the sense in which it is used by Darwin in the title

of his work on the "Origin of Species," it refers to the

forces or laws that have been acting in the past and are still

acting to produce and perpetuate modifications in living

matter. In this sense the theory that I have outlined could

also be called a theory of the origin of totemism. It deals

with the forces or laws which have acted in the past and

are still acting to produce and perpetuate modifications in

culture, and explains by reference to them the existence of

totemism in some societies and its absence in others.
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But the more usual meaning attached to the word

origin in general usage as well as in anthropology, has

been the historical one. A particular institution comes

into existence at a certain moment of time in a certain so-

ciety as the result of certain events. To know its origin we

must know how, and, if possible, where and when it had

its beginning. It is in this sense that I am speaking of

origins, and what I am trying to show you is that social

anthropology does not or should not specially concern

itself with origins in this sense. It is true that where we

have actual historical data as to the origin of a particular

institution, that knowledge may be of very great value to

social anthropology. But unverified and generally unveri-

fiable hypotheses of origins are of no use whatever in our

search for demonstrable laws.

The specific social forces which it is the special business

of social anthropology to study are constantly present in

any society and can be there observed and studied, just as

the psychologist can observe the forces at work in the

behaviour of the individual.

What I am trying to make clear to you is that the con-

tinual search for theories of origin has prevented the de-

velopment of social anthropology along lines which

would give the most valuable results. It is not only not

necessary for social anthropology to concern itself with

theories of historical origins, but such theories, or the

concentration of attention on them, may do a great deal

of harm. Moreover, theories of origin, where we have no

actual historical data, must necessarily rest on assumed

general laws. Many of the theories of the older anthropol-

ogy rest on an assumption that changes in culture come

about through the need and desire of man to understand

and explain the phenomena of the world around him;

that desire leads him to formulate explanations, and these

being once accepted his actions are modified by them and

social customs of various kinds are developed. The classi-
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cal example of this hypothesis is to be found in the the-

ory of animism of Tylor and Frazer. Primitive man de-

sires to explain the phenomena of dreams and of death; he

formulates the hypothesis that man has a soul which sur-

vives the death of the body; and having once accepted

this hypothesis he develops on the basis of it an immense

mass of ritual customs such as those relating to death and

burial and the worship of ancestors. Now this assumption

that changes in culture do commonly take place in this

way, by the desire to understand, the formulation of an

explanation, and the estabhshment of custom as the result

of the belief so reached (and this seems to be the assump-

tion underlying many other theories of origins as well as

the example I have mentioned), is a general law which re-

quires to be proved. It may apply to some of the changes

that take place in our own advanced civilizations where

the desire for and the search for explanations have be-

come of great importance through the development of

science. But my own view is that it is of comparatively

minor importance amongst primitive peoples, and that

amongst them the basis of the development of custom is

the need of action, and of collective action, in certain

definite circumstances affecting the society or group, and

that the custom and its associated beliefs are developed to

fill this need. The discussion of this, however, would take

us very far, and I am only mentioning it to show that the-

ories of origin such as the animistic theory, or Frazer's

theory of totemism, necessarily involve assumptions

which, if they are true, are general laws ; and that, there-

fore, it is necessary, before we proceed to the making of

theories of origin, to scrutinise our assumed general laws

and demonstrate them by a sufficiently wide induction.

You will now be able to see, I hope, whither the argu-

ment has led us. The confusion that has reigned in the

study of culture, which has delayed its progress, and

which has of recent years caused much dissatisfaction to
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its Students, is the result of a failure to consider sufficiently

fully the methodology of the subject. The remedy is to

recognize that the two different methods of explaining the

facts of culture, the historical and the inductive, should be

kept carefully separated in our minds, and this will be

made more easy if we recognize them as belonging to dif-

ferent studies with different names. Ethnology then be-

comes the name of the attempt to reconstruct the history

of culture, and must adopt a definitely and strictly histori-

cal point of view, and must work out the special methods

by which it can reach conclusions with some degree of

probability. This is a view which is held by the majority of

the more recent American writers, and is steadily gaining

ground in Germany and England. Social anthropology

will then become the purely inductive study of the phe-

nomena of culture, aiming at the discovery of general

laws, and adapting to its special subject matter the or-

dinary logical methods of the natural sciences. The the-

ories of origin which have occupied so large a part in the

literature of the last century are then seen to form a sort of

no man's land between ethnology and social anthropol-

ogy. Since they are attempts to reconstruct the history of

culture they belong rather to ethnology; but since they

assume, and must assume, certain general laws, they are

dependent upon social anthropology for the demonstra-

tion or verification of those laws. Theories of origin, in

other words, must combine the results of ethnology and

of social anthropology, and at some time in the future

may be able to do so with profit. But for the present the

need is to get some definite and generally accepted results

from social anthropology and from ethnology, and this

will only be done by each keeping to its own aims and to

its own special methods.

Leaving aside, then, this no man's land of theories of

origin, what are we to say as to the relations to one an-

other of ethnology and social anthropology? Social an-
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thropology as an inductive science must rely solely on

facts, and on well-authenticated observations of the facts.

Where ethnology propounds hypotheses that are not fully

demonstrated (and at present there are very few of the

hypotheses of ethnology that can be fully demonstrated),

such hypotheses cannot be used by social anthropology.

For to do so would be to erect hypotheses on hypotheses

—a very flimsy structure. Ethnology can supply social

anthropology with a few, a very few, new facts. It can do

no more. For the knowledge of what changes have taken

place, and in what circumstances, social anthropology

must rely on history, not on conjectural history.

But, on the other hand, I am inclined to think that

ethnology will never get very far without the help of social

anthropology. When Adam Smith first tried to make

"conjectural history" it was on the basis of "known prin-

ciples" that he sought to estabhsh his conjectures. Any
hypothetical reconstruction can only be fully successful if

it is based on a sound knowledge of the laws of history.

But it is only social anthropology that can provide such

laws. If you will study the two volumes of the "History of

Melanesian Society," in which Rivers has attempted to

make an ethnological analysis of the culture of Oceania

and to reconstruct its history, you will see that throughout

his whole argument his conclusions rest on assumptions

as to what is likely to happen in certain circumstances, for

instance, what is hkely to happen when two peoples of

different culture meet and settle in the same island. Now
all such assumptions are hypothetical general statements

of the kind which it is the special business of social an-

thropology to deal with, and which can only be proved or

made probable by induction. And the main objection to

the assumptions made by Rivers is that they do not seem

to be based on a sufficiently wide induction and are there-

fore open to doubt, so that the whole edifice raised on

them is consequently shaky.
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Or read Sapir's attempt to lay down the principles by

which we can read what he calls "time perspective" into

the facts of the local distribution of culture traits. You will

find once again that he assumes, and is compelled to as-

sume, certain general principles or laws. They may be

true, or they may not, but their demonstration is a matter

for the inductive method and therefore for social anthro-

pology. And if ethnology is to use such assumptions, and

I do not see how it is possible for it to avoid doing so, it

must depend on social anthropology for their verification.

Once, therefore, ethnology and social anthropology

are recognized as separate studies, the one historical and

the other inductive, the relation between them would be

one of one-sided dependence. Social anthropology can do

without ethnology, but it would seem that ethnology can-

not do without assumptions that belong specifically to

social anthropology.

Let us now pass on to consider briefly another impor-

tant matter, namely the practical value of the results that

may be expected from ethnology and social anthropology

respectively.

Ethnology gives us a hypothetical reconstruction of the

past history of civiHzation, some of its results being estab-

lished with a fairly high degree of probabihty, others being

little more than plausible surmise. Its practical value in

human Hfe cannot be different in kind from that of his-

tory, and cannot certainly be greater. The bare facts of

history are often very interesting in themselves. It may
interest us, for example, to know that Madagascar was

invaded by a people from south-eastern Asia some cen-

turies ago. But mere knowledge of the events of the past

cannot by itself give us any guidance in our practical ac-

tivities. For that we need, not facts, but generalisations

based on the facts. Such generalisations it is not the busi-

ness of history or of ethnology to give us, and historians

and ethnologists are now coming to recognize that this is
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SO. I cannot, therefore, persuade myself that the ingenious

and interesting constructions of the ethnologist will ever

be of much practical value to mankind. But lest you

should think that in my zeal to press the claims of social

anthropology I am being unfair to ethnology I will quote

to you what Professor Kroeber says in reviewing Lowie's

book on "Primitive Society." Professor Kroeber is one of

the most determined exponents of the strictly historical

method in the study of culture, and is therefore least likely

to be biassed against his own science. He writes:

If now we revert from the success of the book as the logical

exemplification of a method to that method itself, what can be

said of the value of this method? This admission seems in-

evitable: that though the method is sound, and the only one

that the ethnologist has found justifiable, yet to the worker in

remote fields of science, and to the man of general intellectual

interests, its products must appear rather sterile. There is little

output that can be applied in other sciences, there is scarcely

even anything that psychology, which underlies anthropology,

can take hold of and utilise. There are, in short, no causal ex-

planations. The method leads us to the realization that such

and such has happened on such and such an occasion. Human
nature indeed remains the same with its conservatism, inertia,

and imitativeness. But the particular forms which institutions

assume evidently depend on a multiplicity of variable immedi-

ate factors, and if there are common and permanent factors

they either cannot be isolated or remain as vague as the three

trends mentioned. In essence, then, modern ethnology says

that so and so happens, and may tell why it happened thus in

that particular case. It does not tell, and does not try to tell,

why things happen in society as such.

This default may be inevitable. It may be nothing but the

result of a sane scientific method in a historical field. But it

seems important that ethnologists should recognize the situa-

tion. As long as we continue offering the world only recon-

structions of specific detail, and consistently show a negativis-

tic attitude towards broader conclusions, the world will find
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very little of profit in ethnology. People do want to know why.

After the absorption of the first shock of interest in the fact

that the Iroquois have matrilineal clans and that the Arunta

have totems, they want to know why they have them when we

have not. The answer of ethnology as typified by Lowie, is in

substance that there are tribes fully as primitive as the Iroquois

and Arunta, who are like ourselves in that they possess neither

clans nor totems. But again the justifiable question obtrudes

:

Why do some primitive cultures develop clans and totems

while others fail to ? And we say that we do not know or that

diff"usion of an idea did or did not reach a certain area. Now
it may be contended that such questionings are naive. Yet they

occur and will occur. And it would seem accordingly that eth-

nologists owe it to their consciences to realize clearly how lim-

ited the scope of their results is, how little they satisfy the de-

mand—be it justified or simple—for broad results, or offbr

formulations that will prevent the average inquirer's relapse

into the comforting embrace of easy and unsound theories.

Such a realization is not marked in Lowie's volume.

And finally, however firmly scientific ideals may hold us to

the tools which we use, we must also recognize that the desire

for the applicability of knowledge to human conduct is an in-

escapable one. That branch of science which renounces the

hope of contributing at least something to the shaping of life

is headed into a blind alley. Therefore, if we cannot present

anything that the world can use, it is at least incumbent on us

to let this failure burn into our consciousness.

Serious as this comparative sterility is, it is yet preferable to

the point of view which recognizes the demand, but attempts

to satisfy it with conclusions derived from shallow thinking

under the influence of personal predilection. After all, honesty

is the primary virtue, and Lowie's soberness is a long advance

on Morgan's brilliant illusions. But one sometimes sighs re-

gretfully that the honesty of the method which is so success-

fully exemplified here, is not stirred into quicker pulse by

visions of more ultimate enterprise.

Now while ethnology with its strictly historical method

can only tell us that certain things have happened, or have
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probably or possibly happened, social anthropology with

its inductive generalisations can tell us how and why

things happen, i.e., according to what laws. It is, perhaps,

rash to try to foretell what will be the future results of a

science that is yet in its infancy, but I would suggest that

our experience of the results already attained in human

life from scientific discoveries in the realm of nature, ren-

der it hkely that the discovery of the fundamental laws

that govern the behaviour of human societies and the de-

velopment of social institutions—law, morals, religion,

art, language, etc.—will have great and wide-reaching re-

sults on the future of mankind. Our recently acquired

knowledge of the laws of physical and chemical phe-

nomena has already permitted us to make great advances

in material civilization by the control of natural forces.

The discovery of the laws of the human mind, which is the

special task of psychology, seems to hold out a promise of

similar great advance in such a matter as education. Shall

we not be justified in looking forward to the time when an

adequate knowledge of the laws of social development

will, by giving us a knowledge of and a control over the

social forces, both material and spiritual, enable us to at-

tain to practical results of the very greatest importance ?

That, at any rate, is my faith, and should be the faith of

the social anthropologist. Who of us is there at the present

time who does not feel that there are many things in the

civilization of to-day that would be better changed or

abohshed? How to attain the desired ends is what we do

not know, for our knowledge of the processes of social

change is very slight indeed, and is at the best purely em-

pirical or little more. In our efforts to deal with the mala-

dies of our civilization we are like the empiric in medicine,

though even more ignorant. He makes experiments, trying

one remedy after another, with no certainty as to what the

result will be. We also make, or attempt to make, our ex-

periments on the body poHtic, and the only difference be-
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tween the revolutionary and the rest of us is that he is

prepared to take heroic measures, risking all on his faith

in his nostrum. Let us first recognize our own ignorance

and the need of knowledge more than empirical, and let

us set to work to accumulate that knowledge by patient

study, in the faith that future generations will be able to

apply it in the building of a civilization nearer to our

heart's desire.

This forecast of the results that we may expect from the

study of social anthropology in a somewhat distant fu-

ture, however, will perhaps not appeal very strongly to the

"practical man" who looks for more immediate results

from his expenditure. Let us glance, therefore, at the more

immediate practical results that may be obtained from the

study. In this country we are faced with a problem of im-

mense difficulty and great complexity. It is the need of

finding some way in which two very different races, with

very different forms of civilization, may live together in

one society, poHtically, economically and morally in close

contact, without the loss to the white race of those things

in its civilization that are of greatest value, and without

that increasing unrest and disturbance that seem to threat-

en us as the inevitable result of the absence of stability and

unity in any society. I am aware that there are some who

would deny that there is a problem, or that it is one of any

great difficulty; but I believe that thinking men are more

and more coming to recognize both the difficulty and the

urgency of the problem, and some have come to see that

we do not possess the knowledge and understanding that

are required to deal with it.

Now I think this is where social anthropology can be of

immense and almost immediate service. The study of the

beliefs and customs of the native peoples, with the aim,

not of merely reconstructing their history, but of discover-

ing their meaning, their function, that is, the place they

occupy in the mental, moral and social life, can aff'ord
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great help to the missionary or the public servant who is

engaged in dealing with the practical problems of the ad-

justment of the native civilization to the new conditions

that have resulted from our occupation of the country.

Let us imagine the case of a missionary or magistrate who

is wondering what are likely to be the results of an at-

tempt to abolish or discourage the custom of uku-lobola.

He may experiment, but he then risks the chance of pro-

ducing results that he has not foreseen, so that his experi-

ment may do far more harm than good. Ethnological the-

ories as to the probable past history of African tribes will

afford him no help whatever. But social anthropology,

though it cannot yet provide a complete theory of lobola,

can tell him much that will be of great help to him, and

can set him on the path of enquiry by which he can dis-

cover more. This is only one example out of many that I

might have chosen. The problem of how to get rid of the

belief in witchcraft is another of the same kind, in which

social anthropology can supply the missionary or admin-

istrator with knowledge and understanding without which

it is very unlikely that he will be able to find a satisfactory

solution of his practical problems. It is not the business of

the social anthropologist to attempt the solution of these

practical problems, and it would be unwise, I think, for

him to attempt it. The scientist must keep himself as free

as possible from considerations of the practical applica-

tion of his results, and particularly so in a region of prob-

lems that are the subject of heated and often prejudiced

discussion. His work is to study the life and customs of the

natives and find their explanation in terms of general laws.

It is the missionary, the teacher, the educator, the admin-

istrator and the magistrate who must apply the knowledge

thus gained to the practical problems with which we are

at present faced.

I wish that I could deal at greater length with this sub-
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ject and illustrate to you the way in which a little knowl-

edge of social anthropology would have saved us from

many gross blunders in our dealings with native races.

But I must pass on to the final topic of my address, which

is the relation of social anthropology to ethnography.

By ethnography is meant the observation and descrip-

tion of the phenomena of culture or civilization, particu-

larly among undeveloped peoples. It thus provides the

facts with which both ethnology and social anthropology

have to deal. In the past the work of observing and record-

ing ethnographical data has been very largely carried out

by persons who had little or no training in social anthro-

pology, and often little knowledge of ethnology. The facts

thus collected from all over the globe v/ere then studied by

the anthropologist, who often enough had never had the

opportunity of making ethnographical observations for

himself, and he elaborated the explanations. The result of

this division of labour has been very unsatisfactory on

both sides. On the one side the observations made by the

untrained traveller or missionary are very often unreliable

and only too frequently inaccurate. It is fairly difficult to

make exact observations in physics or chemistry without a

systematic training in the science. But the work of making

observations in ethnography is vastly more difficult than

in the physical sciences. There is no other science in which

observation is more difficult, or even, I think I may say,

as difficult, as this; and it has in the past suffered greatly

from the lack of trained observers and the reliable descrip-

tions that they alone can give us. That disadvantage is

now being gradually overcome, and there is steadily being

accumulated a mass of information collected from many

parts of the world by trained observers.

But on the other side the division of labour between

observer and theorist has been unsatisfactory. First, the

social anthropologist had to rely on descriptions, the ac-
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curacy of which he could not control; and secondly, he

was unable to test his own hypotheses by further observa-

tions, a process that is an essential part of any induction.

I feel myself that this divorce of observation and hy-

pothesis is all wrong, and that social anthropology will

never make the progress that it should until they are com-

bined as they are in other sciences. My own experience

has impressed this very strongly upon me. I have read in-

terpretations of the customs of people whom I have vis-

ited which I am sure their authors would not have offered

if they had observed for themselves the people and their

customs. Then I have myself worked out hypotheses to

explain the customs of certain regions, and afterwards

have visited those regions, and a little actual observation

has served to demoHsh my theories in a very short time.

If social anthropology is to progress, it must follow the

rules of all induction. Facts must be observed, and a hy-

pothesis must be found which seems to explain the facts.

But these are only the first two steps of the induction, and

by no means the most difficult part. The next step is to

return once more to the work of observation in order to

verify or test the hypothesis. We may find that the work-

ing hypothesis has to be modified, or that it has to be re-

jected and a new one formed. And so the process goes on

until we have established our hypothesis as a theory with

some degree of probability.

Now this process of induction, combining observation

and hypothesis, can only be carried on by the social an-

thropologist in the field. I feel very strongly that it is only

in this way that we can do our work properly. The stu-

dent, trained not only in the scientific methods of ethno-

graphical observation that have been worked out in the

last quarter of a century by the late Dr. Rivers and others,

but also in the whole theory of social anthropology, must

be prepared to spend some years of his fife living in as

intimate a contact as possible with the people or peoples
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whom he is to study. He must seek not only to observe,

but also to explain the customs and behefs of these people,

that is, he must seek to show how each one of them is an

example of some general law of human society.

It is true that this involves the danger that observation

may be influenced by preconceived theories. But all ob-

servation in ethnography is so influenced by preconcep-

tions, and the preconceptions of the trained anthropolo-

gist are enormously less harmful than those of the average

traveller or untrained though educated man on whom we

have had to rely in the past for information about uncivi-

lized peoples.

Let me sum up as briefly as possible the argument that

I have put before you. The systematic study of civilization

was begun in the middle of the last century. At first it was

not very sure of itself, of its aims and methods. Its fol-

lowers were inclined to accept theories, methods, and evi-

dence that we should now question or reject. But it was

only through the work of these men that the science was

able to develop. Since the end of the century determined

efforts have been made to introduce stricter methods, both

in observation and in interpretation. One result of this is

that we have now a vastly greater body of accurate infor-

mation about the culture of uncivihzed peoples, and in the

light of our new knowledge many of the early generahsa-

tions prove to be unsound. In the matter of methods of

interpretation, the most notable tendency has been an in-

creasing insistence on the historical point of view and the

historical method of explanation, resulting in the recogni-

tion as a separate study of what I am here calling ethnol-

ogy, strictly limited to the hypothetical reconstruction of

the past, and excluding all generalisations, all attempts to

formulate laws. In particular the older theories of evolu-

tion have been called in question, and by very many have

been entirely rejected.

Meanwhile the other method of study, the inductive
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method, by which we seek to make generahsations and

discover natural laws of human society, has been some-

what neglected. There have been two reasons for this. One

has been that the anthropologists busied themselves seek-

ing not laws but origins. The other has been the confusion

of this subject with psychology, which still exists in the

minds of many students of civilization, and leads them to

regard any attempt to study the customs of primitive

people from the inductive point of view as being the busi-

ness of the psychologist.

For the future of the study of civilization, therefore, it

is necessary to distinguish these two different methods,

and this will be easier if we use separate names for them

and call the one ethnology and the other social anthropol-

ogy. But the two, though separate, are connected. In par-

ticular, I believe that ethnology will not be able to proceed

very far without the help of social anthropology; the re-

construction of the history of civilization cannot be ac-

comphshed without a knowledge of the fundamental laws

of the life of societies.

Further, I have argued that from social anthropology

we may expect results of far greater practical value, not

only in the more or less remote future, but also in the im-

mediate present, than we can possibly hope for from

ethnology.

Thus I have been pressing the claims of social anthro-

pology as against those of ethnology. Ethnology has re-

ceived, in recent years, in England, Germany and Amer-

ica, more than its fair share of attention, while social

anthropology, except in France, has suffered undeserved

neglect. This is, I think, sufficient justification, ifjustifica-

tion be required, for this attempt to obtain recognition of

its importance and its practical value.

The present time is, I think, a critical one for the study

of primitive culture. After three-quarters of a century of
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effort it is at last finding its feet. It is becoming clearly con-

scious of its aims and methods, of its own possibilities and

limitations. It has, not without long struggles, been given

recognition at universities and elsewhere as a science

amongst other sciences. It is now in a position, I believe,

to give results that may be of immense practical value,

more particularly to those who are concerned with the

government or the betterment of backward peoples. In

recent years there have been an increasing number of stu-

dents trained in strict methods of observation and with

the knowledge of the subject that is required for research

in the field. Meanwhile, just as the science is, as it were,

coming of age, its subject matter is disappearing with

great rapidity. The spread of the white race and of Euro-

pean civilization over the world has produced in a century

or two immense changes. Native peoples in many regions

have been extinguished, as the Tasmanians, or are ap-

proaching extinction, as the AustraHans and our own
Bushmen. Elsewhere, though the people survive, their

customs and their mode of life are changed. They no

longer make the things they formerly made, they learn a

new language, their customs fall into disuse, and many of

their former beliefs become forgotten. The very material

on which the ethnologist and the social anthropologist

rely for their studies is disappearing before our eyes.

There is, I think, no other science that is in this position.

There is no other in which work which is not done at once

will never again be possible.

For this reason, then, the urgency of work that cannot

wait, and also because of its great importance in relation

to the practical problems with which this country is faced

by reason of the native population which surrounds us, I

would suggest that there is no more valuable way in

which this Association could at the present time carry out

its aim of the advancement of science than by encouraging
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and assisting in every way possible the science of social

anthropology and the scientific study of the native peoples

of this continent.
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Chapter II

HISTORICAL AND FUNCTIONAL IN-

TERPRETATIONS OF CULTURE IN

RELATION TO THE PRACTICAL

APPLICATION OF ANTHRO-

POLOGY TO THE CONTROL

OF NATIVE PEOPLES^

Anthropology is gradually establishing its claim to be re-

garded as a study which has an immediate practical value

in connection with the administration and education of

backward peoples. The recognition of this claim is respon-

sible for much of the recent development of anthropologi-

cal studies in the British Empire—the appointment of gov-

ernment anthropologists in Ashanti, Nigeria, Papua and

the Mandated Territory of New Guinea ; the provision of

training in anthropology for officers entering the colonial

services in Africa; the establishment of the School of

African Life and Language in Cape Town in 1920 and the

more recent estabhshment of a school of anthropology at

Sydney. This development has raised the question "What

sort of anthropological investigations are of practical

value in connection with such problems of administra-

tion ?" The work of the ethnographer who merely collects

information about native life and custom is of course of

value. But a science does not confine itself to collecting

data; it must also interpret them. When we come to deal

' Abstract of a paper read before the fourth Panpacific Science

Congress at Java, 1929.
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with the facts of culture there are two methods of inter-

pretation, which may be called the historical and the func-

tional. When we adopt the historical method we "ex-

plain" a culture, or some element of a culture, by showing

how it has come to be what it is as the result of a process

of historical development. The method is applicable at its

best only when there are full historical documentary rec-

ords. For uncivilized peoples where we have no such

records the application of the historical method consists

of making hypothetical reconstructions of the past. A
very great deal of anthropological theorizing during the

last half-century has taken this form. The weaknesses of

this method are (1) that the hypothetical reconstructions

remain hypothetical, being incapable of verification : (2)

that their validity depends on that of the assumptions

(generally implicit) on which they are based, assumptions

as to the nature of culture and the laws of its develop-

ment: (3) that, consequently, it does not really explain

anything at all—history only explains when it sJiow:iiis //L

detail the relation between a culture as it is at a given_

moment and actual conditions and events in a known

past. In relation to our present discussion the greatest

weakness of the method of interpreting culture by hypo-

thetical reconstructions of the unknown past is that it is

entirely devoid of any practical value. At the best we can

only claim for it an academic interest. The functional

method of interpretation rests on the assumption that a

culture is an integrated system. In the life of a given com-

munity each element of the culture plays a specific part,

has a specific function. The discovery of those functions is

the task of a science that might be called "social physiol-

ogy." The postulate on which the method depends is that

there are certain general "physiological" laws, or laws of

function, that are true for all human societies, for all cul-

tures. The functional method aims at discovering these
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general laws and thereby at explaining any particular ele-

ment of any culture by reference to the discovered laws.

Thus, if it is a valid generalisation to say that the chief

function of ritual or ceremonial is to express and thereby

maintain in existence sentiments that are necessary for the

social cohesion, we can "explain" any given ritual or cere-

monial by showing what are the sentiments expressed in it

and how these sentiments are related to the cohesion of

the society. History, in the narrow sense does not and can-

not give us general laws. The hypothetical reconstruction

of the past inevitably assumes certain general principles

but does not prove them; on the contrary its results de-

pend on their validity. The functional method aims at the

discovery and verification of general laws by the same

logical methods as those in use in the natural sciences

—

physics, chemistry, physiology. When knowledge is to be

put to practical use it must be generalised knowledge. To

exercise control over any group of phenomena we must

know the laws relating to them. It is only when we under-

stand a culture as a functioning system that we can foresee

what will be the results of any influence, intentional or

unintentional, that we may exert upon it. If, therefore,

anthropological science is to give any important help in

relation to practical problems of government and educa-

tion it must abandon speculative attempts to conjecture

the unknown past and must devote itself to the functional

study of culture.
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Chapter III

THE PRESENT POSITION

OF ANTHROPOLOGICAL

STUDIES'

In this address which I have the honour to make to you as

the president of this section, I shall lay before you certain

considerations as to the present position of anthropologi-

cal studies. It might perhaps be regarded as my duty to

make a survey of the history of these studies and what has

been accomplished in them during the hundred years over

which we are now, as an Association, looking back. But

this address had to be written during a journey from one

side of the world to the other, so that it was not possible

for me to have access to the necessary books. Moreover,

as between looking back over the past and looking for-

ward to the future, I have a temperamental preference for

the latter.

Anthropology, as that term is currently used, as for ex-

ample in defining a university curriculum, is not one sub-

ject, but includes several somewhat related subjects while

excluding others not less related. If we define anthropol-

ogy as the science of man and of human life in all its as-

pects, then it is obvious that psychology, as the study of

the human mind or human behaviour, must be included

in anthropology between human biology, which deals

with man's physical organism, and social or cultural an-

thropology, which deals with his social life. Yet actually

' Presidential address to Section H of the British Association for

the Advancement of Science, Centenary Meeting in London, 1931.
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not only is psychology not commonly included in what is

called anthropology, but there is very little systematic co-

ordination between psychological and other anthropolog-

ical studies. The reason for this lies in the history of psy-

chology, which was first developed in close relation with,

or indeed as part of, philosophy. It is only gradually that

psychology has been differentiated from philosophical

studies, and by adopting precise methods similar to the

experimental methods of the natural sciences has estab-

lished itself as an independent scientific discipline. It

seems to me that the time is now ripe for psychology to

sever its connection with the philosophical subjects of

logic and metaphysics and bring itself into closer relation

with anthropology. This is not merely a question of a logi-

cal arrangement of the sciences. Both psychology and the

other anthropological sciences will benefit greatly by a

more systematic co-ordination.

Leaving aside psychology, then, we now find the gen-

eral field of what is called anthropology divided into three

separate portions. One of these may best be named Hu-

man Biology, for the term Physical Anthropology is com-

monly appHed in a somewhat narrower sense to cover

only part of that field. In one part of this field, in Human
Palaeontology, we have witnessed in the last fifty years

many important discoveries, of which the latest, Dr.

Davidson Black's determination of Sinanthropus pekinen-

sis, is certainly one of the most significant. In another part

of Human Biology, the study of comparative racial anat-

omy, which is what is usually understood by the term

Physical Anthropology, a great amount of work has been

done in the way of measurements on the living subject and

in the study of skeletal material. I cannot help feeling my-

self that the results obtained have not been by any means

proportionate to the time and energy expended. I believe

that one of the reasons has been the preoccupation with

attempts to reconstruct the racial history of mankind,
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when we have as yet no precise knowledge of how varie-

ties of the human species actually come into existence. I

think we ought to look forward in the field of Human
Biology to a closer co-operation of comparative racial

anatomy with Human Genetics, and also to a further de-

velopment of comparative racial physiology, in which so

far much less work has been done than in anatomy.

The natural and most useful association for Human

Biology is with the other biological sciences, with general

biology, the results of which it has to apply to, or verify

in, the human species, with comparative morphology and

physiology, and with palaeontology. There is much less

benefit to this subject in a close association with prehis-

toric archaeology or with social anthropology.

Human Biology (or Physical Anthropology) and Social

Anthropology meet together in connection with two sets

of problems. One of these is the effect of social institutions

on the physical characters of a population. This study

seems to me to fall within the sphere of Human Biology

rather than in that of Social Anthropology, for it requires

to be handled by one who is by training a biologist. The

other problem is the reverse of this, namely, the discovery

of what differences, if any, in culture are the result of ra-

cial differences, i.e. of inherited physical differences of dif-

ferent peoples. Now this problem, or this set of problems,

can only be approached by means of a study of compara-

tive racial psychology, or the comparative psychology of

peoples. For it is obvious that any inherited physical dif-

ferences between races will act chiefly through psychical

differences in any effect they may have upon culture.

Thus, the recent researches of Prof. Shellshear bid fair to

enable us to define certain morphological differences of

the brain as differentiating the Austrahan aborigines from

the Chinese, and the latter in turn from Europeans. The

determination of what mental differences are correlated
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with these differences of cerebral structure is a task for the

psychologist or psycho-physiologist.

Comparative racial psychology, which is thus closely

connected with Human Biology, is a subject of great dif-

ficulty in which httle progress has been made as yet. The

first task is that of providing a technique for determining

with as much precision as possible the average psycholog-

ical differences between different populations. Many of

these differences are very obviously the result of differ-

ences of culture, and the ultimate task of such a study, of

proving that certain observable psychological differences

are correlated with differences in the physical organism,

and are therefore strictly racial differences, is one that we

cannot yet hope to approach as a scientific problem.

Another field that Ues within the general field of An-

thropology as now organised is that of Prehistoric Ar-

chaeology. I need not remind you how greatly this subject

has developed and prospered in recent years. It has won

far more popular interest and support than any other

branch of Anthropology. At the same time it has become

more definitely a specialised study. It has thus attained an

independence that it did not possess when anthropologi-

cal studies were first organised in associations and univer-

sities.

Besides these two subjects, Physical Anthropology, or,

as I think it might be better called. Human Biology, and

Prehistoric Archaeology, Anthropology as now organised

includes as a third field the study of the languages and cul-

tures of non-European peoples, and particularly of those

peoples who have no written history. This separation of

the peoples of the world into two groups, one of which is

studied by the anthropologist, while the other is left to

historians, philologists and others, is obviously not justi-

fiable by any logical co-ordination of studies, and is no

longer so fully justified by practical considerations as it

was when it first arose. Changes that are taking place in
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this field will soon require, I think, a different organisa-

tion of our studies in relation to others.

It is to this branch of anthropology, the study of the

cultures of non-European peoples, that I wish to devote

my attention in this address. Of the changes that have re-

cently been taking place in it, which are important and

significant for its future development, there is one which

I will here only mention and will return to it later. In its

earlier development the study was a purely academic one,

having no immediate bearing on any particular aspect of

practical life. This has now changed, and there is a grow-

ing recognition that the study of the life and customs of a

tribe of Africa or New Guinea by an ethnographer or so-

cial anthropologist can be of practical assistance to those

engaged in governing or educating that tribe. Anthropol-

ogy, or this branch of it, is now being brought into close

relation with colonial administration, and we may antici-

pate many important results from this association.

This new position of anthropology will, I beUeve, help

to hasten forward the development of a change of point of

view in the study, a change of orientation, which has been

slowly making itself felt during the last few decades, and

with which I propose to deal at some length. I will at-

tempt to state in a few words what this change of orienta-

tion is. Using the word science to mean the accumulation

of exact knowledge, we may distinguish two kinds of sci-

entific study, or two kinds of method. One of these is the

historical. The other method or type of study I should like

to call the inductive, but there is a chance that the word

might be misunderstood. I will therefore call it the method

of generahsation. This distinction between the historical

and the generalising sciences was emphasised long ago by

Cournot. It is one of great importance in any question of

scientific methodology.

Now when the study of non-European peoples was first

undertaken, it was very natural, and indeed inevitable,
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that it should be treated by the method of the historical

sciences so far as those methods were applicable. But dur-

ing the past hundred years there has been a steadily grow-

ing movement towards the creation of a generalising sci-

ence of culture or society. The moment has come when

the existence and independence of this science should be

recognised.

I have said that in the early stages of the study of non-

European peoples the approach made was that of the his-

torical point of view. One of the tasks of history is to give

us accurate descriptions of a society or people at a given

time. The ethnographer's work of describing to us a non-

European people was taken up precisely in this way. But

history also gives us chronological accounts of the

changes in a people's life. For the European peoples we

have written documents that enable the historian to do

this. For many non-European peoples we have no such

records. The ethnologist, true to the assumption that his-

tory was what he wanted, engaged in the attempt to

supply a conjectural or hypothetical history.

The procedure began in the eighteenth century, when

attempts were made to identify native peoples in different

parts of the world as the descendants of the ten lost tribes

of Israel, or similarities of custom with ancient Egypt were

interpreted as the result of Egyptian influence. The identi-

fication of the lost ten tribes of Israel seems to be no

longer the concern of anthropologists, but the ingenious

tracing of the most diverse customs all over the world to a

hypothetical origin in Egypt still survives, and, as it seems

to possess a strong emotional appeal for certain minds,

will probably persist.

Towards the end of the eighteenth century, with Adam
Smith and others in England and France, the hypothetical

reconstruction of the past took another form. It was sup-

posed that in some sense the less developed peoples repre-

sented early stages in the development of our own culture.
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The aid of knowledge about them was therefore called in

to help in creating a conjectural history which dealt with

such general matters as the origins of language or of civil

government, and so on.

Thus from early times the attempts to utilise informa-

tion about non-European peoples took two distinct forms.

It will be convenient to have different names by which to

distinguish the two studies, and I shall use the word

ethnology to refer to one and shall speak of the other as

belonging to social anthropology. This conforms fairly

well to the ordinary usage of these two terms.

Ethnology, in the sense in which I am here using the

word, is concerned with the relations of peoples. If we

study the existing peoples of the world, and those of the

past about which we have information, we are able to

define certain similarities and differences in racial charac-

ters, in culture and in language. The ethnologist may con-

fine himself to determining as precisely as possible these

similarities and differences and so providing a classifica-

tion of peoples on the basis of race, language and culture.

If he seeks to go further and explain them he does so by

hypothetical historical processes. It is evident that

throughout the period of human life on the planet there

have been movements and intermingUng of races ; there

has been spread of languages, and the subsequent dif-

ferentiation of one language into several distinct lan-

guages; and there have been movements of whole cultures

with the migration of peoples from one region to another,

or spread of particular elements of culture through the

interaction of neighbouring peoples. The present situation

of the peoples of the world, or the situation at any mo-

ment of history, is the result of the total series of changes

that have taken place over some hundreds of thousands of

years. The aim of the ethnologist is to make hypothetical

reconstructions of some of these processes.

Ethnology, as thus defined, is a historical and not a
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generalising science. It is true that in making their histori-

cal reconstructions the ethnologists often assume certain

generalisations, but as a rule little or no attempt is made

to base them on any wide inductive study. The generalisa-

tions are the postulates with which the subject starts, not

the conclusions which it aims to attain as the result of the

investigations undertaken.

Social anthropology, in the sense I am giving to that

term, has concerned itself with a different type of prob-

lem. It has interested itself in the development of institu-

tions in human society. From its earhest beginnings it at-

tempted a sort of compromise between the two different

scientific methods, the historical and the generahsing.

Undoubtedly one of the aims of Social Anthropology has

been to understand the nature of human institutions and,

if I may use the phrase, how they work. But instead of

adopting outright the methods of the generalising sci-

ences, social anthropology was dominated by the concep-

tion of history, of historical explanation and the historical

method. And since historical records were insufficient it

endeavoured to make a hypothetical history of institu-

tions and of the development of human society. It dis-

cussed such matters as the origin of language and of re-

ligion, the development of marriage and of property, the

origins of totemism and exogamy, or the origin and devel-

opment of sacrifice or of animistic beliefs.

Social anthropology frequently sought the origins of

social institutions in purely psychological factors, i.e. it

sought to conjecture the motives in individual minds that

would lead them to invent or accept particular customs

and beliefs. Its explanations were frequently, or even

usually, historical in one sense, but psychological in an-

other, almost never sociological. This point will be re-

turned to later.

Throughout almost the whole of the last century this

historical-psychological method so dominated anthro-
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pological study that it was hardly possible for any one to

escape from it. Thus, when Robertson Smith laid the

foundations of the scientific study of reUgions and took

up the problem of the nature of sacrifice, (for that, as we

should now see it, was really the problem,) he was not

content to isolate and classify the different varieties of

sacrifice, and show their relation as different forms of a

widespread type of rehgious rite—that would be the

method of the modern sociologist, as represented in the

essay of Hubert and Mauss—but the strong tradition of

his time made him attempt to fit the different varieties of

sacrifice into a scheme of historical development whereby

one variety was supposed to have had its origin in an-

other.

The compromise that social anthropology made be-

tween the historical and the generalising methods was one

impossible to maintain. As a result there have been in the

last few decades two movements, one towards ethnology

and the other towards sociology, and the traditional social

anthropology has been subjected to criticism of different

kinds from these two quarters.

Throughout almost the whole of the nineteenth century

there was little distinction between ethnology and social

anthropology. Tylor, for example, combined the two

studies. It is true that some writers followed by preference

one study to the exclusion of the other. Thus Sir James

Frazer has rarely concerned himself with ethnological

problems. It is also true that the two methods occasionally

came into conflict over particular problems, but this con-

flict did not become one between the two methods and the

two points of view.

Towards the end of the last century and in the earlier

part of this century there developed, in America, in Ger-

many and in England, schools of ethnologists which,

while disagreeing amongst themselves on particular ques-

tions of historical reconstruction, and even on the meth-
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ods of ethnological analysis, yet all joined in attacking the

methods of social anthropology from the point of view of

historical method. These criticisms of what the ethnolo-

gists call "evolutionary anthropology" are familiar to all

of you.

The shift over from social anthropology to ethnology

is illustrated in the development of the ideas of the late

Dr. Rivers. I think I can speak with some knowledge of

Rivers, for I was for three years his pupil in psychology,

and was his first pupil in social anthropology in the year

1904. Rivers was from first to last primarily a psycholo-

gist, and was an inspiring teacher in psychology. He had

no training in ethnology or in archaeology, and only grad-

ually made a partial acquaintance with those subjects. In

his first period of interest in anthropology, from the time

of the Cambridge Expedition to Torres Straits to the year

1909, his conception of the aims and methods to be fol-

lowed in the study of non-European peoples was that of

what I have been describing as social anthropology. Even

if he could not regard Morgan's theories, for example, as

being satisfactory, he yet assumed that the making of

theories of that type was the task of the anthropologist,

and I believe that even up to the end of his life he still ac-

cepted in general outline the animistic theory of Tylor and

Frazer. Ultimately, during his work in Melanesia, his

growing dissatisfaction with that method came to a head,

and in 1911, in his presidential address to this section, he

declared his allegiance to the ethnological method. In

other words, from one type of historical study he trans-

ferred his attention to another. In the years 1913 and 1914

I had much discussion with Dr. Rivers on the subject of

anthropological method by correspondence and in per-

sonal interviews, partly because at that time he did me the

kindness to read and criticise, in manuscript and in proof,

a book that I was writing. His view at the time our discus-

sions ceased was that, while he was fully prepared to grant
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the validity and the necessity of the method of compara-

tive sociology, he regarded the method of ethnology as

equally valid and necessary and at the same time inde-

pendent, and that he preferred to devote his own attention

to the latter rather than the former. At the very end of his

life there were indications that his attitude was changing

once more, that he was growing somewhat dissatisfied

with the ethnological method which he so stoutly de-

fended in 1911, and that he was directing his attention to

the method which I am here speaking of as that of Com-

parative Sociology.

In the change of point of view that he made in 1911

Rivers was therefore representative of a general tendency.

There had been a growing dissatisfaction with the theories

of social anthropology. From the point of view of a desire

for historical explanation that dissatisfaction is, I think,

justified. A historical study "explains" by revealing par-

ticular relations between particular phenomena or events.

History does not generalise or cannot legitimately do so.

It shows us that at a given moment a particular event oc-

curred, and as a result of this something else happened.

Thus, a cause in historical explanation is something which

happened once and was followed by certain results. It is

not similar to what is called a cause in natural science,

which is an event that recurs or may recur repeatedly and

always produces the same effect. Historical explanation is

always concerned with particulars, normally with showing

a chronological relation between two or more particulars.

The value of historical explanation is therefore directly

proportional to the amount of certain and detailed

knowledge that we have of the events with which we are

concerned.

It may be said in one sense that the ethnologist ex-

plains the existing similarities and differences between

peoples by means of his historical hypothesis. Actually,

however, he is not interested, at any rate primarily, in ex-
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planation. Where he attempts a reconstruction of history

it is because he wishes to discover something about a past

of which we have no records in written documents. He is

interested in a knowledge about the past, as far as it is

attainable, for its own sake. Or if the ethnologist beUeves

himself to be following some other aim, then he is pur-

suing the wrong method. All that his hypothesis can give

him will be a certain number of more or less probable

statements about the past. And his results will only be

valuable or valid if he avoids basing them on assumptions

as to general principles of historical change which have

not been demonstrated by sociology, for it is the specific

task of sociology to discover such principles.

The methodological difficulty in ethnology is, and al-

ways will be, the demonstration of its hypotheses. I do not

suppose that anyone has ever accepted, or ever will accept,

Rivers's elaborate reconstruction of the history of Mela-

nesia. The theories of culture cycles, that are held so

firmly by some ethnologists that they speak of them as

though they were demonstrated beyond any possibility of

doubt, are totally rejected by other competent and open-

minded students. The Egyptian theory of the origin of

culture has its special devotees, but so has the Atlantis

theory.

It is certain that the ethnological method carefully used

may give us a very hmited number of highly probable, if

not quite certain, conclusions. Thus there is no doubt that

the language of Madagascar and a good deal of its culture

are derived either from Indonesia or from some region

from which the Indonesian languages and culture were

also derived. In such an instance we are deahng with a

great number of resemblances between the two regions

which cannot be otherwise explained, and the matter of

the languages is conclusive. Similarly it might be possible

to demonstrate some sort of general relationship between

Australia and South India, or between Indonesia and
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Melanesia. But it seems to me highly doubtful if we can

ever obtain from ethnology any considerable mass of

proven detailed knowledge of the historical relations of

peoples and regions.

I believe that this feeling is shared by many anthropolo-

gists whose interest still attaches to history. In the last

thirty years or so we have watched the development of

several diverse schools of ethnology or culture-history.

Some of these have offered us elaborate schemes of recon-

struction of the whole ofhuman history; others have dealt

with particular local problems. But it is impossible to

reconcile the different theories with one another or even to

discover principles of method about which there is general

agreement. To say nothing of theories of the derivation of

culture from a lost Atlantis or a lost Pacific continent, we

are offered a choice between the Egyptian theory cham-

pioned in its latest form by Prof. Elliot Smith, or the the-

ory of culture-cycles of Graebner, or the somewhat differ-

ent theory of Father Schmidt, or that of Frobenius, and I

know not how many more. Each school goes its own way

building up its own hypothetical structure, not attempting

to seek out points on which agreement can be reached

with others. The procedure is often that of disciples of a

cult rather than that of students of a science. The result is

that many would-be ethnologists, seeing how much hy-

pothesis and how little certainty there is in these recon-

structions of history, have been turning to archaeology, in

which at least some certainty and general agreement can

be reached. This movement I think is a thoroughly sound

one. Where written documents are absent it is first of all to

archaeology that we must look to give us some knowledge

of the history of peoples and cultures.

If then we set out to study human life by the methods

of historical science, we aim at discovering everything

that we can of interest about the past. When written rec-

ords are available we make use of them, and such study is
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called history in the narrow sense. We may supplement

the written records by investigations in archaeology. This

study has reached a stage when it can give us precise and

certain information within a limited field. It can only tell

us about those things in the life of a people that can be

directly inferred from their material remains. Ethnology

can to a Hmited extent supplement history and archaeol-

ogy.

The historical interest in human life is one of the chief

motives for the study of non-European peoples. But the

same study offers scope for another interest, the desire to

reach a scientific understanding of the nature of culture

and of social life. In the past those two interests have been

often confused. The progress of our studies requires that

they be separated, and this separation has been taking

place during the last few decades. Out of social anthropol-

ogy there has grown a study which I am going to speak of

as Comparative Sociology.

By this term I wish to denote a science that applies the

generalising method of the natural sciences to the phe-

nomena of the social life of man and to everything that

we include under the term culture or civilisation.

The method may be defined as being one by which we

demonstrate that a particular phenomenon or event is an

example of a general law. In the study of any group of

phenomena we aim at discovering laws which are uni-

versal within that group. When those laws are discovered

they "explain" the phenomena to which they refer, A sci-

ence of this kind, as I conceive it, still remains descriptive,

but in place of descriptions of particulars and their par-

ticular relations, such as the historical sciences give us, it

provides general descriptions.

The older social anthropology did not follow this meth-

od, at any rate consistently. We have seen that it devoted

most of its attention to formulating hypotheses about the
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origins of social institutions. Nevertheless social anthro-

pology, by its comparative study of institutions, made

possible the development of comparative sociology. I

could, if I had time, show you how the new anthropology,

i.e. comparative sociology, grew gradually out of the

older study; how the first tentative movements towards

this science began in the eighteenth century; how the work

of such men as Steinmetz, Westermarck and others, and

particularly that of Emile Durkheim and his followers, led

step by step to the present position in which we can claim

that there is now in existence a comparative sociology

which demands recognition as something radically dif-

ferent in important respects from the social anthropology

out of which it has grown.

The essential difference between the older social an-

thropology and the new lies in the kind of theories that

one and the other seek to estabhsh by the study of the

facts. As I see it, comparative sociology rejects, and must

reject, all attempts at conjecturing the origin of an institu-

tion when we have no information based on reliable his-

torical records about that origin.

I can only hope to make my meaning in this matter

clear to you if you will permit me to refer to a particular

example. We may take as our example totemism, which

has received a good deal of attention in social anthropol-

ogy. Totemism is a name which we apply to a large num-

ber of different kinds of institutions in different cultures,

all having in common the one feature that they involve

some special relation between social groups and natural

species, usually species of animals or plants. It is to be

noted, first of all, that totemism is not a simple concrete

thing; it is an abstraction, a name applied to a number of

distinct and diverse things which have something in com-

mon. What is or is not included under the term depends

on the definition we adopt, and different writers choose

different definitions.
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The older social anthropology concerned itself with

the question of the origin of totemism. Even supposing

that we have settled what we are and what we are not to

include under the term, our question is still not specific. If

we try to make it specific we must recognise that there are

three possibilities. One is that all the things we call to-

temism in Asia, Africa, America and Oceania are histori-

cally derived from some one particular institution which

had its origin in a particular region at a particular time,

A second is that some one particular form of totemism

may have arisen independently in two or more regions at

different times as the result of similar historical processes,

and that existing varieties of totemism are all derived

from this. The third is that different forms of totemism

may have had their origin independently in different re-

gions at different times by different historical processes.

If I had to decide which of these three possibilities seemed

to me the most likely, I should select the third. And this

would mean, of course, that totemism has not had an

origin.

In many of the theories of totemism it is difficult to tell

whether the author is thinking of the first or the second of

the two possibilities mentioned above. Prof. Elliot Smith,

however, definitely adopts the first. If I understand him he

would regard everything all over the world that he calls

totemism (and I am not sure what he would include in or

exclude from that term) has been derived in comparatively

recent times from Egypt, where the particular institution

from which they are so derived had its origin a few

thousand years ago, an origin determined by the particu-

lar form taken by Egyptian civihsation.

Sir James Frazer's final theory of totemism is well

known to you. It assumes that all existing forms of to-

temism are derived from one simple original form. In

making an assumption of this kind Prof. Elliot Smith and

Sir James Frazer agree, but their agreement goes no fur-
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ther. The particular form selected by Sir James Frazer is

what he calls conceptional totemism, the belief that the

foetus in a mother's womb is derived from some food

(animal or vegetable) that the mother has eaten. The belief

is known to exist in parts of Austraha and Melanesia, and

I should think that, if it were sought for, it might quite

well be found in other regions from which it has not been

recorded. This, then, on Sir James Frazer's theory, gives

us the historical origin of totemism. It is not clear whether

he conceives this form of totemism to have come into ex-

istence only once at a particular time in a particular spot,

or whether he conceives it as having come into existence

in different regions at different times. In completion of this

theory he offers us a psychological explanation of the be-

lief which, for him, is the germ out of which all diverse

forms of totemism developed. Man, not being aware of

the physiological causes of impregnation, but being de-

sirous of finding some explanation, was led to the concep-

tion that food eaten by a woman and followed by sickness

(the sickness of pregnancy) was the cause of the preg-

nancy, with which it was thus associated.

I do not intend to offer you criticisms of these two the-

ories oftotemism. If criticism is to consist, as I think it al-

ways should in science, of a re-examination of the evi-

dence adduced in favour of a hypothesis, I cannot see that

any evidence has yet been offered for the historical reality

of either of these hypothetical processes. Indeed, I find it

impossible to imagine what real evidence of that kind

could be discovered.

For comparative sociology, totemism presents a dif-

ferent problem or series of problems. These may be de-

scribed as being concerned with the nature and function

of totemism. To elucidate the nature of totemism we have

to show that it is a special form of a phenomenon much

more widespread, and we must aim at demonstrating that

it is a special instance of a phenomenon or at any rate of a
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tendency which is universal in human society. For this

purpose we have to compare totemism with all other pos-

sibly related institutions in all cultures.

From the outset of our inquiry, therefore, we cannot

isolate totemism and deal with it as a separate thing. First

of all totemism in any given culture is part of a more ex-

tensive system of behefs and customs, and may occupy a

preponderant position in that system, as in many Aus-

tralian tribes, or may occupy a small and almost insig-

nificant position. In different cultures totemism is not the

same thing.

When we examine totemism by the sociological meth-

od, the first thing we discover is that it is merely a special

example, or rather a collection of special examples, of a

larger class, namely of ritual relations estabUshed by the

society between human beings and objects of nature such

as animals or plants, and such things as rain. We find that

there are important systems of beliefs and customs estab-

lishing such ritual relations which are not included under

the term totemism. We find them among people such as

the Eskimo or the Andaman Islanders, who have no to-

temism. The problem of totemism thus becomes a part or

aspect of a much wider problem, that of the nature and

function of the ritual relations between man and animals

and plants in general. Thus, many years ago I wrote what

was intended to be a direct contribution to the sociologi-

cal theory of totemism in the form of a study of the rela-

tions between man and natural species in a non-totemic

people, the Andaman Islanders.

This problem, however, which is wider than the prob-

lem of totemism, is itself merely a small part of a still

wider problem, that of the nature and function of ritual

and mythology in general. If we wish to know why certain

peoples treat wild animals and plants as sacred things, we

must discover the general principles on the basis of which

things of all kinds are treated as sacred. Thus the prob-
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lem of totemism, as soon as it is fully stated, leads straight

to one of the fundamental problems of Sociology, that of

the nature and function of ritual and myth. This is char-

acteristic of the sociological method, that any problem,

however small, is part of a general fundamental problem

of the nature of culture and of human society.

Nevertheless we must, and we can, partially isolate par-

ticular problems for special study. The provisional con-

clusions we reach will be subject to revision when the par-

ticular problem we are dealing with is considered in rela-

tion to the general problem of which it is part.

Without attempting the impossible task of trying to fit

in to a brief statement the theory of the nature of ritual in

general, I think we can formulate one important principle

which is relevant to the problem of totemism. This is that

in societies in which the whole population, or the major

portion of it, is engaged in immediate subsistence activi-

ties, those things which are of vital importance in relation

to subsistence become important objects of ritual. Per-

haps we may be more cautious and say that there is a

strongly marked tendency for this to happen. For there

are possible exceptions, such as the lack of any record of a

cattle cult amongst the Hottentots.

Special examples of this law or tendency are the cattle

cults of pastoral peoples, the corn cults of tillage people,

and the weather and season cults of peoples of all kinds.

The treatment of wild animals and plants as objects of

ritual by hunting and collecting people is partly or very

largely to be regarded as simply another special example

of this general tendency. Other factors come in, with

which I have not time to deal, but once we recognise their

possibility they need not affect our argument.

We have thus reached one provisional generalisation

covering those customs and beliefs of which totemism is a

part. But the special character of what is commonly re-

garded as the normal form of totemism is that the whole
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society is divided into segments (moieties or clans), and

there is a special ritual relation between each segment and

some one or more species. This can also, I think, be shown

to be a special example of a general law or tendency

whereby in any segmentary structure, which has a reli-

gious basis or function, the solidarity of each segment, the

differentiation or opposition between the segments, and

the wider solidarity which unites the segments into a

larger whole in spite of that opposition, are expressed and

maintained by estabhshing a ritual relation between the

whole society and certain sacra and by establishing a spe-

cial relation between each segment and some one or more

of these sacra. Totemism of clans or moieties is only one

example of what is a much more widespread general phe-

nomenon in the general relation of ritual to social struc-

ture.

There would, of course, be very much more than this in

a general sociological theory of totemism. There are a

great many different kinds of totemism, and their relations

to one another and to the theory would all have to be con-

sidered. But the general method would be the same, seek-

ing, in relation to each particular phenomenon we ex-

amine, to see it as a particular example of a widespread

class.

By pursuing this process of analysis and generahsation

we can come to see totemism as a particular form taken

by what seems to be a universal element in culture. Every

culture that we know has some system of beliefs and cus-

toms by which the world of external nature is brought

into a relation with society in which the two form a single

conceptual structure, and relations are established be-

tween man and nature of a kind similar in certain respects

to the relations estabhshed within the society between the

human beings themselves. I am inclined to regard it as one

of the essential functions of religion to provide this struc-

ture. Our own relations to a personal God who has cre-
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ated or who is regarded as maintaining the natural order,

is an example of what I mean. The fully developed or elab-

orated totemism of a people like the Australian aborigines

is an example of the same general or universal process. It

estabhshes a whole system of special social solidarities

between men and animals, plants, and other phenomena

of nature.

When we have in some such way as this arrived at a

satisfactory conception of the nature of totemism we can

proceed to a study of its functions. By the function of an

institution I mean the part it plays in the total system of

social integration of which it is a part. By using that

phrase, social integration, I am assuming that the function

of culture as a whole is to unite individual human beings

into more or less stable social structures, i.e. stable sys-

tems of groups determining and regulating the relation of

those individuals to one another, and providing such ex-

ternal adaptation to the physical environment, and such

internal adaptation between the component individuals or

groups, as to make possible an ordered social life. That

assumption I believe to be a sort of primary postulate of

any objective and scientific study of culture or of human

society.

When we take up the functional study of totemism,

then we must examine in each particular case of a suf-

ficient number, what part the special variety of totemism

of a given region plays in the total system of integration

which the whole culture provides. We might study in this

way the functions of a number of different varieties of

totemism in Austraha, and then draw certain general con-

clusions as to the function of totemism in the general in-

tegrative system of AustraUan tribes. We should not

thereby be entitled without examination to draw conclu-

sions as to the functions of totemism in America, or India,

or Melanesia, or Africa.
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Just as the question of the nature of totemism is part of

a very much wider sociological problem, so the study of

the functions of totemism is part of the general sociologi-

cal problem of the function of rehgion.

The foregoing brief and inadequate statement of how I

conceive that comparative sociology will take up the

problems of totemism will, I hope, have served the pur-

pose for which it was introduced, namely, to illustrate the

difference of method that distinguishes the newer social

anthropology from the old. I have chosen the subject of

totemism because some of the most important steps of the

passage from the old to the new methods are to be seen in

Durkheim's treatment of this subject in his "Elementary

Forms of the Religious Life." Unfortunately, Durkheim

retained some of the ideas and some of the terminology of

the older social anthropology. He speaks of his study as

aiming to determine the "origin" of totemism, and al-

though he seeks to give a new meaning to the word "ori-

gin," yet his use of it misleads most of his readers, and I

think it really misled Durkheim himself and caused him

to cast what is really a theory of the nature and function

of totemism into a form which renders it open to criticism,

and which has caused it to be misunderstood by many of

his readers.

I think we should use the term origin, in speaking of

any institution, as meaning the historical process by

which it came into existence. Thus we can speak of and

actually study the origin of Parliamentary Government in

England. In comparative sociology, if we are to make it

the science it should be, we must reject absolutely all at-

tempts to conjecture the origin of any institution or ele-

ment of culture. Wherever we have good and sufficient

documentary evidence as to the origin of anything this

can of course be utilised by sociology, but that is an en-

tirely different matter.
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I have pointed out that the theories of the older social

anthropology often took a psychological form. The proce-

dure was one of conjecturing processes of thought in the

minds of individuals which would lead them to adopt a

certain belief or custom. I have not time in this address to

discuss the subject of the relation of sociology to psychol-

ogy. There is still a great deal of confusion as to that rela-

tion. The position maintained by the sociologist is (1) that

in social institutions and in the phenomena of culture gen-

erally the sociologist has a field of study which is entirely

distinct from that of the psychologist, and that generalisa-

tions made in this field must be sociological and not

psychological generalisations; (2) that therefore any ex-

planation of a particular sociological phenomenon in

terms of psychology, i.e. of processes of individual mental

activity, is invalid; (3) that ultimately the nature of human

social life is determined by the nature of the psycho-

physical organism of man, and that therefore when we

have discovered universal sociological laws it will be the

duty of the psycho-physiologist to discover their basis in

psycho-physical processes; (4) that, on the other hand, the

behavior or the psychology of an individial human being

is largely determined by the culture which has been im-

posed upon him by the society in which he lives.

The sociologist therefore claims that it is possible and

necessary to distinguish psychology and sociology as two

distinct subjects, just as distinct as physics and chemistry.

It is only when the two subjects are so distinguished that

it will be possible to obtain real co-operation and co-

ordination between them.

The newer social anthropology then, as I see it, differs

from the older in several vital respects. It rejects as being

no part of its task the hypothetical reconstruction of the

unknown past. It therefore avoids all discussion of hy-

potheses as to historical origins. It rejects all attempts to

provide psychological explanations of particular social or
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cultural phenomena in favour of an ultimate psychologi-

cal explanation of general sociological laws when these

have been demonstrated by purely sociological inquiries.

It endeavours to give precise descriptions of social and

cultural phenomena in sociological terms, and to this end

seeks to establish a suitable exact terminology, and seeks

at the same time to attain to a systematic classification of

those phenomena. It looks at any culture as an integrated

system and studies the functions of social institutions,

customs and beliefs of all kinds as parts of such a system.

It applies to human life in society the generalising method

of the natural sciences, seeking to formulate the general

laws that underlie it, and to explain any given phenome-

non in any culture as a special example of a general or

universal principle. The newer anthropology is therefore

functional, generalising and sociological.

Although the newer anthropology rejects much of the

methods of the older, and rejects all the theories of origins

with the elaboration of which the latter was so much con-

cerned, yet the new anthropology has grown out of the

old, would not be possible without it, and starts with valu-

able knowledge of social phenomena and some insight

into their nature which were incidentally provided by the

earlier anthropologists in their search for origins. The

work of such men as Tylor, Robertson Smith, Frazer,

Westermarck, to mention only some of the greatest and of

this country only, paved the way for the advance that we

are now making. In rejecting the conclusions they reached

by what we regard as an unsound method, we do not for-

get all that we owe to them in the first systematic ex-

ploration of the regions we now seek to survey more

exactly and with new instruments.

Comparative sociology, as I am here calling the newer

form of anthropology, requires a new conception of the

aims and methods of field investigations amongst non-
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European peoples. It is not so very long ago since for

most of our information about the life and customs of

such peoples we had to rely on the writings of persons

who had no training for the work of observation and de-

scription, travellers and missionaries principally. It is now

recognised that we can no more rely on such information

than we could rely on the observations of an untrained

person in such a science as geology. The first point, there-

fore, in relation to field research is that to have its full

value for scientific purposes the description of the culture

of a non-European people must be based on the careful

work of a thoroughly trained observer.

During the last forty years there has been a consider-

able quantity of work carried out in this way, particularly

in America. Under the influence of Dr. Haddon in Eng-

land and Prof. Boas in America, a good deal has been

done in developing a technique of ethnographical field-

work.

It is true that we still meet with persons who regard

themselves as competent to carry out such work of obser-

vation without the preliminary training. One also still

finds writers who quote from accounts of missionaries and

travellers, as if their records were as reliable as those of

trained specialists.

As ethnographical field-work has become in recent

years more systematic, observation has tended to become

more extended and more penetrating. Earlier ethnograph-

ical descriptions were mostly confined to the more ac-

cessible aspects of a culture, its formalised elements. The

result was normally a very incomplete picture of the life of

a people. Recent work, such as that of Prof. Malinowski

or Dr. Margaret Mead, gives us, as the result of more ex-

tended and methodical observation, valuable information

about what may be called the unformalised aspects of the

life of a people such as the Samoans, the Trobriand Is-

landers, and the Admiralty Islanders. Without informa-
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tion of this kind we can never hope to make full compara-

tive use of any description of a culture.

Comparative sociology involves another and perhaps

even more important change in the conception of the na-

ture of field research. On the older view the task of the

field-worker was simply to observe the facts and record

them as precisely as possible with the help of such con-

crete material as photographs, texts in the native lan-

guage, and so on. It was not his business, at any rate as a

field-worker, to attempt any interpretation of the data he

collected. This he could leave to others who would make

it their business.

The conception of the newer anthropology is the op-

posite of this, and is that only the field-worker, the one

actually in contact with the people, can discover the

meaning of the various elements of the culture, and that

it is necessary for him to do this if he is to provide mate-

rial to be fully utihsed for the purposes of science.

When I speak of the "meaning" of an element of cul-

ture, I use the word very much as we do when we speak of

the meanings of words. If we consider an individual, the

meaning of a word that he hears or uses is the set of as-

sociations that it has with other things in his mind, and

therefore the place it occupies in his total thinking, his

mental life as a whole. If we take a community at a given

time the meaning of a word in the language they use is

constituted by the associations normally clustering around

the word within that community. Therefore the maker of

dictionaries collects examples of the usage of a word and

tries to classify and, as far as possible define, the different

varieties of usage.

Now the meaning of an element of culture is to be

found in its interrelation with other elements and in the

place it occupies in the whole life of the people, i.e. not

merely in their visible activities, but also in their thought

and feeling. The discovery of this with any certainty is
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obviously only possible for one who is living in actual

contact with the people whose culture is being studied,

and as the result of systematic directed investigation. It is

true that when we have a somewhat full knowledge of a

people and of all aspects of their culture, we can form

ideas as to the meaning of their customs and behefs. Thus

I think that it is possible in the case of the Eskimo to be

fairly certain that the essential meaning of the Sedna

myth hes in its relation to the division of the year into two

parts, summer and winter, and the effects this division has

on the social life. But even so, the full elaboration of this

hypothesis, and still more the actual verification of it, the

demonstration that this really is the meaning, could

hardly be carried out except by further investigation

amongst the natives themselves.

It must not be supposed that the meaning ofan element

of culture can be discovered by asking the people them-

selves what it means. People do not think about the mean-

ings of things in their own culture, they take them for

granted. Unless we are anthropologists we do not think

about the meaning of even such familiar customs amongst

ourselves as shaking hands or raising the hat. If by chance

the ethnographer comes upon an individual who has

thought about the meaning of his people's customs, he is

Ukely to give what is his own individual interpretation

which, significant and interesting though it may be, can-

not be taken as a valid statement of what the custom

really means to the community in general. The meaning

of any element of culture can only be defined when the

culture is seen as a whole of interrelated parts, and this

can only be accomphshed by one who is able to take an

objective view of it, the ethnographer or descriptive so-

ciologist, in fact.

The field-worker, therefore, has to follow a special

technique for discovering the meanings of the facts of cul-

ture that he observes, a technique analogous in some ways
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to, but on the whole more difficult than, that used by the

lexicographer in recording a spoken language for the first

time. This technique is now being slowly developed, but

its full development will only be possible as progress is

made in sociological theory.

From the point of view of the comparative sociologist

much of the work done in the recording of the cultures of

non-European peoples in the past is unsatisfactory and

cannot be properly utilised. The cases of our ethnographi-

cal museums are filled with objects the full meanings of

which we do not know and probably can never discover.

Our libraries are full of collections of myths obtained

from native peoples, and books containing detailed and

illustrated accounts of ceremonies, without anything to

reveal to us the meanings of those myths or ceremonies.

Such material can, of course, be put to some use by the

sociologist, but it is of decidedly less use than it is to be

hoped that field-work of the modern type will be.

I think that the first movement towards this new kind

of field-work was made many years ago by Dr. Haddon

when he organised the Cambridge Expedition to Torres

Straits. In those days, however, it was thought that the

proper person to undertake the systematic interpretation

of a culture would be a psychologist. Dr. Haddon took

with him three of the foremost psychologists of our times.

The experiment had valuable results, but that general in-

terpretation of the Torres Straits culture, that was to have

been included in the volume of the Reports dealing with

Psychology, will never be written. The psychologist as

such is not qualified to undertake the task of interpreting

culture. It is a task that belongs not to psychology but to

sociology. Dr. Haddon's conception came too soon in the

history of anthropology.

As France led the way in the development of the theo-

retical study of comparative sociology, we might have ex-

pected that it would be in France that the new methods of
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field-work would be elaborated. The work of Doutte in

Morocco was an early step in that direction, and the later

work of Rene Maunier is a good example of the new

methods. Marcel Granet's important work on China is

based rather on the study of Chinese documents than on

observation of the living culture. But the French appar-

ently are not drawn very strongly towards ethnographical

research.

At the present time it is only in the work of a small but

increasing number of investigators that the new methods

are illustrated. I can indicate the work of Prof Malinow-

ski and of Dr. Margaret Mead. But during the next few

years we may expect to see the pubUcation of a good deal

of work carried out on these hues.

An objection that is and can be raised against this kind

of work is that there is a great deal of room for the per-

sonal equation of the investigator to influence the results.

That is true and must be recognised, but its importance

can easily be exaggerated. A remedy, not perhaps perfect

but very valuable, will lie in the development of a tech-

nique or methodology of interpretation, whereby the

validity of a particular interpretation can perhaps be dem-

onstrated by crucial facts or at any rate tested in such a

way as to reduce, if not eliminate, the effects of the per-

sonal equation. The elaboration of this technique is one of

the problems that faces us at the present time, one of the

urgent needs of our science. The multiplication of studies

of this kind, by bringing a larger number of observers into

the field, and by providing us in some instances with ob-

servations in one region by two independent workers, and

also the occasional co-operation of two or more persons

in one investigation, will all help towards the elimination

of the effects of the personal equation. But the most im-

portant thing of all in this direction will be the develop-

ment of sociological theory which will aff'ord a guide to
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the field-worker in his studies and assist him to obtain

both objectivity and completeness in his observations.

An adequate sociological understanding or interpreta-

tion of any culture can only be attained by relating the

characteristics of that culture to known sociological laws.

These laws can of course only be discovered by the com-

parative method, i.e. by the study and comparison of

many diverse types of culture. The procedure in our sci-

ence must therefore depend on the building up of a body

of theories or hypotheses relating to all aspects of culture

or social life and the testing of these hypotheses by inten-

sive field research. The field-worker of the future, or in-

deed of the present, must be thoroughly cognisant of all

the sociological hypotheses that are partly verified, and if

possible of those in course of elaboration, and must direct

his research to the testing of these hypotheses, either his

own or those of other workers in the science, by their ap-

plication to a particular culture. Only in this way can the

hypotheses be tested and either verified, rejected, or modi-

fied; and the normal result will probably be modification

rather than complete verification or complete rejection.

Only so can the proper method of the generalising sciences

be carried out, namely, the process of making a prelimi-

nary study of the known facts, the formulation of hypo-

thetical generalisations, the testing of these hypotheses by

a further examination of a specific series of data, the

modification of the original hypotheses in the fight of the

new data, the further testing of the hypotheses in their

new and possibly more complex or more definite form,

and so on. Only in some such way as this, in default of the

possibility of actual experiment, can we build up a science

of human society.

I have said that the meaning of any element of a culture

is to be found by discovering its relation to other elements

and to the culture as a whole. It follows from this that the
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field-worker must normally, or whenever possible, under-

take an integral study of the whole culture. It is not pos-

sible, for example, to understand the economic life of a

native people without reference to such things as the sys-

tem of magic and religion, and of course the converse is

equally true. The necessity for such unitary intensive stud-

ies of selected areas was long ago insisted on by Dr. Had-

don and later by Dr. Rivers, and may be said to be part of

the tradition of the Cambridge school. The development

of the sociological point of view has made the necessity

even more evident than before.

It may be noted here that this view of the unitary nature

of culture is one of the most important features of the new

anthropology, and a point in which it differs markedly

from some of the former and present-day anthropology

and ethnology. Certain writers on culture adopt what

might perhaps be called an atomic view of culture. For

them any culture consists of a number of separate discrete

elements or "traits" that have no functional relationship

with one another, but have been brought together as a

mere collection by a series of historical accidents. A new

element of culture has its origin somewhere and then

spreads by a process of "diffusion," which is frequently

conceived in an almost mechanical way. This point of

view has arisen largely from the museum study of culture.

The new anthropology regards any persisting culture

as an integrated unity or system, in which each element

has a definite function in relation to the whole. Occasion-

ally the unity of a culture may be seriously disturbed by

the impact of some very different culture, and so may per-

haps even be destroyed and replaced. Such disorganised

cultures are very common at the present day all over the

world, from America or the South Seas to China and

India. But the more usual process of interaction of cul-

tures is one whereby a people accepts from its neighbours
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certain elements of culture while refusing others, the ac-

ceptance or refusal being determined by the nature of the

culture itself as a system. The elements adopted or "bor-

rowed" from neighbours are normally worked over and

modified in the process of fitting them into the existing

culture system.

The scope of field-work amongst non-European

peoples is being widened in another direction, partly as a

result of the new conception of the theoretical aims of the

study, and partly as a result of the relations now being

established between anthropology and colonial adminis-

tration. In former days if a field-worker went to a people

who had been subjected to European influence, as was

usually the case, his task was to discover as far as he could,

and in detail, what the original culture was, before that

influence took effect. It was not considered a part of the

ethnographer's work to study in detail the changes pro-

duced in the native culture by the contact with Europeans,

But a precise knowledge of these changes and how they

occur is often of great value for theoretical sociology, and

even more for the provision of a scientific basis of exact

knowledge for colonial administration. The ethnogra-

pher's first task remains the same, that of learning all that

it is possible to discover about the culture as it was origi-

nally. Only after that has been done with some measure of

completeness is it possible to understand the changes that

European influence brings about. But if anthropology is

to be of real assistance to colonial administration the field-

worker must now undertake to study and interpret the

changes which he finds taking place in the culture he is

investigating.

Such studies are, however, of little or no value either

for sociological theory or for practical purposes when the

culture in question is in process of complete disintegration
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or destruction, as, for instance, amongst the Australian

aborigines or some of the tribes of North American In-

dians,

In the new anthropology, therefore, the work of field

research has become much more difficult and of much

wider scope. The selection and training of persons for that

work is also more difficult. The field-worker should be

equipped with a thorough knowledge of all the latest de-

velopments of theoretical sociology. At the present time

this cannot be obtained from books, but only by personal

contact with those who are working in the subject. Then

he should have learnt the technique of field-work, both as

to observation and interpretation. Further he must have a

knowledge of all that has been so far learnt about the

culture of the culture region in which he is to work, and if

possible some knowledge of the languages also. Finally

the success of a field-worker in ethnography often depends

on certain quaUties of temperament and character. Not

everyone can win the confidence of a native people.

It is obvious that the ideal field-worker is not easy to

find, and needs some years of training. Yet the rewards of

the career are much less even than those of other sciences.

One of the great difficulties in this science is that of finding

workers and providing the means for them to carry out

their work. Research in social anthropology is generally

expensive. It cannot be carried out, as so much scientific

work can, within the precincts of a university. A most

urgent need is the provision for such research by means of

research fellowships which would enable the anthropolo-

gist who has been trained for field-work to carry out such

work over a span of years without having to abandon it in

favour of a teaching or other appointment, such as at

present is the only way of attaining an assured and con-

tinuous income.

Yet the future of the comparative sociology of non-

European peoples lies entirely with the field-worker. The
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day has gone by when we could accept the scientific au-

thority, in this study, of any one who has never himself

made an intensive study of at least one culture. In the past

we have owed a good deal to those who have been called

"armchair anthropologists." But in the present situation

of the science no insight, however genial, can fully com-

pensate for the absence of direct personal contact with the

kind of material that the anthropologist has to study and

explain.

This, then, is still another important feature of the new

anthropology, the insistence that research and theory

must not be separated but must be as closely united as

they are in other sciences. The observations of the data,

the formulation of hypotheses and the testing of these

hypotheses by further direct observation are all parts of

one single process which should be carried out as far as

possible by the same individual.

Meanwhile there is one fact that seems to me at times

to make the position of our science almost tragic. Now
that by the gradual development of theory and the im-

provement of methods of investigation we are in a posi-

tion to make the most important contributions to the sci-

ence of man by the intensive and exact study of the less

developed cultures of the world, those cultures are being

destroyed with appalling rapidity. This process of destruc-

tion, through the combined action of European trade or

economic exploitation, government by European officials,

and missionary activity, is taking place with accelerated

pace. During the twenty-five years since I first took up

this work myself I have seen great changes. Tribes in Aus-

tralia and Melanesia and in North America from which

we could have obtained most valuable information a

quarter of a century ago will now afford us little, or in

many instances nothing. In another quarter of a century

the position will be ever so much worse. Work that is still
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possible in all parts of the globe will then be forever im-

possible. Is there any other science, or has there ever been

another science, faced with such a situation, that, just at

the time it is reaching maturity, but while through lack of

general interest and support it has few workers and very

scanty funds, a great mass of most important material is

vanishing year by year without the possibility of making

any study of more than a minute fraction.

It will be through field researches that anthropology

makes progress towards becoming a real and important

science. But intensive studies of single cultures or societies

are not sufficient in themselves. Such intensive studies

must themselves be inspired and guided by theory, and

theoretical sociology must rest on the comparison of dif-

ferent cultures one with another, for comparison in this

science has very largely to take the place of experiment in

other sciences.

The newer anthropology is developing a different con-

ception of the comparative method from one that has

been current in the past. In the older anthropology we

were offered books or monographs in which similar, often

only superficially similar, customs or beliefs were col-

lected from all sorts of cultures all over the world and

thrown together. It was this that was in fact often thought

of as constituting the comparative method. Such a proce-

dure may be useful in giving a first survey of some particu-

lar problem or group of problems, and has been useful in

that way in the past. But it can never do more than indi-

cate problems, it cannot solve them. For that, a more pre-

cise and more laborious procedure is necessary.

To understand what precisely the comparative method

should be we must bear in mind the kind of problems to

the solution of which it is directed. These are of two kinds,

which we can distinguish as synchronic and diachronic,

respectively. In a synchronic study we are concerned only
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with a culture as it is at any given moment of its history.

The ultimate aim may be said to be to define as precisely

as possible the conditions to which any culture must con-

form if it is to exist at all. We are concerned with the na-

ture of culture and of social life, with the discovery of

what is universal beneath the multitudinous differences

that our data present. Hence we need to compare as many

and as diverse types of culture as we possibly can. In the

diachronic study of culture, on the other hand, we are

concerned with the ways in which cultures change, and

seek to discover the general laws of such processes of

change.

It seems to me evident that we cannot successfully em-

bark on the study of how culture changes until we have

made at least some progress in determining what culture

really is and how it works. Thus the study of synchronic

problems must necessarily to some extent precede the

study of diachronic problems. The changes that take place

in the institutions of a people are not properly compre-

hensible until we know the functions of those institutions.

On the other hand, it is also true that if we can study

changes taking place in some aspect of culture it will help

us greatly in our functional investigations.

As the problems of comparative sociology are of two

kinds, so the comparative method will be used in two

ways. In relation to the synchronic study of culture we

shall compare one with another different cultures as each

exists at a given moment of its history, and without refer-

ence to changes in the culture itself.

The loose comparative method, as it was often used,

and indeed is still used by some writers, is scientifically

unsound in that it makes immediate comparisons between

isolated customs or beliefs from different regions and

from cultures of very different types. Further, it concen-

trates attention on similarities of custom, and often on

what are only apparent and not real similarities. But for
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the sociologist the differences are certainly not less impor-

tant than the resemblances in culture, and the new com-

parative method concentrates its attention on these dif-

ferences.

I have already indicated how comparative sociology

regards a culture as normally a systematic or integrated

unity in which every element has a distinct function. It

therefore aims, and must aim, at comparing whole culture

systems one with another, rather than comparing isolated

elements of culture from diverse regions. The procedure,

therefore, has to be analogous to that of the comparative

morphologist and physiologist in the comparison of ani-

mal species. They carry on their studies by comparing

varieties within the same species, or species within the

same genus, and then proceeding to the comparison of

genera, of famihes and of orders.

In comparative sociology, as Steinmetz pointed out

many years ago, scientific procedure must be based on a

systematic classification of cultures or of social types. Our

first step, therefore, is to define as well as we can certain

culture areas or types of culture. The procedure, of course,

is as old as Bastian, but has acquired a new importance

and use.

Thus we find that AustraUa as a whole is a single suf-

ficiently homogeneous area, having the same type of cul-

ture throughout. We can therefore immediately proceed

to a comparison of the various Austrahan tribes one with

another. Each tribe, or each small group of tribes, can

thus be regarded as offering us in its culture system a spe-

cial variety of a general type. By studying these variations

as minutely as possible we can carry out a process of

generalisation which enables us to give a general definition

or description of the type itself. By this process we are

often able to discover correlations between one element of

culture and another. Further, this procedure is almost es-

sential in any attempt to discover the meaning and the
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function of any element. For by it we are able to deter-

mine, in any institution or custom or belief, what remains

constant and what varies as between one part of a culture

area and another.

This study of culture types and varieties in comparative

sociology is quite different from the study of culture-areas

in ethnology. The latter aims, above all, at providing ma-

terial for the hypothetical reconstruction of movements of

culture diffusion. The former is essentially a process of

generalisation, a means of discovering general features or

principles which remain constant throughout the type

while taking different forms in different parts of the area.

In this study of variations of a single culture type we

should aim at comparing the whole culture of one tribe

with that of another. But that is often impossible; in fact,

in the present state of our knowledge, almost always. We
may proceed, therefore, by making a comparative study

of variations in some particular aspect of the culture. But

we must be careful how we isolate one part of the culture

from another for the purposes of study. Thus, a good deal

of misunderstanding has resulted from deahng with some

particular aspect of the social organisation of Australian

tribes, instead of dealing with that organisation as a

whole.

There is perhaps no other region which is quite the

same as Australia in the opportunities it offers for the

study of many variations of a single culture type. In other

regions, therefore, our procedure must be somewhat dif-

ferent. Thus if we wish to deal with the Bantu cultures of

Africa we must begin by dividing the whole region into

suitable units. One such unit would be composed of the

Basuto-Bechuana tribes, while the Zulu-Kaffir tribes

would provide us with another. Our first step will consist

of a careful study of the variations within the unit region.

We then compare the one region with the other, and may

proceed in this way to explore the whole Bantu area in
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such a way as to be able to give a sound description of the

general characters of Bantu culture as a whole. Only when

we have carried studies of this kind a certain distance does

it become really profitable to make comparisons between

Bantu culture and Polynesian or North American.

Thus, for the new anthropology the comparative meth-

od is a method of obtaining generalisations. Amongst the

variations of institution and custom in one region we seek

to discover what is general to the whole region or type. By

comparing a sufficient number of diverse types we dis-

cover uniformities that are still more general, and thus

may reach to the discovery of principles or laws that are

universal in human society.

A word, the constant use of which has been a great

obstacle to scientific thinking in anthropology, is the

word "primitive." It conveys the suggestion that any so-

ciety to which we apply it represents for us something of

the very beginnings of social life. Yet if culture had, as we

may well assume, a single origin some hundreds of thou-

sands of years ago, then any existing culture has just as

long a history as any other. And although the rate of

change may vary, every culture, just as every language, is

constantly undergoing change. But, quite apart from this

impHcation of the word as meaning in some sense "early,"

harm is done by the current application of it to the most

diverse types of culture. The difference of culture between

the Maori of New Zealand and the aborigines of Australia

is at least as great as that between ourselves and the

Maori. Yet we group these two cultures together as

"primitive," and contrast them with our own as "not

primitive." I am well aware how difficult it is to avoid

completely the use of the term, or some equally unsuitable

one, such as "savage." Perhaps if we keep sufficiently in

mind the great cultural differences between the various

peoples whom we thus lump together we shall avoid the

chief disadvantage attaching to its use. We shall then be
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able to avoid the fault of the loose comparative method,

of regarding as immediately comparable with one another

all those very different types of society that are labelled

primitive.

This abstract discussion of method, I fear, will hardly

convey to you any very definite conception. Will you per-

mit me, therefore, to select a particular example of a

synchronic problem and indicate briefly the lines along

which I would attempt to solve it ? We may take for our

example one of the fundamental problems of sociology,

that of the nature and function of the moral obligations

which a society imposes on its members. For the purposes

of scientific investigation this general problem must be

subdivided into a large number of subsidiary problems.

Thus we can isolate, as one such, the problem of the na-

ture and function of the rules prohibiting marriage be-

tween persons who stand in certain social relationships; in

other words, the nature and function of the prohibition of

incest. These prohibitions were, of course, dealt with by

the older social anthropology, and we have had a number

of theories of the "origin" of the prohibition of incest.

Even Durkheim faced this problem in the old way. Now,

quite apart from the fact that any hypotheses as to how
prohibitions of this kind first came into existence many

hundreds of thousands of years ago are entirely incapable

of verification, it is also evident that even a plausible hy-

pothesis of origin can give us no explanation of the great

diversity that we find in the prohibitions current in differ-

ent existing social types. Yet it is the explanation of these

differences that is really the crux of the problem. In this,

as in so many other sociological inquiries, we have to seek

an explanation per genus et differentiam. We wish to know

why every society has rules of this kind and why the par-

ticular rules vary as they do from one social type to an-

other. As soon as we state the problem in this way, we
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have a comparative problem of the kind I have been re-

ferring to. In deahng with such a problem I would first

select a culture in which the rules prohibiting marriage are

definite and highly elaborated. The culture of the Aus-

tralian tribes is obviously in this respect a very suitable

one. Further, we must have a culture in which there are

sufficient variations between one tribe and another, while

the general type remains the same. Here again Australia is

a very suitable region. I would therefore begin the investi-

gation by a comparative study of Australian tribes. Note

that this is not at all because Australian culture is "primi-

tive" in the sense that it represents the early beginnings of

human society. On the contrary, Australian culture is a

highly specialised one, in which there has been an extreme

elaboration of the kinship organisation, and it is exactly

for this reason that I would select it for the study of any

problems relating to kinship. Austraha represents not the

beginning but the end of a long hne of development of

kinship structure. Thus, my reasons for selecting Australia

are the exact opposite of those put forward by earlier

writers who have made the same selection.

Having selected a first field for comparative study I

would compare the social organisation, as a whole, of all

the Austrahan tribes about which we have adequate infor-

mation, in order to define what is the nature of the cor-

relation between the rules prohibiting marriage and the

social structure. In other words I should be seeking to

define as precisely as possible the function of such rules as

part of the total system of social integration. The investi-

gation has to rest on the detailed examination of varia-

tions. As the result of such a study of Australia we can

reach a number of significant generalisations. We shall,

for example, reach certain provisional conclusions as to

the nature (not the origin) of exogamy. These conclusions

must now be tested by a similar study of other types of
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culture. It would be impossible for one student even in a

lifetime to make a thorough investigation of all known

cultures in this way. That is why the co-operation of a

number of students in the study of any single problem is

so essential in sociology. But a close study of one other

type of culture sufficiently different from the Australian

would permit of a very valuable verification of the provi-

sional results obtained.

When a theory as to the nature and function of the

prohibition of incest has thus been reached, the next step

will be to seek for the experimentum crucis by which it can

be more critically tested. Such a crucial instance will often

be one which appears to conflict directly with the theory.

Thus, on my own theory we ought to find marriage every-

where prohibited between parent and child and between

brother and sister. The various societies in which the mar-

riage of brother and sister is permitted, therefore, offer us

an opportunity of testing the theory, for we must be able

to explain these exceptions on the basis of the theory it-

self. The exception must prove the rule. Other similar

crucial instances can be sought by which to test the

validity of the general theory.

As a result of such an investigation we should, if we are

at all successful, reach certain conclusions as to the rela-

tion between moral obligations and social structure. In

other words, we should have learnt something about the

place of such obligations in social integration. Sociology

would then have to undertake similar investigations on

other problems within the general problem. We might

study in the same way the obligations relating to the tak-

ing of human life, or those relating to the rights of prop-

erty. As the final result of such a series of related studies

we could arrive at a theory of the nature and function of

morality in general. Incidentally, of course, any single in-

vestigation of this kind must be linked with and throw
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light on a great number of other sociological problems.

Thus, the study of the prohibition of incest necessarily in-

volves a close study of kinship from other aspects also.

I hope that the example I have given will have made it

clear that the comparative method as used for the syn-

chronic study of culture is something different in impor-

tant respects from the older comparative method used as a

means of arriving at theories of the origin of institutions.

When we turn to the diachronic problems with which

comparative sociology has to deal, i.e. with the problems

of how cultures change, the comparison of cultures as

each of them is at a given moment of history, while it may

give us a certain amount of help, is not sufficient by itself.

Thus, the study of the variations that have been produced

in a single culture, as, for example, in Australia, although

we have no observations as to how or when they occurred,

can nevertheless give us our preliminary orientation in the

study of how variations do occur. In other words, the

comparative study of cultures without history is a method

of enabling us to formulate with some precision the prob-

lems with which we shall have to concern ourselves in a

diachronic study of culture.

Ultimately, however, if we are to discover the laws of

social change we must study the actual processes of

change. This we can do to some extent by means of his-

torical records, wherever we have records that are suf-

ficiently reliable and complete. But it is desirable that as

soon as possible the sociologists themselves should under-

take to study the changes that take place in a culture over

a period of years. The comparative method in this in-

stance will consist in the careful comparison of accurately

observed processes of change.

In the present organisation of anthropology the social

anthropologist is supposed to confine himself to the study
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of the peoples without history, the so-called primitive or

savage peoples who still survive outside Europe. If he con-

siders Europe at all he is supposed to concern himself only

with prehistoric times and with what is called folk-lore,

i.e. certain aspects of culture which have been regarded as

survivals from earlier, more primitive, cultures. This divi-

sion of the peoples of the world into two groups for the

purpose of study was apparently satisfactory enough, as

long as anthropology was dominated by the historical

method. The historian could give us the real history of Eu-

ropean languages and cultures throughout historic times.

It was left to the anthropologist, as ethnologist or archae-

ologist, to concern himself with the reconstruction of the

past in those regions and periods that lay outside the field

of history proper.

But for comparative sociology as the generalising sci-

ence of culture, this division of the historic and the non-

historic cultures is entirely unsuitable, and indeed detri-

mental. The sociologist must study all cultures and by the

same methods. In deahng with historical cultures he is not

competing or conflicting with the historian, for the two

follow quite different aims and methods. The historian

does not or should not seek generahsations. He is con-

cerned with particulars and their particular and generally

chronological relations.

I am sorry that I have not time in this address to deal

properly with the relation of the study I have described as

comparative sociology, and the studies pursued some-

times under the name of sociology or social science. I can

do no more than offer a few brief remarks. First let me say

that what is called sociology in France, or at any rate at

the University of Paris, is the same study precisely as that

which I have been desribing as comparative sociology,

and it is largely owing to the work of the French sociolo-
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gists Durkheim, Hubert, Mauss, Simiand, Halbwachs,

Hertz, Granet and Maunier, to mention only some of

them, that the subject is as far advanced as it is.

In Germany a great deal of what is called sociology is

really better described, I think, as social philosophy or

philosophy of history. One writer who represents the com-

parative sociology that I have described is Richard Thurn-

wald.

In England we have very little of anything that is called

sociology. Hobhouse, who stood for sociology in this

country, was a philosopher rather than a scientist.

In the United States there are a great number of de-

partments of sociology scattered through the universities.

It is difficult to summarise the various kinds of study that

are included under the term. A considerable part of the

work in many departments of sociology consists of what

would be called civics in this country and in studies con-

nected with social welfare work. There is still a little of

what should properly be called social philosophy, though

much less than there was a quarter of a century ago. The

most marked activity of these departments at the present

time is what can be described as factual social studies, i.e.

the collection of precise information, in statistical form

wherever possible, about certain aspects of social life,

principally in the United States itself, but also to some

extent in other countries.

I think I have made it clear that my own view is that

any attempt to discover the general laws of human society

must be based on the thorough detailed study and com-

parison of widely different types of culture. It was, indeed,

the very firm conviction that this was so that led me to

enter the field of anthropology a quarter of a century ago.

I am, if anything, more convinced than ever of this, and

see no hope for the development of any really scientific

sociology except on this comparative basis.

Unfortunately, what has happened has been that an-
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thropology has largely neglected the sociological study of

non-European peoples in favour of conjectural history,

and at the same time most of those engaged in one form or

another of sociological study have had little thorough

knowledge of non-European societies. What I have de-

scribed as comparative sociology has, except in France,

been left by the anthropologists to sociology, and by the

sociologists to anthropology. I believe that the unsatisfac-

tory results of this division of studies, whereby compara-

tive sociology has failed to find any proper place, is now

coming to be recognised in America, partly as the result of

the work of the Social Science Research Council in at-

tempting to co-ordinate the various social studies, and I

live in hope that before another quarter of a century is out

the science of comparative sociology will have obtained a

recognised and very important place in any well-organised

school of social sciences.

English universities, or I may say British universities in

general, have been very chary of admitting sociology in

any form as a subject of study, in strong contrast with the

popularity of the subject in the United States. To some

extent that caution has been a wise one. The subject is still

in its formative stages. But, on the other hand, its absence

from the list of recognised university studies has stood

very much in the way of its development.

You will see that in this address I have been chiefly con-

cerned with trying to indicate a new alignment of the

studies which are grouped together under the name An-

thropology. This new ahgnment is itself a natural growth,

but should be recognised, and must ultimately be made

the basis of any satisfactory co-ordination of studies in

universities and elsewhere.

First, there are the three studies that have traditionally

associated under the name anthropology—Physical An-

thropology, Prehistoric Archaeology and Ethnology.
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Physical Anthropology seems due to be absorbed in a

wider study of Human Biology, which requires to be car-

ried on in close association with the biological sciences.

The present procedure by which Physical Anthropology

is taught as part of Anatomy is not always quite satisfac-

tory. It is liable to neglect the physiological study of man
as a living organism, and to deal very perfunctorily with

the important problems of human genetics. I should hke

to see Human Biology given recognition as an independ-

ent and very important subject. We have, of course, the

Galton Laboratories as one centre for such studies in

England. The widespread interest—not always, I fear, en-

tirely scientific—in Eugenics and in race problems could

be utihsed to obtain sufficient support. On the other hand,

there seems no particular advantage to Human Biology in

being hnked to Archaeology and Ethnology.

Prehistoric Archaeology is now an independent subject

with its own special technique and carried on by special-

ists. The archaeologist, of course, requires to have a

knowledge of Human Palaeontology, but equally he needs

a knowledge of general palaeontology and geology. The

natural affinity of Archaeology, however, is with History.

Ethnology, in so far as it attempts not merely to classify

races, languages and cultures, but to reconstruct their his-

tory, must necessarily maintain a very close connection

with archaeology. It may, indeed, very well be treated as

in a sense a branch or further development of archaeol-

ogy, as that is of history. Thus, Prehistoric Archaeology

(or Palaeo-ethnology as it is occasionally called) and Eth-

nology may well be regarded as one subject pursuing the

aims and methods of historical science.

Over against the historical sciences there stand the

three generalising sciences of Human Biology, Psychol-

ogy and Comparative Sociology.

The closest and most important relation for Compara-
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tive Sociology is with Psychology. There is no particular

advantage to the comparative sociologist in acquiring

more than an elementary knowledge of Prehistoric Archae-

ology. A study of history, so far as it deals with culture

rather than with the doings of kings, statesmen and sol-

diers, is of much greater value to him. Particularly at the

present time it is desirable that the comparative sociol-

ogist should avoid becoming entangled in the conjectural

reconstructions of history which I have described above

as belonging to Ethnology.

As I see it, therefore, the subject of anthropology is

dividing itself into three subjects, distinguished either by

differences of method or of subject-matter; Human Biol-

ogy, which is, or should be, allied with the biological sci-

ences; Prehistoric Archaeology and Ethnology, which be-

long with historical studies; and Comparative Sociology,

the relations of which are with psychology on the one side

and on the other with history and with the social sciences,

economics, jurisprudence, etc.

I have said nothing yet on the study of languages. We
have witnessed in recent decades the development of a

general science of Linguistics which has been winning for

itself an independent place. It is, I think, highly desirable

that a close connection should be maintained between

Linguistics and Comparative Sociology. I have no time on

this occasion to discuss in detail the relations of the two

subjects.

In concluding this address I wish to return to a matter

that was briefly mentioned at the beginning, namely, the

very important recent development of what we may call

AppHed Anthropology or Administrative Anthropology.

During more than a decade my own work has been very

largely concerned with this study in Africa and in

Oceania. If I seem to you to speak dogmatically in what I

have to say, I would ask you to remember that in the time
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at my disposal I can only put before you certain of my
conclusions without explaining the considerations on

which they are based.

For a very long time the anthropologists have been de-

claring the necessity of utiHsing their science in the practi-

cal work of governing and educating dependent peoples.

So far as the British Empire is concerned this has at last

led to certain practical steps being taken. There have been

appointments of Government anthropologists in two of

the African colonies, and in Papua and the Mandated

Territory of New Guinea. Cadets and officers of the serv-

ices of the African colonies are now given brief courses of

instruction in anthropology at Oxford and Cambridge.

In South Africa the School of African Life and Languages

of the University of Cape Town started some years ago a

vacation course on anthropology and native administra-

tion and education for government officers and mission-

aries, and I believe that these courses have been con-

tinued. In Sydney a more extensive experiment has been

carried on since 1927. Cadets who are selected for the

administration of the Mandated Territory are sent to the

territory for one or two years to make acquaintance with

the kind of life and work they will have, to test their suit-

ability for it and to enable them to judge if they do finally

wish to take up the career. They then attend the Univer-

sity of Sydney for one academic year of nine months and

devote their whole time there to a special course of train-

ing. This includes two short courses in Topographical

Surveying and in Tropical Hygiene, but the greater part of

their time is devoted to the study of Comparative Sociol-

ogy and Colonial Administration. The result of this ar-

rangement will be that in a certain number of years all the

administrative officers of the territory will have a sound

knowledge of the principles and methods of Comparative

Sociology, and by its means will have acquired a consider-

able knowledge of New Guinea institutions and customs
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and their meaning, and will have made a systematic study

of administrative problems and methods. The cadet sys-

tem has not been accepted by the territory of Papua, but

a number of the senior officers of the administration have

devoted their vacations to attending special courses at

Sydney.

Thus, some progress has already been made in turning

anthropological studies to practical use. There is still a

great deal more that might be done and that ought to be

done. Some of the British colonies, such as the Western

Pacific and British Malaya, have neither government an-

thropologists nor any regular training in anthropology for

their officers. Moreover, it seems to me that the courses

now taken by officers in the African services are inade-

quate. A few weeks given to anthropology may be better

than nothing, but certainly cannot be called sufficient.

There is no doubt that one of the most efficient native ad-

ministrations is that of the Dutch East Indies, and the

quaUfication for this requires five years of special studies,

including native languages and native law and custom.

A question of some importance is, what kind of anthro-

pological teaching should be given to native administra-

tors to fit them better for carrying on their work. There is,

I think, no value to them in a study of physical anthropol-

ogy or the classification of races that falls under physical

anthropology or ethnology. There is equally no value for

them in any study of prehistoric archaeology. Further,

those attempts to reconstruct the history of cultures and

peoples that I have been calling ethnology are of abso-

lutely no practical value in the work of native administra-

tion or education.

There is obvious practical value in training which will

help the colonial officer to speak the language or lan-

guages of the peoples he is deahng with. This is already

well provided for in some of our colonies.

What the administrator and educator amongst depend-
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ent peoples need above all is a detailed knowledge of the

social organisation, the customs and beliefs of the natives

and an understanding of their meanings and their func-

tions. This can be attained only by means of a general

study of comparative sociology, followed by an intensive

study of the particular people in question.

I have on many occasions met with persons who were

engaged in the government or education of native peoples

who have expressed the view that, whatever academic in-

terest anthropology might have, it has no practical value

in work such as they are engaged in. I have found that

what was thought of as anthropology by these persons

was the series of academic studies that includes physical

anthropology, the classification of races, the ethnological

reconstruction of history, prehistoric archaeology and the

social anthropology that elaborates theories of the origins

of institutions. One magistrate complained to me that,

though he had read the whole of the Golden Bough, he did

not find that it gave him any practical help in dealing in

his court with the customs of a native tribe. Another, who

had interested himself in the writings of Elliot Smith and

Perry, was firmly convinced that a study of anthropology

could be of no practical use to him in spite of its interest.

An officer of one of the African colonies who was specially

sent to give advice on methods of colonial administration

to one of the British Dominions, was asked if it would be a

good thing to give a training in anthropology to those who

would ultimately become district officers. He replied that

it would be useless or even harmful ; that a magistrate so

trained would be thinking about the shape of a witness's

head instead of attending to the evidence he was giving in

court. These are typical examples of the sort of thing I

have met with over and over again. For the man in the

street anthropology is the study of skulls or stone imple-

ments or of the ethnological specimens that we collect in

our museums, or else theories about the travels of ancient
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Egyptians round the world in search of pearls. And in-

deed, if he judges by the subject as treated in universities,

or by the contents of anthropological periodicals, or the

proceedings of anthropological congresses, these things

do constitute the major part of what is known under the

name.

I do not wish for a moment to suggest that these studies

are not of academic and scientific value. I am only saying

that they are of no value in the practical business of gov-

erning and educating dependent peoples. On the other

hand, I have been experimenting for ten years with a

course of study which consists of a general course cover-

ing the whole field of comparative sociology, followed by

a functional sociological study of the culture with which

the students were to be concerned (Bantu Africa in one

instance, New Guinea and Melanesia in another), supple-

mented by a comparative study of methods and poHcies of

colonial administration and native education considered

in the light of the results of comparative sociology. I have

found good evidence that such a course of study pursued

over not less than one year is really adapted to the needs

of the students, and does do what it is claimed anthropol-

ogy should do, namely, provide a scientific basis for the

control and education of native peoples.

In this Empire of ours, in which we have assumed con-

trol over so many diverse native peoples in Africa, Asia,

Oceania and America, it seems to me that two things are

urgently needed if we are to carry out as we should the

duties we have thus taken upon ourselves. We have exter-

minated some of these native peoples and have done, and

are doing, irretrievable damage to others. Our injustices,

which are many, have been largely the effect of ignorance.

One thing, therefore, that is urgently needed is some pro-

vision for the systematic study of the native peoples of the

Empire. I have pointed out how rapidly material that is of

inestimable value for the scientific study of mankind is dis-
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appearing through the destruction or modification of back-

ward cultures. From the practical point of view of colonial

administration a thorough systematic knowledge of native

cultures is required before administration and education

can be placed on a sound basis. Research of this kind has

been all too long neglected. It can, of course, only be car-

ried out effectively by trained experts. But even if we can

find enthusiastic students to take up the difficult and unre-

munerative work, there is no such provision for research

as there is in other sciences. A little, really a very little,

considering the magnitude of the work, has been done

from our universities, but I am afraid that most of our

British universities will not be likely to take any real active

interest in the subject until it will be too late to do the

work that is now waiting to be done. The International

Institute of African Languages and Cultures is preparing

to undertake a five-years' program of research in Africa,

which I hope will be continued and extended. But for such

work we still have to rely on occasional contributions of

funds, most of which come from the United States. I feel

sometimes ashamed that the great British Empire has to

go begging to America for the few hundreds of pounds

with which to carry out a httle of that work which it is the

primary duty of the Empire to undertake if it is ever to

rule its dependent peoples with justice based on knowl-

edge and understanding.

I find it difficult to understand how it is that the study

of native peoples of simpler culture receives so little sup-

port. There seems to be little difficulty in raising very con-

siderable sums of money every year for archaeological in-

vestigations. Yet there is no such urgency about these as

there is for the immediate study of the living cultures that

are being destroyed by the encroachment of the white

man. However interesting these dead cultures may be, we

study only their dead remains. We can learn very little

about their thoughts and feelings, their laws, customs, re-
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ligion or mythology such as we still can learn about the

natives of Africa or New Guinea. At a time, not so long

ago, when it would have been possible to observe a people

such as the Australian aborigines or the Bushmen making

and using stone implements of palaeolithic type, prehis-

torians were spending their time speculating as to how the

very similar Mousterian and Aurignacian implements

might have been used.

A second urgent need at the present time seems to me

to be the making of further provision for the application

of anthropological knowledge to the problems of the gov-

ernment and education of native peoples. I do not think

that anyone would maintain that the provision at present

made is anything like adequate.

There has been lately some talk of an Institute of Colo-

nial Studies which would be at the same time a centre for

research and for making the results of that research avail-

able for those engaged in administrative work. I can only

express the hope that before many years it will be possible

to bring some plan of that kind to completion.

Meanwhile, in spite of repeated setbacks and disap-

pointments, anthropology has at last succeeded in win-

ning for itself some place in the world of practical affairs,

some measure of recognition as a study that can make

most valuable contributions to problems that are going to

be amongst the most important with which this century is

faced, those that have arisen from the mingling of diverse

peoples and cultures all over the world. The task of the

twentieth and succeeding centuries is that of uniting all

the peoples of the world in some sort of ordered com-

munity. Attention has quite naturally been concentrated

on the relations of the great nations. But the problems of

finding the proper place in a world community for the

tribes of Africa, Asia and Oceania are possibly not less

vital to the successful completion of the task.
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Chapter IV

MEANING AND SCOPE OF

SOCIAL ANTHROPOLOGY^

The name "social anthropology" came into use some

sixty years ago to distinguish the subject from ethnology.

The avowed aim has always been to apply the inductive

method of the natural sciences to the study of human so-

ciety, its institutions and its evolution. But it is only grad-

ually that we can learn how to apply the inductive method

in a new field. The history of chemistry from the time of

Bacon to Lavoisier illustrates this. So social anthropology

is not now what it was in 1890. At that time theoretical

discussions in social anthropology were largely concerned

with speculations about origins (of religion, of totemism,

of exogamy, etc.). There are still some social anthropolo-

gists who remain faithful to the ideas and methods of

1890. But the work now being done in the subject consists

largely of experimental studies, combining observation

and analysis, of particular social systems, intended to pro-

vide material for the systematic comparison of systems of

different types and to test existing hypothetical concep-

tions. Anyone who wants to know what social anthropol-

ogy is doing at the present day should read the admirable

work of Arensberg and Kimball on "Family and Com-

munity in Ireland."

One of the most completely organized departments of

anthropology is that of the University of Chicago. The

subject is divided into five fields : physical anthropology,

archaeology, ethnology, hnguistics and social anthropol-

' Nature, CLIV, No. 3904 (August 26, 1944), 257-60.
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ogy. Students, who must already have the degree of B.A.

before entering the department, are required to devote a

period of study to all five subjects and pass a comprehen-

sive examination in all of them. Thereafter the student

specializes in one of the fields for his degree of Ph.D. A
brilliant student can complete this work in four years, but

many take longer.

We may consider this combination of subjects from the

point of view of each one of them in turn. Physical anthro-

pology proper, as distinct from human biology, is the

study of variation in the human family (the Hominidae)

and of human evolution. It includes, therefore, not only

the study of existing varieties of Homo sapiens, but also

human and primate palaeontology. A student who aims

at being a competent physical anthropologist must first

obtain a thorough grounding in biology, comparative

morphology (particularly of the primates), human anat-

omy, histology, embryology and physiology. It seems de-

sirable that he should have some acquaintance with

archaeology and ethnology. His own special work will in

no way be helped by any study of linguistics or social

anthropology.

Ethnology, as the name shows, is the study of

"peoples." Peoples, or ethnic groups, differ from and re-

semble one another in racial character, in language and in

culture. The ethnologist compares and classifies peoples

on the bases of these similarities and differences, so that

he has to deal with racial, linguistic and cultural classifica-

tions. Further, he seeks to discover by various methods

something about migrations, interactions and develop-

ments of peoples in the past.

It is evident that the competent ethnologist should pos-

sess a sound knowledge of physical anthropology, Un-

guistics and social anthropology. Ethnological literature

is very heavily overloaded with uncritical speculations. A
writer who talks glibly of brachycephaly and dolicho-
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cephaly but is completely ignorant of the complexities of

structure of the skull will offer us an account of the move-

ments and developments of races from the first appear-

ance of man. One who is ignorant of Hnguistic science will

affirm a connexion of two widely separated languages on

the evidence of similarities of a few words selected from

imperfect vocabularies. Or one who, by his lack of knowl-

edge of social anthropology, is ignorant of the nature of

institutions such as totemism or exogamous moieties, will

affirm that these institutions all over the world must have

been introduced by Egyptians looking for gold, pearls and

cowrie shells.

Prehistoric archaeology is really one kind of ethnology

(palaeo-ethnology), the study of the peoples of the pre-

historic past who are known to us only from their re-

mains—their dwelhng sites, their bones, the implements

they made and used. Since the archaeologist recovers no

traces of the languages or the social institutions of these

vanished peoples he has no need, in the pursuance of his

own special studies, for any knowledge of hnguistics or

social anthropology. On the other hand, he has to know

something of geology and surveying. It would seem to be

most desirable that ethnology and archaeology should

keep closely together. They are merely branches of a

single study.

Linguistics, the systematic study of language in general,

as distinguished from the study of particular languages or

groups of languages, is regarded in the United States as

one of the fields of anthropology. In England the subject,

as a subject, has not yet received recognition except in the

School of Oriental [and African] Studies, London. A
student who intends to specialize in linguistics does not

really need to know anything more about physical anthro-

pology or prehistoric archaeology than ought to be known

by every educated person. But there are important con-

nexions of hnguistics with ethnology and social anthro-
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pology. For example, the ethnological problem of the

Aryan people is a linguistic problem as well as an archae-

ological, racial and cultural problem.

We come finally to social anthropology—the general

theoretical study of social institutions—law, religion, po-

litical and economic organization, etc. Within his own

field of study, the social anthropologist has no use for

physical anthropology. If it should ever be proved that

racial (that is, biologically inherited) characters influence

social institutions or their development, then he would

take due note of the fact.

Prehistoric archaeology obviously makes no contribu-

tion to such branches of social anthropology as compara-

tive religion, the comparative study of law or of kinship or

of economic systems. It does not even provide very much

help to the study of comparative technology as that is con-

ducted in social anthropology, where what is sought is to

determine the mutual interrelations between the system of

techniques and the other parts of the total social system.

Certainly a social anthropologist should be acquainted

with the general results of prehistoric archaeology, but the

methods of the archaeologist and the details of investiga-

tion are not his concern as a social anthropologist.

There is often a good deal of confusion about the rela-

tion of social anthropology to ethnology. To a certain ex-

tent, but only to a certain extent, they deal with the same

facts. But they deal with them in quite different ways. A
typical problem of ethnology is how and when the ances-

tors of the American Indians entered the continent of

America and how they developed the differences of racial

character, language and culture which they exhibited

when Europeans first came in contact with them. A typi-

cal problem of social anthropology is, "What is the nature

of Law?" An ethnologist and a social anthropologist

might both study the same American Indian tribe, but one
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would be looking for facts relevant to his aim of placing

the tribe within his general picture of the peoples of the

continent; the other would be examining the way in which

the tribe deals with infractions of custom in its bearing on

a general theory of the nature and function of law.

Since both ethnology and social anthropology need

field studies, there is an obvious economy of labour if a

field worker can provide the material needed by the

ethnologist and also that needed by the social anthropolo-

gist. In some field studies this has been done. But a field

study in social anthropology needs more than descrip-

tion; it requires theoretical analysis. There are innumer-

able examples of ethnographic monographs which are ad-

mirable for the purposes of ethnology but are extremely

unsatisfactory to the social anthropologist who might

wish to make use of the data.

Ethnographical field studies are generally confined to

the pre-literate peoples. In the last ten years, field studies

by social anthropologists have been carried out on a town

in Massachusetts, a town in Mississippi, a French Cana-

dian community. County Clare in Ireland, villages in

Japan and China. Such studies of communities in "civi-

lized" countries, carried out by trained investigators, will

play an increasingly large part in the social anthropology

of the future.

It is now possible to see that what holds the various

branches of anthropology together is the central position

of ethnology (with archaeology) as the geographical, his-

torical and classificatory study of races and peoples, past

and present. It is for this reason that ethnology and an-

thropology are sometimes regarded as being one and the

same. It is an interesting fact that the symposium (as it is

now commonly called) on the future of anthropology at

the centenary meeting of the Royal Anthropological In-

stitute included discussions of physical anthropology,
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archaeology, social anthropology and the study of mate-

rial culture. There was no one to speak on the future of

ethnology. Ethnology takes contributions from physical

anthropology and hnguistics, but gives httle to them in

return. Social anthropology as the study of evolution is in

bad odour with some ethnologists at present, so that while

they give little they also take little.

But what of the relations of the branches of anthropol-

ogy to subjects that lie outside the field of anthropology ?

Physical anthropology has its closest connexion with the

biological sciences. There is a tendency to seek to absorb

it into a wider study of human biology, which would, pre-

sumably, also include what is called social biology. The

study of the Bantu languages or the languages of the

American Indians is left to the anthropologist, but not the

study of the Indo-European and Semitic languages. How
(and why) draw a line between prehistoric archaeology

and the archaeology of historic times ? But if no such line

is drawn, archaeology becomes continuous with history.

Ethnology, or some part of it, is claimed as a subdivision

of geography—ethnogeography. And where, at the pres-

ent time, are we to put anthropo-geography or human

geography, in geography or in anthropology or in both ?

Ethnology deals with the history of peoples. But the

rest of history is excluded from anthropology. Yet the

closest connexion of social anthropology is with the his-

tory of institutions—economic history, the history of re-

ligion, of law, of political organization, of science, etc. But

to the social anthropologist the history of Europe or of

Christianity is of no more interest than the history of

India or China, of Islam or Buddhism.

The writer of the article on "The Future of Anthropol-

ogy" (see Nature, Nov. 20, 1943, p. 587), which surveyed

the discussion at the centenary meeting of the Royal

Anthropological Institute, asks, "Who is to study the
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world-wide history and development of social institu-

tions?" The answer is, in the first place, the historians.

The social anthropologist cannot examine for himself the

original sources for the economic, political, legal and re-

ligious history of ancient Greece and Rome, India, China,

Russia, Persia and Turkey. It is unusual for him to be

thoroughly competent in even one of these fields. The so-

cial anthropologist, for the most part, has to take the

facts about institutional history and development from

the historians, though, of course, he has to exercise his

judgment as to the reliability of a particular historian.

What the social anthropologist does with this material is

to use it to formulate his general hypotheses about law,

religion, economic organization and so on. But these hy-

potheses need to be verified; and although some verifica-

tion is possible by the comparison of different historical

societies, the final test lies in actual (experimental) obser-

vation of existing social systems.

Political systems, economic systems, and systems of

law are studied in social anthropology and also in eco-

nomics, political science and jurisprudence. But there are

very important differences of method. One of these,

though by no means the most important, is that in the

three studies mentioned attention is usually confined to

certain types of society, whereas social anthropology has

for its field all human societies and therefore tends to pay

most attention to those which are neglected by the social

sciences. It is true that at present there is no close connex-

ion of the three social sciences with social anthropology,

but this may be expected to develop as the last-named

subject itself develops.

As anthropology is at present recognized, psychology

lies outside. Yet social anthropology stands in a very close

relation to psychology. To make the relationship clear it

is necessary to distinguish between two kinds of psychol-
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ogy. Psychology is here taken to mean the study of the

mental or psychic systems—if you will, the behaviour sys-

tems—of organisms. We may study the behaviour, the

external manifestations of the psyche, of earthworms, rats

or chimpanzees. General human psychology deals with

the mental characteristics which are possessed by all hu-

man beings. Social anthropology deals with the character-

istics of all human social systems. A social system consists

of a certain set of social relations between certain human

beings, exhibited to observation in their interactions with

one another. It is obvious that one determining factor in

the formation of human social systems is that basic hu-

man nature which it is the business of the general psychol-

ogist to study. Similarly, the nature of multicellular or-

ganisms is determined by the nature of the hving cell

which it is the business of the cytologist, the biochemist

and the biophysicist to study. The connexion between so-

cial anthropology and general psychology is just as close

and of just the same kind as the relation between animal

physiology and cytology.

There are also what may conveniently be called "spe-

cial psychologies." These deal, not with the universal

characteristics of human beings, with basic human nature,

but with the special mental or behaviour characteristics of

individuals, types, classes or groups. Psychiatry affords an

example of a "special psychology," as do attempts to

define psychological "types"—extrovert, introvert; schiz-

ophrenic, cyclothymic; pycnic, asthenic.

One of the "special psychologies" consists of the study

of the psychical characteristics (that is, characteristics of

mind or behaviour) of the members of a defined social

group, either a local community or a defined social class

within a local community. When we study the "psychol-

ogy" of the French or the Germans or the people of the

United States, we are dealing with those characteristics of
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mind or behaviour that result from "conditioning" by a

particular social system. Here the "special" characteris-

tics with which we are concerned are determined by the

social system, while the social system itself is determined

by the general characteristics of basic human nature.

It should be evident that there is a two-way connexion

between social anthropology and psychology. Human so-

cieties are what they are because human beings are what

they are. Similarly a human body is what it is because

living cells are what they are. But why human beings be-

longing to a particular society or group exhibit certain

characteristic modes of behaviour is because they have

been "conditioned," as the phrase is, by that society.

Similarly the cells of a muscle act and react as they do

because they are individual members of the muscle.

Prof. F. C. Bartlett {Nature, Dec. 18, 1943, p. 700) pro-

poses drastic changes. He would give no place in anthro-

pology to archaeology, to linguistics (the general study of

language), to ethnology (the geographical and historical

study of races and peoples), or to social anthropology (as

the comparative study of the forms of association found

among human beings or as the study of social evolution).

He would retain physical anthropology or anthropometry

if it would abandon its present aim of studying evolution,

variation and heredity in the human family and would de-

vote itself to measuring physical characters that are cor-

related with differences of behaviour. He would also ad-

mit the study of material culture so long as it was limited

to the study of the applications of natural knowledge and

their influence on behaviour. He adds two other dis-

ciphnes. One is the study of the effects of general environ-

mental conditions on behaviour. The other is the study of

"a group's psychological possessions, its traditions, be-

liefs, customs, ideals and of their repercussion upon social

conduct." For Prof. Bartlett, anthropology should be-
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come a group of special psychologies dealing with the

effects on behaviour of anatomical characters, environ-

ment, knowledge and the "psychological possessions" of

groups. Anthropologists need not fear, however, that

Prof. Bartlett's drastic reforms will be carried out in the

near future. Meanwhile, that "special psychology" which

is concerned with the way in which the behaviour of indi-

viduals is determined by the "culture" of the society in

which they live is already part of social anthropology.

But to say that it should be the whole of it is to deny to

social anthropology the right to that study of the nature

of social systems and of their evolution which is the

raison d'etre of the science.

Applied social anthropology is not much more than

twenty years old. It was developed in South Africa, Eng-

land and Australia in connexion with problems of Colo-

nial administration. About twelve years ago it secured,

despite the opposition of some ethnologists, a footing in

the United States, not only in the Indian Bureau but also

in the Soil Conservation Bureau and in an investigation of

factory efficiency carried out in a large factory under the

direction of Prof. Elton Mayo of Harvard. Since the

United States came into the war, large numbers of anthro-

pologists have been called to Washington to carry out

work which either is, or is supposed to be, applied anthro-

pology.

There is a good deal of misunderstanding about ap-

plied anthropology, what it is, what it can do and what it

cannot do, but that matter obviously cannot be discussed

here. The recognition of applied social anthropology has

certain very definite advantages and certain equally defi-

nite disadvantages. To mention only one of the latter,

theoretical social anthropology is still in the formative

stage. The demand on social anthropologists to spend too

much of their time on practical problems would inevitably
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reduce the amount of work that can be given to the devel-

opment of the theoretical side of the science. But without

a sound basis in theory, appHed anthropology must de-

teriorate and become not apphed science, but merely

empirical practice.

What of the future ? Social anthropology must claim a

position of relative independence. (There are already

chairs of social anthropology at Oxford and Cambridge.)

This does not mean that it should sever its connexion

with ethnology, with which it has always been associated;

and its connexion with ethnology connects it indirectly

with prehistoric archaeology. It should maintain a close

connexion with general hnguistics, for language is a social

institution. (At Oxford the only lectures on general lin-

guistics have been those given in the Institute of Social

Anthropology.) It could maintain a closer connexion

with human biology than with the narrower subject of

physical anthropology.

Outside the field of what is called anthropology, it must

maintain or establish connexions with psychology, with

history (more particularly economic history, the history

of law, of poHtical organization, of religion) and with eco-

nomics, political science and jurisprudence. The history of

culture, in the sense of the history of art, of music, of lit-

erature, ought not to be neglected in any complete social

anthropology nor, of course, technological history. In the

training of a social anthropologist the first essential is a

real understanding of the experimental method in scien-

tific investigation, and this is best acquired by a thorough

study of the history of science.

One part of social anthropology is the comparative

study of economic systems. Surely there ought to be close

connexion between this study and economics and eco-

nomic history. Another part of social anthropology is the

comparative study of legal systems, which demands a
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similar connexion with jurisprudence and the history of

law; and so on with other parts of social anthropology.

But what part of social anthropology would give a similar

close connexion with the study of the somatic differences

exhibited by the various races of mankind, or with the

study of the date and the affinities of the Solutrean or

Capsian culture ? So long as ethnology continues to exist,

it will provide a meeting-ground for archaeologists, physi-

cal anthropologists, students of hnguistics, and social

anthropologists. Such a meeting-ground has been pro-

vided for a century by the Royal Anthropological Insti-

tute and will continue to be provided in the future. Any
attempt to impose a more rigid artificial unity will be

likely to produce exactly the opposite of the result at

which it aims.
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Chapter V

THE COMPARATIVE METHOD IN

SOCIAL ANTHROPOLOGY^

What is meant when one speaks of "the comparative

method" in anthropology is the method used by such a

writer as Frazer in his Golden Bough. But comparisons of

particular features of social life can be made for either of

two very different purposes, which correspond to the dis-

tinction now commonly made in England between ethnol-

ogy and social anthropology. The existence of similar in-

stitutions, customs or beliefs in two or more societies may

in certain instances be taken by the ethnologist as pointing

to some historical connection. What is aimed at is some

sort of reconstruction of the history of a society or people

or region. In comparative sociology or social anthropol-

ogy the purpose of comparison is different, the aim being

to explore the varieties of forms of social life as a basis for

the theoretical study of human social phenomena.

Franz Boas, writing in 1888 and 1896, pointed out that

in anthropology there are two tasks to be undertaken.

One kind of task is to "reconstruct" the history of par-

ticular regions or peoples, and this he spoke of as being

"the first task." The second task he describes as follows:

"A comparison of the social life of different peoples

proves that the foundations of their cultural development

are remarkably uniform. It follows from this that there

are laws to which this development is subject. Their dis-

covery is the second, perhaps the more important aim of

^Journal of the Royal Anthropological Institute, LXXXI (1952),

15-22. Huxley Memorial Lecture for 1951.
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our science. ... In the pursuit of these studies we find

that the same custom, the same idea, occurs among

peoples for whom we cannot estabhsh any historical con-

nection, so that a common historical origin cannot be

assumed and it becomes necessary to decide whether there

are laws that result in the same, or at least similar, phe-

nomena independently of historical causes. Thus develops

the second important task of ethnology, the investigation

of the laws governing social life." "The frequent occur-

rence of similar phenomena in cultural areas that have no

historical contact suggests that important results may be

obtained from their study, for it shows that the human

mind develops everywhere according to the same laws."

Boas included these two tasks in the single discipline

which he called sometimes "anthropology," sometimes

"ethnology." To some of us in this country it seems more

convenient to refer to those investigations that are con-

cerned with the reconstruction of history as belonging to

ethnology and to keep the term social anthropology for

the study of discoverable regularities in the development

of human society in so far as these can be illustrated or

demonstrated by the study of primitive peoples.

Thus, the comparative method in social anthropology

is the method of those who have been called "arm-chair

anthropologists" since they work in libraries. Their first

task is to look for what used to be called "parallels," simi-

lar social features appearing in different societies, in the

present or in the past. At Cambridge sixty years ago

Frazer represented arm-chair anthropology using the

comparative method, while Haddon urged the need of

"intensive" studies of particular societies by systematic

field studies of competent observers. The development of

field studies has led to a relative neglect of studies making

use of the comparative method. This is both understand-

able and excusable, but it does have some regrettable ef-
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fects. The student is told that he must consider any feature

of social life in its context, in its relation to the other fea-

tures of the particular social system in which it is found.

But he is often not taught to look at it in the wider context

of human societies in general. The teaching of the Cam-

bridge school of anthropology forty-five years ago was

not that arm-chair anthropology was to be abandoned

but that it must be combined with intensive studies of par-

ticular primitive societies in which any particular institu-

tion, custom, or behef of the society should be examined

in relation to the total social system of which it was a part

or item. Without systematic comparative studies anthro-

pology will become only historiography and ethnography.

Sociological theory must be based on, and continually

tested by, systematic comparison.

The only really satisfactory way of explaining a method

is by means of illustration. Let us therefore consider how

the method can be applied in a particular instance. We
may take our start with a particular feature of some

tribes in the interior of New South Wales. In these tribes

there is a division of the population into two parts, which

are named after the eaglehawk and the crow (Kilpara and

Makwara). There is a rule by which a man should only

take a wife from the division other than his own, and that

the children will belong to the same division as their

mother. The system is described in technical terms as one

of totemically represented exogamous matrilineal moie-

ties.

One way of explaining why a particular society has the

features that it does have is by its history. As we have no

authentic history of these or other Australian tribes the

historical anthropologists are reduced to offering us im-

aginary histories. Thus the Rev. John Mathew would ex-

plain these divisions and their names by supposing that

two different peoples, one called Eaglehawks and the
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Other Crows, met in this part of Australia and fought with

each other. Ultimately they decided to make peace and

agreed that in future Eaglehawk men would only marry

Crow women and vice versa.

Let us begin looking for parallels. There is a very close

parallel to be found amongst the Haida of north-west

America, who also have a division into two exogamous

matrihneal moieties which are named after the eagle and

the raven, two species which correspond very closely in-

deed to the eaglehawk and crow of Australia. The Haida

have a legend that in the beginning only the eagle pos-

sessed fresh water which he kept in a basket. The raven

discovered this and succeeded in steahng the water from

the eagle. But as he flew with the basket over Queen

Charlotte Island the water was spilled from the heavy

basket and formed the lakes and rivers from which all

birds can now drink; and salmon made their way into the

streams and now furnish food for men.

In some parts of Australia there are similar legends

about the eaglehawk and the crow. One is to the effect

that in the beginning only the eaglehawk possessed a sup-

ply of fresh water, which he kept under a large stone. The

crow, spying on him, saw him hft the stone and take a

drink, then replace the stone. The crow proceeded to lift

the stone, and after he had taken a drink of fresh water

scratched the lice from his head into the water and did not

replace the stone. The result was that the water escaped

and formed the rivers of eastern Australia in which the

Hce became the Murray cod that were an important item

of food for the aborigines just as salmon are in north-

west America. If we accept the criteria formulated by the

diffusionists, such as Graebner, we have here what they

would say is evidence of a historical connection between

Australia and the Pacific coast of North America.

Once we begin looking for parallels to the eaglehawk-
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crow division of Australia we find many instances of

exogamous moieties, in some instances matrilineal, in

others patrilineal, in the rest of Austraha, and frequently

the divisions are named after or represented by birds. In

Victoria we find black cockatoo and white cockatoo, in

Western Austraha white cockatoo and crow. In New Ire-

land there is a similar system in which the moieties are

associated with the sea-eagle and the fish-hawk. At this

point we may feel inclined to ask why these social divi-

sions should be identified by reference to two species of

birds.

In Eastern Austraha the division of the population into

two sexes is represented by what is called sex totemism.

In tribes of New South Wales the men have for their

"brother" the bat, and the women have for their "sister"

the night owl in some tribes and the owlet nightjar in

others. In the northern part of New South Wales the to-

tems are the bat for men and the tree-creeper for women.

(It must be remembered that the Austrahan aborigines

classify the bat as a "bird.") So we find another dichot-

omy of society in which the divisions are represented by

birds.

Throughout most of Austraha there is a very important

social division into two alternating generation divisions or

endogamous moieties. One division consists of all the per-

sons of a single generation together with those of the gen-

eration of their grandparents and the generation of their

grandchildren, while the other division includes all those

of the generation of their parents and the generation of

their children. These divisions are rarely given names but

in some tribes may be referred to by terms, one of which a

man applies to his own division and its members while the

other is apphed to the other division. But in one part of

Western Austraha these endogamous moieties are named

after the kingfisher and the bee-eater, while in another
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part they are named after a little red bird and a little black

bird.

Our question "Why all these birds ?" is thus widened in

its scope. It is not only the exogamous moieties, but also

dual divisions of other kinds that are identified by connec-

tion with a pair of birds. It is, however, not always a ques-

tion of birds. In Austraha the moieties may be associated

with other pairs of animals, with two species of kangaroo

in one part, with two species of bee in another. In CaH-

fornia one moiety is associated with the coyote and the

other with the wild cat.

Our collection of parallels could be extended to other

instances in which a social group or division is given an

identity and distinguished from others by association with

a natural species. The AustraHan moieties are merely one

instance of a widely spread social phenomenon. From the

particular phenomenon we are led, by the comparative

method, to a much more general problem—How can we

understand the customs by which social groups and divi-

sions are distinguished by associating a particular group

or division with a particular natural species ? This is the

general problem of totemism, as it has been designated. I

do not offer you a solution of this problem, as it seems to

me to be the resultant of two other problems. One is the

problem of the way in which in a particular society the re-

lation of human beings to natural species is represented,

and as a contribution to this problem I have offered an

analysis of the non-totemic Andaman Islanders. The

other is the problem of how social groups come to be

identified by connection with some emblem, symbol, or

object having symbolic or emblematic reference. A nation

identified by its flag, a family identified by its coat of

arms, a particular congregation of a church identified by

its relation to a particular saint, a clan identified by its

relation to a totemic species ; these are all so many exam-
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pies of a single class of phenomena for which we have to

look for a general theory.

The problem to which it is desired to draw your atten-

tion here is a different one. Granted that is is for some

reason appropriate to identify social divisions by associa-

tion with natural species, what is the principle by which

such pairs as eaglehawk and crow, eagle and raven, coyote

and wild cat are chosen as representing the moieties of a

dual division ? The reason for asking this question is not

idle curiosity. We may, it can be held, suppose that an

understanding of the principle in question will give us an

important insight into the way in which the natives them-

selves think about the dual division as a part of their social

structure. In other words, instead of asking "Why all

these birds?" we can ask "Why particularly eaglehawk

and crow, and other pairs ?"

I have collected many tales about Eaglehawk and Crow

in different parts of Australia, and in all of them the two

are represented as opponents in some sort of conflict. A
single example must suffice and it comes from Western

Australia. Eaglehawk was the mother's brother of Crow.

In these tribes a man marries the daughter of a mother's

brother so that Eaglehawk was the possible father-in-law

of Crow, to whom therefore he owed obhgations such as

that of providing him with food. Eaglehawk told his

nephew to go and hunt wallaby. Crow, having killed a

wallaby, ate it himself, an extremely reprehensible action

in terms of native morality. On his return to the camp his

uncle asked him what he had brought, and Crow, being a

liar, said that he had succeeded in getting nothing. Eagle-

hawk then said, "But what is in your belly, since your

hunger-belt is no longer tight?" Crow rephed that to stay

the pangs of hunger he had filled his belly with the gum

from the acacia. The uncle replied that he did not believe

him and would tickle him until he vomited. (This incident
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is given in the legend in the form of a song of Eaglehawk

—

Balmanangabalu ngabarina, kidji-kidji malidyala.) The

crow vomited the wallaby that he had eaten. Thereupon

Eaglehawk seized him and rolled him in the fire; his eyes

became red with the fire, he was blackened by the char-

coal, and he called out in pain "Wa! Wa! Wa!" Eagle-

hawk pronounced what was to be the law "You will never

be a hunter, but you will for ever be a thief." And that is

how things now are.

To interpret this tale we have to consider how these

birds appear to the aborigines. In the first place they are

the two chief meat-eating birds and the Australian abo-

rigine thinks of himself as a meat-eater. One method of

hunting in this region is for a number of men and women

to come together at an an appropriate season for a collec-

tive hunt. A fire across a stretch of country is started in

such a way that it will be spread by the wind. The men

advance in front of the fire killing with spear or throwing

stick the animals that are fleeing from it, while the women

follow the fire to dig out such animals as bandicoots that

have taken refuge underground. When such a hunt has

been started it will not be long before first one and then

another eaglehawk makes its appearance to join in the

hunting of the animals in flight from the advancing flames.

Eaglehawk is the hunter.

The crow does not join in this or any other kind of

hunt, but when a camp fire is started it is rarely very long

before a crow makes his appearance to settle in a tree out

of reach of a throwing stick and wait for the chance of

thieving a piece of meat for his dinner.

Amongst the tales told by the Australians about ani-

mals we can find an immense number of parallels to this

tale of Eaglehawk and Crow. Here, as an example, is one

about the wombat and the kangaroo from the region

where South Austraha adjoins Victoria. In this region the
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wombat and the kangaroo are the two largest meat ani-

mals. In the beginning Wombat and Kangaroo lived to-

gether as friends. One day Wombat began to make a

"house" for himself. (The wombat lives in a burrow in the

ground.) Kangaroo jeered at him and thus annoyed him.

Then one day it rained. (It is to be remembered that in

these tales whatever happens is thought of as happening

for the first time in the history of the world.) Wombat
went into his "house" out of the rain. Kangaroo asked

Wombat to make room for him, but the latter explained

that there was only room for one. Thus Wombat and

Kangaroo quarrelled and fought. Kangaroo hit Wombat
on the head with a big stone, flattening his skull; Wombat
threw a spear at Kangaroo which fixed itself at the base of

the backbone. The wombat has a flattened skull to this

day and the kangaroo has a tail; the former lives in a

burrow while the kangaroo lives in the open; they are no

longer friends.

This is, of course, a "just-so" story which you may

think is childish. It amuses the Hsteners when it is told

with the suitable dramatic expressions. But if we examine

some dozens of these tales we find that they have a single

theme. The resemblances and differences ofanimal species

are translated into terms of friendship and conflict, soli-

darity and opposition. In other words the world of animal

life is represented in terms of social relations similar to

those of human society.

One may find legends which relate not to particular

species or pairs of species but to animals in general. There

is a legend in New South Wales according to which in the

beginning all the animals formed a single society. Then

the bat was responsible for introducing death into the

world by killing his two wives. His brothers-in-law called

all the animals to a corroborree, and catching the bat

unawares threw him into the fire. This started a general
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fight in which the animals attacked each other with fire,

and of this fight all the animals now show the marks. The

various species no longer form one society of friends.

There is a very similar tale in the Andaman Islands.

The various species of animals originally formed a single

society. At a meeting one of them brought fire. There was

a general quarrel in which they all threw fire at each other.

Some fled into the sea and became fishes, others escaped

into the trees and became birds, and birds and fishes still

show the marks of the burns they suffered.

A comparative study therefore reveals to us the fact that

the Australian ideas about the eaglehawk and the crow are

only a particular instance of a widespread phenomenon.

First, these tales interpret the resemblances and differences

of animal species in terms of social relationships of friend-

ship and antagonism as they are known in the social life

of human beings. Secondly, natural species are placed in

pairs of opposites. They can only be so regarded if there is

some respect in which they resemble each other. Thus

eaglehawk and crow resemble each other in being the two

prominent meat-eating birds. When I first investigated the

sex totems ofNew South Wales I supposed, quite wrongly,

that what was the basic resemblance of the bat and the

night owl or nightjar was that they both fly about at night.

But the tree-creeper does not fly at night and is the totem

of the women in the northern part of New South Wales.

As I was sitting in the region of the Macleay River with a

native a tree-creeper made its appearance, and I asked

him to tell me about it. "That is the bird that taught wom-

en how to climb trees" he told me. After some conversa-

tion I asked "What resemblance is there between the bat

and the tree-creeper?" and with an expression on his face

that showed surprise that I should ask such a question he

rephed, "But of course they both live in holes in trees." I

realised that the night owl and the nightjar also live in
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trees. The fact that certain animals eat meat constitutes a

sort of social similarity, as of eaglehawk and crow or

dingo and wild cat. Similarly the habit of living in holes in

trees.

We can now answer the question "Why eaglehawk and

crow?" by saying that these are selected as representing a

certain kind of relationship which we may call one of

"opposition."

The Australian idea of what is here called "opposition"

is a particular application of that association by con-

trariety that is a universal feature of human thinking, so

that we think by pairs of contraries, upwards and down-

wards, strong and weak, black and white. But the Aus-

tralian conception of "opposition" combines the idea of a

pair of contraries with that of a pair of opponents. In the

tales about eaglehawk and crow the two birds are oppo-

nents in the sense of being antagonists. They are also con-

traries by reason of their difference of character, Eagle-

hawk the hunter, Crow the chief. Black cockatoo and

white cockatoo which represent the moieties in Western

Victoria are another example of contrariety, the birds

being essentially similar except for the contrast of colour.

In America the moieties are referred to by other pairs of

contraries. Heaven and Earth, war and peace, up-stream

and down-stream, red and white. After a lengthy compar-

ative study I think I am fully justified in stating a general

law, that wherever, in Australia, Melanesia or America,

there exists a social structure of exogamous moieties, the

moieties are thought of as being in a relation of what is

here called "opposition."

Obviously the next step in a comparative study is to

attempt to discover what are the various forms that the

opposition between the moieties of a dual division takes

in actual social life. In the literature there are occasional

references to a certain hostility between the two divisions
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described as existing or reported to have existed in the

past. All the available evidence is that there is no real hos-

tility in the proper sense of the term but only a conven-

tional attitude which finds expression in some customary

mode of behaviour. Certainly in Australia, although in

some instances where there is a dispute it is possible to

observe the members of the two patrilineal moieties form-

ing separate "sides," real hostihty, of the kind that may

lead to violent action is not between the moieties but be-

tween local groups, and two local groups of the same

patrihneal moiety seem to be just as frequently in conflict

as two groups belonging to different moieties. Indeed,

since a common source of actual conflict is the taking by

one man of a woman married to or betrothed to another

the two antagonists or groups of antagonists in such in-

stances will both belong to the same patrihneal moiety.

The expression of opposition between the moieties

may take various forms. One is the institution to which

anthropologists have given the not very satisfactory name

of "the joking relationship." Members of opposite divi-

sions are permitted or expected to indulge in teasing each

other, in verbal abuse or in exchange of insults. Kroeber

{Handbook of Indians of California) writes that amongst

the Cupeno "a sort of good natured opposition is recog-

nized between the moieties, whose members frequently

taunt each other with being unsteady and slow-witted,

respectively." Strong {Aboriginal Society in Southern Cali-

fornia) reports the same thing. "A good-natured antago-

nism between the moieties exhibits itself in joking between

persons of the one and the other. The coyote people taunt

the wild cat people with being slow-witted and lazy like

their animal representative and the wild cat people retali-

ate by accusing their opponents with being unsteady.

There are indications that this teasing of one moiety by

another entered into their serious ceremonies. There were
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songs of a satirical kind that could be sung by one moiety

against the other. However, the opposition between the

moieties seems to have been much less strong than be-

tween certain pairs of clans, sometimes belonging to the

same moiety, which were traditionally 'enemies.' These

clans, on certain occasions, would sing 'enemy songs'

against each other."

This institution, for which it is to be hoped that some

one will find a better name than "joking relationship," is

found in a variety of forms in a number of different so-

cieties, and calls for systematic comparative study. It has

for its function to maintain a continuous relationship be-

tween two persons, or two groups, of apparent but facti-

tious hostility or antagonism. I have offered a suggestion

towards a comparative study of this institution in a paper

pubhshed in the journal Africa?

Another significant custom in which is expressed the

relation of opposition between the two moieties is that by

which, in some tribes of AustraHa and in some of North

America the moieties provide the "sides" in games such as

football. Competitive games provide a social occasion on

which two persons or two groups of persons are oppo-

nents. Two continuing groups in a social structure can be

maintained in a relation in which they are regularly op-

ponents. An example is provided by the two universities

of Oxford and Cambridge.

There are other customs in which the opposition of

moieties is expressed. For example, in the Omaha tribe of

North America the camp circle was divided into two semi-

circles, and when a boy of the one half crossed into the

other he took companions with him and there was a fight

with the boys of the other moiety. We need not and can

not here examine these various customs.

2 See Africa, XIII, No. 3 (1940), 195-210. Reprinted in Structure

and Function in Primitive Society (London, 1952). See also Africa,

XIX (1949), 133-40.
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Let US consider briefly the institution of moiety exog-

amy, by which every marriage, where the rule is observed,

is between persons belonging to opposite moieties. There

are innumerable customs which show that in many primi-

tive societies the taking of a woman in marriage is repre-

sented symbolically as an act of hostihty against her fam-

ily or group. Every anthropologist is famihar with the

custom by which it is represented that the bride is cap-

tured or taken by force from her kinsfolk. A first collec-

tion of instances of this custom was made by McLennan

who interpreted them historically as being survivals from

the earliest condition of human society in which the only

way to obtain a wife was to steal or capture a woman
from another tribe.

An illuminating example of this kind of custom is pro-

vided by the people of the Marquesas. When a marriage

has been arranged the kinsmen of the bridegroom take the

gifts which are to be offered to the kinsfolk of the bride

and proceed towards the bride's home. On the way they

are ambushed and attacked by the bride's kin who seize

by force the goods that they are conveying. The first act of

violence comes from the kin of the bride. By the Poly-

nesian principle of utu those who suffer an injury are en-

titled to retaliate by inflicting an injury. So the bride-

groom's kinsmen exercise this right by carrying off the

bride. No example could better illustrate the fact that

these customary actions are symbolic.

Viewed in relation to social structure the meaning or

symbolic reference of these customs ought to be obvious.

The sohdarity of a group requires that the loss of one of

its members shall be recognized as an injury to the group.

Some expression of this is therefore called for. The taking

of a woman in marriage is represented as in some sense an

act of hostility against her kin. This is what is meant by

the saying of the Gusii of East Africa "Those whom we

marry are those whom we fight."
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It is in the light of this that we must interpret the cus-

tom of marriage by exchange. The group or kin of a

woman lose her when she marries; they are compensated

for their loss if they receive another who will become the

wife of one of them. In Australian tribes, with a few ex-

ceptions, the custom is that when a man takes a wife he

should give a sister to replace her. In the Yaralde tribe of

South Australia, which did not have a system of moieties,

when a man married a woman of another local clan, his

own clan was expected to provide a wife for some member

of the clan from which the bride came. Otherwise the

marriage was regarded as irregular, improper, or we

might almost say illegal. It has been reported from the

tribes of the eastern part of Victoria (Gippsland) that the

only proper form of marriage was by exchange. The sys-

tem of exogamous moieties provides a system of generali-

sation of marriage by exchange, since every marriage is

one incident in the continual process by which the men of

one moiety get their wives from the other.

A comparative study shows that in many primitive so-

cieties the relation estabhshed between two groups of kin

by a marriage between a man of one group and a woman
of the other is one which is expressed by customs of avoid-

ance and by the joking relationship. In many societies a

man is required to avoid any close social contact with the

mother of his wife, frequently also with her father, and

with other persons of that generation amongst his wife's

kin. With this custom there is frequently associated the

custom called the "joking relationship" by which a man is

permitted or even required to use insulting behaviour to

some of his wife's kin of his own generation. I have else-

where suggested that these customs can be understood as

being the conventional means by which a relationship of a

pecuUar kind, which can be described as a compound of

friendship or sohdarity with hostihty or opposition is es-

tablished and maintained.
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In a complete study there are other features of the dual

organization that would need to be taken into considera-

tion. There are instances in which there are regular ex-

changes of goods or services between the two moieties. In

that competitive exchange of food and valuables known

as "potlatch" in North America, the moieties may be sig-

nificant. Amongst the THngit, for example, it is members

of one moiety who potlatch against members of the other

moiety. The two moieties provide the "sides" for what is a

sort of competitive game in which men "fight with prop-

erty." ;

Our comparative study enables us to see the eaglehawk-

crow division of the Darling River tribes as one particular
|

example of a widespread type of the application of a cer-

tain structural principle. The relation between the two

divisions, which has here been spoken of by the term "op-

position" is one which separates and also unites, and

which therefore gives us a rather special kind of social

integration which deserves systematic study. But the term

"opposition" which I have been obhged to use because I

cannot find a better, is not wholly appropriate, for it

stresses too much what is only one side of the relation-

ship, that of separation and difference. The more correct

description would be to say that the kind of structure with

which we are concerned is one of the union of opposites.

The idea of a unity of contraries was one of the leading

ideas of the philosophy of Heraclitus. It is summed up in

his statement, "Polemos is king, rules all things." The

Greek word polemos is sometimes translated as "strife,"

but the appropriate translation would be "opposition" in

the sense in which that word has been used in this lecture.

Heraclitus uses as one example the mortise and the tenon;

these are not at strife; they are contraries or opposites

which combine to make a unity when they are joined

together.

There is some evidence that this idea of the union of
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opposites was derived by Heraclitus and the Pythagoreans

from the East. At any rate the most complete elaboration

of the idea is to be found in the Yin-Yang philosophy of

ancient China. The phrase in which this is summed up is

" Yi yin yi yang wei tze tao.'" One yin and one yang make

an order. Yin is the feminine principle, Yang the mascu-

line. The word "tao" can here be best translated as "an

ordered whole." One man (yang) and his wife (yin) con-

stitute the unity of a married couple. One day (yang) and

one night (yin) make a unified whole or unity of time,

Similarly one summer (yang) and one winter (yin) make

up the unity we call a year. Activity is yang and passivity

is yin and a relation of two entities or persons of which

one is active and the other passive is also conceived as a

unity of opposites. In this ancient Chinese philosophy this

idea of the unity of opposites is given the widest possible

extension. The whole universe including human society is

interpreted as an "order" based on this.

There is historical evidence that this philosophy was

developed many centuries ago in the region of the Yellow

River, the "Middle Kingdom," There is also evidence

that the social organization of this region was one of

paired intermarrying clans, the two clans meeting to-

gether at the Spring and Autumn Festivals, and compet-

ing in the singing of odes, so that the men of the one clan

could find wives amongst the daughters of the other. The

evidence is that the system of marriage was one where a

man married his mother's brother's daughter, or a woman

of the appropriate generation of his mother's clan. Ac-

cording to my information this kind of organization,

which apparently existed forty centuries ago in that re-

gion, still survived there in 1935, but the investigation of

it that I had planned to be carried out by Li Yu I was

unfortunately prevented by the Japanese attack on China.

It may still not be too late for this to be done; it would
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enable us to evaluate more exactly the historical recon-

struction of Marcel Granet.

This Yin-Yang philosophy of ancient China is the sys-

tematic elaboration of the principle that can be used to

define the social structure of moieties in Austrahan tribes,

for the structure of moieties is, as may be seen from the

brief account here given, one of a unity of opposing

groups, in the double sense that the two groups are

friendly opponents, and that they are represented as being

in some sense opposites, in the way in which eaglehawk

and crow or black and white are opposites.

Light can be thrown on this by the consideration of

another instance of opposition in Australian societies. An
Australian camp includes men of a certain local clan and

their wives who, by the rule of exogamy, have come from

other clans. In New South Wales there is a system of sex

totemism, by which one animal species is the "brother" of

the men, and another species is the "sister" of the wom-

en. Occasionally there arises within a native camp a con-

dition of tension between the sexes. What is then hkely to

happen, according to the accounts of the aborigines, is

that the women will go out and kill a bat, the "brother" or

sex totem of the men, and leave it lying in the camp for the

men to see. The men then retaliate by killing the bird

which in that tribe is the sex totem of the women. The

women then utter abuse against the men and this leads to

a fight with sticks (digging sticks for the women, throwing

sticks for the men) between the two sex groups in which a

good many bruises are inflicted. After the fight peace is

restored and the tension is eliminated. The Australian

aborigines have the idea that where there is a quarrel be-

tween two persons or two groups which is likely to smoul-

der the thing to do is for them to fight it out and then

make friends. The symbolic use of the totem is very sig-

nificant. This custom shows us that the idea of the op-

position of groups, and the union of opposites is not con-
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fined to the exogamous moieties. The two sex groups pro-

vide a structure of a similar kind; so sometimes do the

two groups formed by the alternating generation divi-

sions. The group of the fathers, and the group of their

sons are in a relation of opposition, not dissimilar from

the relation between husbands and their wives.

We can say that in the relatively simple social structure

of Austrahan tribes we can recognize three principal types

of relationship between persons or groups. There is the

relationship of enmity and strife; at the other extreme

there is the relationship of simple sohdarity, and in the

Australian system this ought to exist between brothers,

and between persons of the same generation in the local

group; such persons may not fight, though in certain cir-

cumstances it is thought to be legitimate for one person to

"growl" against the other, to express in the camp a com-

plaint against the action of the other. There is thirdly the

relationship of opposition, which is not at all the same

thing as strife or enmity, but is a combination of agree-

ment and disagreement, of solidarity and difference.

We began with a particular feature of a particular re-

gion in Austraha, the existence of exogamous moieties

named after the eaglehawk and the crow. By making com-

parisons amongst other societies, some of them not Aus-

tralian, we are enabled to see that this is not something

particular or peculiar to one region, but is one instance of

certain widespread general tendencies in human societies.

We thus substitute for a particular problem of the kind

that calls for a historical explanation, certain general

problems. There is, for example, the problem of totemism

as a social phenomenon in which there is a special associa-

tion of a social group with a natural species. Another, and

perhaps more important, problem that has been raised, is

that of the nature and functioning of social relationships

and social structures based on what has here been called
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"opposition." This is a much more general problem than

that of totemism for it is the problem of how opposition

can be used as a mode of social integration. The compara-

tive method is therefore one by which we pass from the

particular to the general, from the general to the more

general, with the end in view that we may in this way ar-

rive at the universal, at characteristics which can be found

in different forms in all human societies.

But the comparative method does not only formulate

problems, though the formulation of the right problems is

extremely important in any science; it also provides mate-

rial by which the first steps may be made towards the solu-

tion. A study of the system of moieties in Australia can

give us results that should have considerable value for the

theory of human society.

At the beginning of this lecture I quoted Franz Boas as

having distinguished two tasks with which an anthropolo-

gist can concern himself in the study of primitive society,

and these two tasks call for two different methods. One is

the "historical" method, by which the existence of a par-

ticular feature in a particular society is "explained" as the

result of a particular sequence of events. The other is the

comparative method by which we seek, not to "explain,"

but to understand a particular feature of a particular so-

ciety by first seeing it as a particular instance of a general

kind or class of social phenomena, and then by relating it

to a certain general, or preferably a universal, tendency in

human societies. Such a tendency is what is called in cer-

tain instances a law. Anthropology as the study of primi-

tive society includes both methods, and I have myself con-

sistently used both in the teaching of ethnology and social

anthropology in a number of universities. But there must

be discrimination. The historical method will give us par-

ticular propositions, only the comparative method can

give us general propositions. In primitive societies histori-
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cal evidence is always lacking or inadequate. There is no

historical evidence as to how the eaglehawk-crow division

in Australia came into existence, and guesses about it

seem to me of no significance whatever. How the Austra-

lian aborigines arrived at their present social systems is,

and forever must be, entirely unknown. The supposition

that by the comparative method we might arrive at valid

conclusions about the "origins" of those systems shows a

complete disregard for the nature of historical evidence.

Anthropology, as the study of primitive societies, includes

both historical (ethnographical and ethnological) studies

and also the generahzing study known as social anthro-

pology which is a special branch of comparative sociol-

ogy. It is desirable that the aims and methods should be

distinguished. History, in the proper sense of the term, as

an authentic account of the succession of events in a par-

ticular region over a particular period of time, cannot give

us generaHzations. The comparative method as a general-

ising study of the features of human societies cannot give

us particular histories. The two studies can only be com-

bined and adjusted when their difference is properly rec-

ognized and it is for this reason that thirty years ago I

urged that there should be a clear distinction between

ethnology as the historical study of primitive societies and

social anthropology as that branch of comparative sociol-

ogy that concerns itself specially with the societies we call

primitive. We can leave all questions of historical recon-

struction to ethnology. For social anthropology the task

is to formulate and validate statements about the condi-

tions of existence of social systems (laws of social statics)

and the regularities that are observable in social change

(laws of social dynamics). This can only be done by the

systematic use of the comparative method, and the only

justification of that method is the expectation that it will

provide us with results of this kind, or, as Boas stated it,
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will provide us with knowledge of the laws of social devel-

opment. It will be only in an integrated and organized

study in which historical studies and sociological studies

are combined that we shall be able to reach a real under-

standing of the development of human society, and this

we do not yet have.
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Chapter I

DEFINITION

Social anthropology may be defined as the investigation

of the nature of human society by the systematic compari-

son of societies of diverse types, v^ith particular attention

to the simpler forms of society of primitive, savage or

non-literate peoples. The name came into use in England

in the last quarter of the nineteenth century and has re-

ceived recognition in the British universities, in some of

which there are now professorships and lectureships in

social anthropology. It was adopted in order to distin-

guish the subject from ethnology on the one hand and

from what had come to be known as sociology on the

other.

The first person to have the title of Professor of Social

Anthropology was Sir James Frazer, who was given an

honorary professorship in the University of Liverpool in

1908. In his inaugural lecture on "The Scope of Social

Anthropology," delivered on May 14, 1908, he said:

Anthropology in the widest sense of the word, aims at dis-

covering the general laws which have regulated human history

in the past, and which, if nature is really uniform, may be ex-

pected to regulate it in the future. Hence the science of man

coincides to a certain extent with what has long been known

as the philosophy of history as well as with the study to which

of late years the name of Sociology has been given. Indeed it

might with some reason be held that Social Anthropology, or

the study of man in society, is only another expression for So-

ciology. Yet I think that the two sciences may be conveniently

distinguished, and that while the name of Sociology should be

reserved for the study of human society in the most compre-
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hensive sense of the words, the name of Social Anthropology

may with advantage be restricted to one particular department

of that immense field of knowledge. . . . The sphere of Social

Anthropology as I understand it, or at least as I propose to

treat it, is limited to the crude beginnings, the rudimentary de-

velopment of human society: it does not include the maturer

phases of that complex growth, still less does it embrace the

practical problems with which our modern statesmen and

law-givers are called upon to deal.

Thus Frazer conceived of social anthropology as the

sociological study of "primitive" forms of society. Simi-

larly, in his article on "Social Anthropology" in the 13th

edition of the Encyclopaedia Britannica (1926), Malinow-

ski defined the subject as "a branch of Sociology, as ap-

plied to primitive tribes." This adjective "primitive" must

not be misunderstood. Frazer wrote

:

Here it is necessary to guard against a common misappre-

hension. The savages of today are primitive only in a relative

not an absolute sense. They are primitive by comparison with

us ; they are not primitive by comparison with truly primaeval

man, that is, with man as he was when he emerged from the

purely bestial stage of existence. Indeed, compared with man
in his absolutely pristine state even the lowest savage today is

doubtless a highly developed and cultured being, since all evi-

dence and all probability are in favour of the view that every

existing race of man, the rudest as well as the most civilised,

has reached its present level of culture, whether it be high or

low, only after a slow and painful progress upwards, which

must have extended over many thousands, perhaps millions, of

years. . . . While Social Anthropology has much to say of

primitive man in the relative sense, it has nothing whatever to

say of primitive man in the absolute sense, and that for the

very simple reason that it knows nothing whatever about him,

and, so far as we can see at present, is never likely to know

anything.

It is, of course, not possible to draw any sharp dividing

line between primitive and not primitive societies. Fur-
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ther, social anthropology can not and does not entirely

confine its attention to the primitive societies. It is at least

part of its task to compare primitive societies with those

that are more advanced. In the past twenty years social

anthropologists have carried out special studies of local

communities in literate societies, in Ireland, Quebec, Mas-

sachusetts, Mississippi, Japan and China. The definitions

of Frazer and Mahnowski are no longer adequate to de-

fine social anthropology at the present day. We can say

that it is characterised by a certain method of investiga-

tion, which can be applied either to primitive peoples or

to communities of limited size in civilised societies, and

that in pursuit of its theoretical aims social anthropology

is obliged to pay special attention to the societies we call

primitive.

It is necessary to say something about the distinction

between social anthropology and ethnology, about which

there is often some confusion of thought. It must be re-

membered, however, that the name "ethnology," Hke the

name "sociology," is used differently in different coun-

tries and even in the same country by different writers or

schools. Here we shall consider only the traditional mean-

ing it has in England.

The name "ethnology" came into use a little more than

a hundred years ago. As its etymology shows, it is the

study of peoples (Greek ethnos). The Ethnological Society

of London, founded in 1843, stated in its constitution that

it was formed "for the purpose of inquiring into the dis-

tinguishing characteristics, physical and moral, of the

varieties of Mankind, which inhabit or have inhabited the

Earth." In the Oxford Dictionary ethnology is defined as

"the science which treats of peoples and races, their rela-

tions, their distinctive characteristics, etc." The Encyclo-

paedia Britannica (14th edition) writes of ethnology and

ethnography as "primarily sciences which deal with man
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as a racial unit, and with the distribution over the earth of

racial units. They include a comparative study of the

physical characteristics of the races of mankind and also a

comparative study and classification of peoples based

upon cultural conditions and characteristics."

The name "ethnography" is generally used for purely

descriptive accounts of a people or peoples. Ethnology

goes beyond description. In the first place it seeks to pro-

vide a classification of peoples by comparing them with

reference to their similarities and differences. Peoples or

ethnic groups resemble or differ from each other by racial

characters, by language, and by their mode of life and

mode of thought, from the kind of dwellings they inhabit

or the kind of clothes they wear to the kind of beliefs they

hold. Ethnologists distinguish between the racial char-

acteristics of a people and their cultural characteristics

and between racial and cultural classifications.

The distribution of peoples on the face of the Earth in

recent times and their racial and cultural similarities and

differences are the result of an exceedingly complex multi-

tude of events which began when mankind first appeared,

perhaps a million years ago; the process has been one of

migrations, minglings, and interactions of peoples, of

modifications of racial characters and of cultural changes

and developments. For some peoples and for a few cen-

turies some knowledge of the process is revealed to us by

history, using that term in its common meaning as the

authentic record—the story—of events and conditions of

the past. Ethnologists concentrate a good deal of their at-

tention on attempting to discover something about the

prehistoric past.

One important source of knowledge is prehistoric ar-

chaeology, which may be regarded as a branch of ethnol-

ogy. The archaeologist seeks the material remains of van-

ished peoples, finding the things they made and used and
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sometimes sufficient of their skeletal remains to determine

some of their racial characters, and on geological evidence

is often able to determine the geological date of the re-

mains. The painstaking researches of archaeologists have

given us a great and constantly increasing store of knowl-

edge about the prehistoric inhabitants of many parts of

the world.

The ethnologist seeks to draw inferences about pre-

historic events and conditions by a consideration of the

distribution of peoples in recent or historic times and a

study of their resemblances and differences, either racial

or cultural. The inferences have to be based on what may

be called "circumstantial" evidence. Such evidence is in

some instances entirely conclusive; for example the very

close relationship between the Malagasy language of

Madagascar and the languages of the Malay Archipelago

is unquestionable evidence of a prehistoric connection be-

tween these two regions. Similarly, if we did not know

from history that Negro slaves had been taken from

Africa to the American continent, the racial resemblance

of the negro inhabitants of the New World to those of

Africa would enable us to infer with some degree of prob-

abihty that there had been some movement of peoples

across the Atlantic. But the hypotheses of ethnologists are

sometimes highly speculative; and since it is notoriously

difficult to reach agreement about circumstantial evidence

there is much divergence amongst ethnologists in their in-

terpretations.

Thus the problems with which ethnology has to deal

are in the first place problems of racial and cultural clas-

sification, and secondly problems about the events of the

prehistoric past. Typical questions for ethnology are:

Where did the Polynesian peoples come from; by what

route or routes and at what period or periods of time did

they occupy the islands they now inhabit ? How, when and
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where did the ancestors of the American Indians enter the

continent, how did they spread over it and how did they

develop those racial, linguistic and cultural differences

which they exhibited when Europeans first made contact

with them ? The problems of social anthropology are of

quite a different kind.

The aim of the social anthropologist is to make use of

knowledge about primitive societies to estabhsh valid and

significant generalisations about social phenomena. It is

in this sense that the subject may be called a kind of so-

ciology. But "sociology" is a highly ambiguous word; it is

applied to many different kinds of writings about society;

much of what is called sociology has little or no connec-

tion with social anthropology.

The name "sociology" was invented by Auguste

Comte. He beheved, as Saint-Simon had done before

him, that it is possible to apply to the study of human so-

ciety the same methods of investigation that have been

apphed with such success in the study of physical and bio-

logical phenomena. He called this not yet existing science

at first social physics, then sociology. But Comte did not

himself write scientific sociology; what he did write may

be better called philosophy of history. The idea that there

could be a natural science of human society had been en-

tertained since the seventeenth century. The avowed aim

of social anthropology has been to contribute to the for-

mation of such a science.

What characterises the natural sciences is the use of the

experimental method of reasoning. There is a common
misconception which confuses the experimental method

with experimentation in the sense of operations by which

an event to be observed is brought about by the experi-

menter. But the Latin experiri means only "to put to the

test." What the experimental method really is, is a method

of investigation and reasoning in which general ideas are

systematically tested by reference to carefully observed
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facts. As Claude Bernard says in his "Introduction a

I'etude de la medecine experimentale," "The experimental

method, considered in itself, is nothing other than a rea-

soning in the aid of which we methodically submit our

ideas to the test of facts. The reasoning is always the

same, in the sciences which study living beings just as

much as in those which are concerned with inanimate

bodies. But, in each kind of science, the phenomena vary

and present a complexity and difficulties of investigation

of their own."

Theoretical interest in human society and its institu-

tions is not new. Theories of society were formulated by

the Philosophers of China and Greece before the Chris-

tian era. At the present time there is an abundant litera-

ture on the subjects of social philosophy, pohtical philoso-

phy, philosophy of history, philosophy of religion and

philosophy of art. The method of reasoning in these sub-

jects must be distinguished from the experimental method

of reasoning of the natural sciences.

One important difference is that in what we may call

the philosophical method of enquiry it is commonly the

aim to arrive at judgments of value. Philosophers are gen-

erally concerned with what societies might be or ought to

be; they seek to define the "good" society or they distin-

guish between inferior and superior in systems of moral-

ity, law, government, economics, religion or art. It is the

function of philosophers to guide men's actions by the

discussion of desirable ends. Experimental reasoning can

never give us judgments of value; it can only tell us what

and how things are, never what things are good and what

are bad. It can instruct us as to the appropriate means to a

desired end; it cannot tell us what ends are desirable. If it

is judged desirable to wipe out a town and its inhabitants,

the experimental method can supply us with an atomic

bomb.

There is an important difference between the philo-

sophical method and the experimental method in the way
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in which they arrive at a body of connected generalisa-

tions which constitute a theory. The philosophical method

is the older. The experimental method, after some tenta-

tive beginnings in ancient Greece, only came fully into use

at the end of the sixteenth century in such work as that of

Galileo. It replaced the philosophical method first in me-

chanics, astronomy and physics, and later in chemistry

and the biological sciences. The last attempt of any im-

portance to use the philosophical method to explain the

phenomena of nature was the "Philosophy of Nature" of

Hegel, and it is interesting to compare the results at which

he arrived with those reached by the experimental scien-

tists. But the experimental method has not yet replaced

the philosophical method in the creation of theories of

society.

Both methods combine observation with reasoning;

the difference between them lies in the way in which these

are combined. This difference was described by Francis

Bacon.

There are and can be but two ways of investigating and dis-

covering truth. The one flies from sense and particulars to the

most general axioms, and from these as first principles, and

their undisputed truth, determines and discovers middle ax-

ioms ; and this is the way that is in use. The other draws out the

axioms from sense and particulars, by ascending uniformly

and step by step, so that at last it reaches the most general ; and

this is the true way, but untried. Each way begins from sense

and particulars, and rests in the most general propositions:

but yet they differ vastly; since the one touches cursorily on

experience and particulars, while the other becomes duly and

regularly familiar with them; the one again, from the first

beginning, lays down some abstract and useless generalities;

the other rises, step by step, to those things which are more

familiar to Nature (i.e. higher abstractions).^

' Francis Bacon, Novum organum (1620), trans. Andrew Johnson,

1859, Book I, Aphorisms XIX and XXII. The term "axioms"

{axiomata) used by Bacon means literally "something thought

worthy of retaining," that is, generalisations for which there appears

to be evidence. They would now be spoken of as "laws."
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If we are ever to attain to a scientific knowledge of hu-

man society it can only be by systematically examining

and comparing a number of diverse forms of society.

Such a comparative study we may call "comparative so-

ciology." It is a kind of sociology in which some small

beginnings have been made, and it is of this kind of sociol-

ogy that social anthropology can be said to be a part. If

and when this comparative sociology ever becomes an

established subject, social anthropology will be incorpo-

rated into it.

In comparative sociology great value and importance

attaches to the systematic study of the simpler forms of

society of what we call the primitive peoples. For this

there are many reasons ; one is that they reveal to us forms

of social life that are very different from our own. The still

surviving primitive societies are being rapidly destroyed

or changed by their subjection to the technically more ad-

vanced peoples. This is a reason why social anthropolo-

gists, in seeking to make a contribution to comparative

sociology, devote their attention chiefly, though not ex-

clusively, to the study of these primitive forms of society

before it is too late. The time is short, and the workers are

few.

The experimental method is a method, the only scien-

tific method, of arriving at inductive generalisations. Ex-

perimental observation is observation guided by general

concepts. The most important task of the experimental

scientist is therefore the invention of general or abstract

concepts which he will apply to the analysis of observed

facts and thereby test their scientific value. Mere observa-

tion and description cannot give us scientific knowledge;

yet there are some who think that the piling up of obser-

vations will some day lead to advance of science. Charles

Darwin wrote "How odd it is that anyone should not see

that all observation must be for or against some view, if it

is to be of any service." Claude Bernard, again, wrote

"The experimental method cannot give new and fruitful
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ideas to men who have none; it can serve only to guide the

ideas of men who have them, to direct their ideas and

develop them so as to get the best possible results. As

only what has been sown in the ground will ever grow in

it, so nothing will be developed by the experimental meth-

od except the ideas submitted to it. The method itself

gives birth to nothing. Certain philosophers have made

the mistake of according too much power to method

along these lines." Finally may be quoted the statement of

Whewell: "It is necessary, in order to obtain from facts

any general truth, that we should apply to them that ap-

propriate idea, by which permanent and definite relations

are established among them."^

Thus the task of comparative sociology, as of any ex-

perimental science, is to create the appropriate analytic

concepts in terms of which we make generalisations,

which, when tested sufficiently by systematic observations

of the phenomena, can be established as having some

probabihty. The special field of social anthropology is the

experimental study, in the sense defined above, of primi-

tive societies.

2 Novum organon renovatum. See p. 166.
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PRECURSORS

From the sixteenth century the accounts given by voy-

agers and travellers of the customs of the peoples of

America, Africa and Asia attracted the attention of edu-

cated men in Europe. The impression that was made was

that of the great diversity of social usages and institutions

in different societies. This was a theme taken up by the

Spanish writer Messie, and it was probably his Lemons

diverses, translated into French in 1552 by Claude Gruget,

that suggested to Montaigne his essay "De la coutume."

An early attempt to provide an explanation of the diver-

sity of peoples was made by Jean Bodin (1530-96) in his

book Les six livres de la republique (1576) in which he

suggested that differences between peoples, including dif-

ferences in their form of government, might be due to dif-

ferences in the regions they inhabit, particularly differ-

ences of climate. The idea influenced Montesquieu and

many later writers and is still entertained by some geogra-

phers at the present day.

By the beginning of the seventeenth century there had

developed an interest in ethnological speculations. Just as

in the present century Elliot Smith and his disciples

thought they could trace the influence of the ancient

Egyptians over a large part of the Earth, so in earlier

times it was the "lost tribes of Israel" whose supposed

traces were found in Asia and America. Edward Brere-

wood, who had been professor of astronomy in Gresham

College in London, published in 1614 Enquiries Touching

the Diversity of Languages and Religions through the
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ChiefParts of the World. In the thirteenth chapter, on the

distribution of the Jews, he rejects the hypothesis that the

"Tartars," which name referred at that time to the in-

habitants of a large part of Asia, are descended from the

ten tribes of Israel. He holds that the custom of circum-

cision is "no sure token of descent from the Israehtes."

On the other hand he surmises that "the inhabitants of

America are the offspring of Tartars," that is, that Amer-

ica was peopled from northern regions of Asia.

While Ethnology had its origin in these speculations

about the prehistoric migrations of peoples, the compara-

tive method which later developed into social anthropol-

ogy had its origin in the idea that the customs of a particu-

lar people might be made comprehensible by comparing

them with similar customs elsewhere. In 1703 there ap-

peared a work entitled Conformite des coutumes des

Indiens orientaux avec celles des Juifs et des autres peuples

de Vantiquite, translated into English in 1705. The author

says that he has made it his business "to inquire only

after that which the Indians have in common with other

Ancient People, but more particularly the Jews," without

entering upon the question whether the resemblances he

discovers were the result of the Jews' penetrating into

India "or whether God in giving a Law to his People did

not prescribe to them many things which the other Na-

tions observed before, as being good in themselves." In

1700 Natahs Alexander had pubhshed his Conformite des

ceremonies chinoises avec Vidolatrie grecque et romaine. A
more important work was that of Lafitau in 1729, Mcpurs

des sauvages ameriquains comparees aux moeurs des pre-

mier temps. His aim was to throw light on the customs of

antiquity by comparing them with similar customs of the

American Indians whom he had visited. The President de

Brosses made an early contribution to the comparative

study of religions when he published in 1760 his work Du
culte des dieux fetiches, ou parallele de Vancienne religion
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de r£gypte avec la religion actuelle de Nigritie. His work

gave currency to the word "fetichism" as the name for

religions such as that of West Africa.

The method adopted in these works was to compare the

customs of existing peoples with those of the peoples of

ancient times, the Jews, the Egyptians or the Greeks and

Romans. Jean-Nicolas Demeunier (1751-1814) attempted

something different. He published in 1776 his Vesprit des

usages et des coutumes des differents peuples ou observa-

tions tirees des voyageurs et des historiens (3 vols.; a

Londres, et se trouve a Paris). In explaining the plan of

his work he remarks that although many books have been

written about mankind there has been no general com-

parison of the manners, usages, customs and laws of the

different peoples into which mankind is divided. This

omission he wishes to repair, and while writers on the

usages of other peoples have been concerned only with

their bizarre or ridiculous aspects, he proposes a new

method by which we seek their spirit {esprit). Demeunier

was one of the founders of social anthropology, though

his work is now almost forgotten and hardly ever read.

In the writers of the seventeenth and eighteenth cen-

turies it is easy to discover two different interests in savage

societies, one of which leads ultimately to ethnology and

the other to social anthropology. These two interests were

recognised by Dr. WiUiam Robertson, Principal of the

University of Edinburgh and Historiographer to His Maj-

esty for Scotland, in his History ofAmerica, published in

two volumes in 1777. Robertson regarded the ethnologi-

cal question of the origin of the American Indians as

being of much less importance than the utilisation of

knowledge about them in a study of human progress.

When the people of Europe unexpectedly discovered a New
World, removed at a vast distance from every part of the an-

cient continent which was then known, and filled with in-

habitants whose appearance and manner differed remarkably
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from the rest of the human species, the question concerning

their origin became naturally an object of curiosity and atten-

tion. The theories and speculations of ingenious men with re-

spect to this subject, would fill many volumes; but are often so

wild and chimerical, that I should offer an insult to the under-

standing of my readers, if I attempted either to enumerate or

to refute them [I, 265].

The condition and character of the American natives, at the

time when they became known to the Europeans, deserve more

attentive consideration, than the enquiry concerning their

origin. The latter is merely an object of curiosity, the former is

one of the most important as well as instructive researches,

which can occupy the philosopher or historian. In order to

complete the history of the human mind, and attain to a per-

fect knowledge of its nature and operations, we must contem-

plate man in all those various situations wherein he had been

placed. We must follow him in his progress through the dif-

ferent stages of society, as he gradually advances from the

infant state of civil life towards its maturity and decline

[I, 281].

Robertson here gives one of the earliest deiinitions of the

study that later came to be called social anthropology,

and distinguished from the investigation of the origins of

peoples which we now call ethnology.

The great increase of knowledge about the inhabitants

of various parts of the world created for thinking men a

problem, that of explaining the great diversity in the forms

of human society. The answer to this problem was found

in the theory of human progress or evolution. The theory

is that throughout the life of mankind on Earth there has

been a development of knowledge and of social institu-

tions which has proceeded unequally in different parts of

the world, and that the savage and barbarian societies of

Africa, America and Oceania therefore represent in their

most general characters conditions similar (but not iden-

tical) to those through which the more civihsed societies

have passed. The idea was, of course, not entirely new.
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Lucretius had stated the doctrine of the progressive ad-

vance of mankind in the arts, and Thucydides had sug-

gested that barbarous nations give us some idea of what

civiHsed nations have been. While the idea of human

progress was occasionally expressed in the seventeenth

century, for example by Grotius, Fontenelle and John

Locke, it was not until the following century that any

systematic developments of it were undertaken. An ac-

count of these is to be found in The Idea of Progress by

J. B. Bury (1920).

By the acceptance of the idea of progress there came

into existence amongst the thinkers of the eighteenth cen-

tury the idea that the social institutions of mankind—lan-

guage, law, reUgions, etc.—had a natural origin and a

natural development, and that the study of the simpler

societies described by travellers would provide a means

for a better understanding of human nature and ofhuman

society. The seventeenth century had witnessed immense

developments of knowledge about nature as the result of

the application of the experimental method of reasoning.

There was aroused the desire to apply the same method of

investigation to human life. David Hume, in 1739, de-

scribed his Treatise of Human Nature as "an attempt to

introduce the experimental method of reasoning into

moral subjects."

The history of modern social science may be said to

begin with the work of Montesquieu. He had been power-

fully influenced by the Cartesian philosophy and wished

to extend the Cartesian idea of natural law to social facts.

In his Considerations sur les causes de la grandeur des

Romains et de leur decadence (1734) Montesquieu ex-

pounded, and sought to apply, the idea that in historical

happenings, besides the particular occasions which are

usually looked upon as causes, there are general causes.

It is the task of the philosopher, or as we should now say,

the scientist, to seek to discover these general causes.
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In 1748 Montesquieu published his most important

book De Vesprit des lots. He had set himself to study "the

laws, the customs and the diverse usages of all the peoples

of the Earth. It may be said that the subject is immense,

since it embraces all the institutions that are accepted

amongst men."^ The book he produced after many years

of reading and thought was concerned with laws and with

the relation of the laws of a society to the other features of

the social system. There are many different kinds or types

of society, and laws are different in different types. "Man-

kind are influenced by various causes—by cHmate, re-

ligion, by the laws, by the various precepts of government,

by precedent, morals, and customs, whence is formed a

general spirit of nations {esprit general). . .
." The meth-

odological hypothesis of Montesquieu is that the various

features of the social life of a society are inter-related as

parts of a whole or system, and it is as the first clear for-

mulation of this hypothesis that The Spirit ofLaws is of

such great importance in the history of social science. We
shall see later that this hypothesis is a guiding principle of

modern social anthropology.

About three years after the appearance of Montes-

quieu's work Turgot formulated his theory of social prog-

ress in his Plan de deux discours sur Vhistoire universelle.

Throughout the life of mankind there has been progress

intermingled with episodes of decadence. Our own ances-

tors and the predecessors of the ancient Greeks resembled

the savages of America as they were when they were dis-

covered. We see progress in the arts every day, and we see

in some parts of the world civilised and enUghtened peo-

ples and in others peoples wandering in the forests. There

has been inequahty of progress in different portions of

mankind. The savages who live by hunting have not ad-

vanced as far as the pastoral peoples or the tillers of the

' The Spirit of Laws, Nugent translation (New York, 1949), p.

293.
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soil. An attentive study of the peoples of the world, past

and present, will enable us to create a "Universal His-

tory" which will embrace the consideration of the succes-

sive progressive developments of the human species and

the details of the causes which have contributed thereto,

disclosing the influence of general and necessary causes

and that of particular causes and the free actions of great

men, and the relation of all that to the constitution of

human nature itself.

Turgot, however, did not pursue the study of which, as

a young man, he had drawn up a plan. His friend and dis-

ciple the Marquis de Condorcet (1743-94) wrote in 1793

his Esquisse d'un tableau historique des progres de Vesprit

hwnain. This sketch of the history of human progress had

considerable influence in the nineteenth century.

In the last half of the eighteenth century there was a

group of British writers, many of them influenced by

Montesquieu, and all of them accepting the idea of prog-

ress, who sought to develop an inductive study of social

institutions by utihsing the then available knowledge

about the "rude and barbarous nations" which are now
referred to as "primitive." Adam Ferguson wrote an Es-

say on the History of Civil Society (1767) and dealt with

the same subject in his Principles of Moral and Political

Science (1792). John Millar, in his Origin of the Distinc-

tion of Ranks (1771) compares the social institutions of

rank, authority and property in different stages of social

evolution which he classifies as those of Hunters and

Fishers, Pastoral, Agricultural and Commercial. Other

works were those of Lord Monboddo, Of the Origin and

Progress of Language (6 vols., 1773-92), Lord Kames,

Sketches of the History of Man (1774), James Dunbar,

Essays on the History of Mankind in Rude and Unculti-

vated Ages {\im).

Adam Smith (1723-90) in his lectures on moral phi-

losophy unfolded a general theory of society. The second
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part of these lectures was published in 1759 as the Theory

of Moral Sentiments. The fourth part was expanded into

his Enquiry into the Nature and Causes of the Weahh of

Nations, printed in 1776. The third part dealt with justice

and his plan was to follow the suggestion of Montesquieu

and endeavour "to trace the gradual progress of juris-

prudence, both public and private, from the rudest to the

most refined ages, and to point out the effects of those

arts which contribute to subsistence, and to the accumula-

tion of property, in producing correspondent improve-

ments or alterations in law and government." The book

he planned on this subject was never completed, but notes

of the lectures he dehvered in 1763, taken by a student,

were pubHshed in 1896 by Edwin Cannan, under the title

Lectures on Justice, Police, Revenue and Arms. Smith's

Philosophical Essays, published posthumously in 1795,

"appeared to be parts of a plan he once formed, for giving

a connected history of the hberal sciences and elegant

arts."

In his introduction to the Philosophical Essays, (1810)

Dugald Stewart defines the aim that Adam Smith pur-

sued in all his writings.

When, in such a period of society as that in which we live,

we compare our intellectual acquirements, our opinions, man-

ners and institutions, with those which prevail among rude

tribes, it cannot fail to occur to us as an interesting question,

by what gradual steps the transition has been made from the

first simple efforts of uncultivated nature, to a state of things

so wonderfully artificial and complicated. . . . When the origin

of the different sciences and of the rudiments to their last and

most refined improvements? When the astonishing fabric of

the political union; the fundamental principles which are com-

mon to all governments ; and the different forms which civilised

society has assumed in different ages of the world ? On most of

these subjects very little information is to be expected from

history; for long before that stage of society when men begin

to think of recording their transactions, many of the most im-
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portant steps of their progress have been made. A few isolated

facts may perhaps be collected from the casual observations of

travellers, who have viewed the arrangements of rude nations;

but nothing, it is evident, can be obtained in this way, which

approaches to a regular and connected detail of human im-

provement. In this want of direct evidence, we are under a

necessity of applying the place of fact by conjecture ; and when

we are unable to ascertain how men have actually conducted

themselves upon particular occasions, of considering in what

manner they are likely to have proceeded, from the principles

of their nature, and the circumstances of their external situa-

tion. In such enquiries, the detached facts which travels and

voyages afford us, may frequently serve as landmarks to our

speculations; and sometimes our conclusions a priori, may
tend to confirm the credibility of facts, which, on a superficial

view, appeared to be doubtful or incredible.

To this species of philosophical investigation, which has no

appropriate name in our language, I shall take the liberty of

giving the title of Theoretical or Conjectural History; an ex-

pression which coincides pretty nearly in its meaning with that

of Natural History, as employed by Mr. Hume, (see his "Nat-

ural History of Religion") and with what some French writers

call Histoire Raisonee.

Dugald Stewart goes on to say that it is only lately that

subjects such as law and government

have been considered in this point of view; the greater part

of politicians before the time of Montesquieu, having con-

tented themselves with an historical statement of facts, and

with a vague reference of laws to the wisdom of particular

legislators, or to accidental circumstances, which it is impos-

sible now to ascertain. Montesquieu, on the contrary, consid-

ered laws as originating chiefly from the circumstances of so-

ciety; and attempted to account, from the changes in the con-

dition of mankind, which take place in the different stages of

their progress, for the corresponding alterations which their

institutions undergo. It is thus, that in his occasional elucida-

tions of the Roman jurisprudence, instead of bewildering him-

self among the erudition of scholiasts and of antiquaries, we
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frequently find him borrowing his fights from the most remote

and unconnected quarters of the globe, and combining the

casual observations of illiterate travellers and navigators, into

a philosophical commentary on the history of law and of

manners.

The eighteenth century had opened up a path which

leads to the scientific investigations of social anthropol-

ogy or comparative sociology. There was the recognition

of a new understanding of human society that could be

reached by the comparison of the diverse forms of social

life and its institutions ; there was the idea of progress,

affording an explanation of that diversity; there was the

contribution of Montesquieu that in the historical devel-

opment of societies there are general causes distinct from

the accidental events of particular occasions; there was

the other contribution of Montesquieu that the various

features of social life in a particular region at a particular

period are inter-connected to form some sort of system-

atic unity; finally there was the idea of "conjectural his-

tory" which played an important part in the first develop-

ments of social anthropology.

Underlying all this was the idea that the phenomena of

the social life of mankind could be studied by the same

methods of investigation that had produced such a great

improvement of knowledge when applied to physical and

biological phenomena. The possibiUty and necessity of a

positive, inductive, study of human society as a whole was

the burden of the preaching of two nineteenth century

writers, Saint-Simon and Comte. Neither of them really

developed the science about which they wrote; Saint-

Simon was one of the founders of sociaUsm, and en-

deavoured to establish a new religion; his disciple, Comte,

was a philosopher who also founded a new religion of

positivism. Both of them, however, were important fig-

ures in the development of social science. It was Comte

who invented the name "sociology" for the positive sci-

ence of society which he hoped to see created.
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THE FORMATION OF SOCIAL

ANTHROPOLOGY

It has been shown in a previous chapter that in the eight-

eenth century the interest in non-European peoples led to

two different kinds of enquiry. One of these concerned the

historical origins of such peoples as the inhabitants of

North America, or the peoples of the Pacific Islands, or

the Australian and Tasmanian aborigines. This developed

in the course of the nineteenth century into what can best

be referred to as ethnological studies. The other was a

philosophical enquiry into human progress, and it was

from this that social anthropology had its beginning.

Ethnology made its appearance as a recognised branch

of learning about 1840, and it developed very greatly dur-

ing the next hundred years. There was a steady and very

great increase in ethnographical knowledge, provided at

first by travellers, and later by the work of field ethnogra-

phers. What had been "cabinets of curiosities" in eariier

times became ethnological museums, which became cen-

tres for ethnological studies. The nineteenth century saw

the rise and rapid progress of prehistoric archaeology.

The interest in racial differences amongst the peoples of

the world, and the idea that it would be possible to recon-

struct a racial history of mankind, led to developments in

physical anthropology. The study of comparative philol-

ogy showed how it is possible to discover historical rela-

tions between languages.

One task of ethnology is the classification of peoples by

reference to their racial characters, their languages and
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their culture. A second and connected task is to obtain

knowledge of the history of peoples, for which there are

no written records, by inference drawn from various kinds

of circumstantial evidence. It is a kind of historical study

that uses methods different from those of the historian.

Franz Boas, whose teaching had very great influence in

the United States, regarded this kind of study as constitut-

ing anthropology. For him the primary task of anthropol-

ogy is "the reconstruction of history." "The science of

anthropology" he wrote "deals with the history of human

society. It differs from history in the narrower sense of the

term in that its enquiries are not confined to the periods

for which written records are available and to people who

had developed the art of writing." Boas held that a fea-

ture of a society "is intelligible only from its past," so that

the only kind of explanation that can be looked for in

anthropology is historical explanation, of the kind that is

afforded by the history of the historians. Sociological ex-

planation is excluded. The following passage shows the

idea that Boas had of the study of "historical anthropol-

ogy."

The object of our investigation is to find the processes by

which certain stages of culture have developed. The customs

and beliefs are not the ultimate objects of research. We desire

to learn the reasons why such customs and beliefs exist—in

other words, we wish to discover the history of their develop-

ment. ... A detailed study of customs in their bearing to the

total culture of the tribe practising them, and in connection

with an investigation of their geographical distribution among

neighbouring tribes, affords us almost always a means of deter-

mining with considerable accuracy the historical causes that

led to the formation of the customs in question and the psycho-

logical processes that were at work in their development.^

Whether we call this kind of anthropology "ethnology" or

"historical anthropology" it is something different from social

anthropology.

^ Franz Boas et al, General Anthropology (1938), Introduction.
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Social anthropology, as has been said, had its origin in

the philosophical investigation of human progress, and in

those uses of comparison in the eighteenth century that

have been mentioned in an earlier chapter, as represented

in the writings of Montesquieu, de Brosses, Lafitau,

Demeunier and others. The recognition of the great di-

versity in the forms of social life, in institutions, customs

and beliefs, was the starting point. Comparisons, between

Indians of North America and the peoples of antiquity,

between rehgious customs of ancient Egypt and modern

West Africa, and comparisons of various non-literate

peoples showed that beneath this diversity there could be

discovered certain resemblances. The purpose of the com-

parative method was to reveal these similarities amongst

different and scattered peoples. For Demeunier the com-

parison of usages of different peoples would enable us to

discover what he called their "spirit" or what some might

now call their meaning. It was thought by Lafitau and

others that the customs of ancient times might be better

understood in the hght of the resemblances they show to

customs of non-literate peoples of later times. This use of

comparison has been continued to the present day. Stu-

dents of ancient Greece throw light on the society of that

time by means of comparisons with features of the social

life of primitive peoples. Frazer's Golden Bough, one of

the classics of social anthropology, began as an attempt to

understand the custom by which in ancient times the

priest of the temple at Nemi obtained his office by killing

the previous occupant. The explanation was sought by

examining similar customs elsewhere, and led to the com-

parative investigation of many different customs and be-

liefs amongst non-Uterate peoples as well as the peoples of

antiquity.

The comparative method, or the use of parallels be-

tween the habits and beliefs of one people and another,

which came into use in the eighteenth century, involved
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the principle stated by Bergier in 1767 that partout les

homines se ressemblent. This was called in the nineteenth

century, pedantically and misleadingly, the principle of

the "psychic unity" of mankind. The real principle is that

since human beings as we know them are the same kind of

creatures, when they are associated in social life they are

likely in different regions, and independently, to create

similar forms of association with similarities in their in-

stitutions.

If we want a date we can put 1870 as being that of the

beginning of social anthropology. One of the tasks of the

new study was to explore the similarities of social features

in different regions by the study of ethnographical and

y historical sources. Tylor collected and compared the

varying beliefs about the human soul and its survival after

death. McLennan drew attention to the existence in dif-

ferent regions of a custom by which each of a number of

groups (clans) into which the society was divided had a

special association with a particular species of animal or

plant, which association was expressed in ritual or in

myth. To this class of customs McLennan gave the name

"totemism." Frazer, at the request of Robertson Smith,

collected the available information about this for an ar-

ticle in the Encyclopaedia Britannica, which was later pub-

hshed as a book in 1887 and expanded in 1910 into the

four volumes of Totemism and Exogamy. Morgan col-

lected the systems of nomenclature used for relationships

by kinship and marriage from all over the world, and re-

vealed the very widespread resemblances in separate re-

gions of what he called "classificatory systems." Frazer,

again at the suggestion of Robertson Smith, and for the

Encyclopaedia Britannica, collected the data about the

customs known as "taboo." His Golden Bough in its final

enlarged form is a corpus of customs and beliefs gathered

from all over the world. He began at a later time the col-
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lection of data about the belief in immortality, on which,

however, he only completed two volumes.

This exploratory survey of customs and beliefs to ex-

hibit their diversity and underlying resemblances consti-

tuted the chief contribution of the early social anthropolo-

gists to the formation of the subject as an orderly dis-

cipline. One thing that was brought out by this labour of
|

collection was that, in spite of the great diversity ofprimi-

1

tive societies, there were certain features of custom and

belief that were found widely distributed in societies be-

tween which there v/as no evidence for any past connec-

tion or communication. The resemblances could not,

therefore, plausibly be explained as due to what ethnolo-

gists call "borrowing" or "diffusion," but call for some

other kind of interpretation. The problem placed before

the social anthropologists was, therefore, how to reduce

the differences and resemblances of social customs and

beliefs to some sort of order.

The guiding idea that they had received from the pre-

ceding century was that of progress, and the study of

progress thus became a principal task of the study. It was

recognised, as had been pointed out by Comte, that to

make a study of progress we must take mankind as a

whole. At different periods different regions make con-

tributions to the general development of human knowl-

edge or human life. It was the Semitic region, for ex-

ample, that provided the alphabetic form of writing which

is now so widely used.

The progressive development of mankind can most

readily be seen in material techniques. General Pitt-

Rivers was interested in the development from the sim-

plest forms of weapons to the most advanced. The collec-

tion, extended to include many other kinds of technical

productions, was presented to Oxford University as a mu-

seum of comparative technology to illustrate technical
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progress of mankind, being thus quite different from an

ethnological museum which illustrates the ways of life of

different peoples of the world. The study of techniques

can in some instances show something of the order of

development. The composite bow is an improvement on

the simple bow; the cross-bow was derived from the or-

dinary bow. Successive steps in technical advance could

thus be exhibited.

It was supposed in the last century that successive

steps or stages of Comte had produced a theory of prog-

ress in human thought, the theory of the three stages. The

first stage was that of religion, itself divided into three,

represented by the religions of savages that Comte re-

ferred to as fetichism, succeeded by polytheism, which

was in turn succeeded by monotheism; the second stage

was that of metaphysics ; the third and final stage was to

be that of positivism, in which thought would be con-

trolled neither by religion nor metaphysics but by positive

science.

The hope of discovering successive stages of develop-

ment in social institutions resulted in speculative hypothe-

ses which became serious obstacles in the way of the de-

velopment of a scientific social anthropology. A good ex-

ample is provided by what was called the matriarchal the-

ory. It was found that in some societies descent and suc-

cession, and inheritance of property, might go through

the female line, so that a man would belong to the group

of his mother's brother or might inherit his mother's

brother's property or social position. The hypothesis was

that these conditions represented survivals of an early

condition of society of the existence of which there is no

evidence whatever, in which kinship was reckoned only

through females and the relation of father and child was

not recognised. This hypothesis, independently formu-

lated by Bachofen and McLennan, and unfortunately

widely accepted, by Tylor, Frazer, Morgan, Durkheim
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and many others, greatly obstructed the study of kinship

until the beginning of this century, and even later con-

tinued to exercise a pernicious influence not only on

theorising but on observation.

The outstanding example of this attempt by anthropol-

ogists to establish by a jpr/or/ reasoning an order of succes-

sion of social institutions or forms of society is provided

by the Ancient Society of the American Lewis Morgan,

published in 1877. Making use of his extensive ethno-

graphical knowledge, he attempted to formulate a scheme

of successive stages of human development which he

thought to be represented by existing peoples. His theories

were thoroughly unscientific and unhistorical, but had a

romantic appeal, and, as presented by Engels, are now an

essential part of orthodox Marxism.

These theories of successive stages in human develop-

ment are frequently referred to as "evolutionary anthro-

pology." They are really based on the conception of prog-

ress. Morgan, for example, thought of the history of man-

kind as a process of steady material and moral improve-

ment. Such theories are in direct conflict with the idea of

social evolution, for an essential feature of evolution is

that it is a process of divergent development. All the re-

cently existing forms of society represent the end result of

such divergent development, just as insects, birds and

mammals represent the end results of the divergent devel-

opments of organic evolution. Progress, on the other

hand, as a process of improvement, is conceived as unihn-

ear, as being the step by step improvement of the condi-

tions of social life.

Early social anthropology inherited from the eight-

eenth century the idea of "conjectural history," the idea

that the origin and development of some feature of social

life may be discovered by a priori reasoning from "known

principles of human nature." The assumption is that since

we know how human beings behave and think, we can
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form a reasonable idea of how they came to originate

some belief or custom or social institution. In early an-

thropology, therefore, the origin of various features of

social life was a constant subject of speculation. There

were various theories as to the origin of religion. Tylor

offered a theory as to the origin of the belief in a soul sur-

viving bodily death. Perhaps the best example of this kind

of thing is afforded by totemism, the origin of which be-

came a favourite subject of speculation and discussion.

Van Gennep, in a review of the subject in 1920, was able

to enumerate thirty-nine theories of the origin of totem-

ism that had been put forward from 1870 to that date.

Every writer on the subject produced his own hypothesis.

There was an abundance of hypotheses, and a complete

lack of agreement.

At the end of the nineteenth century it began to be felt

by some students of the subject that these speculations as

to the origin of features of social life, or as to the order of

development of institutions, so far from advancing the

science, were obstacles in the way of advance. If social

anthropology was to be an experimental science it must

admit only experimental hypotheses, and refuse consider-

ation of any others. An experimental hypothesis is one

that can be tested by reference to observations. It is im-

possible to test hypotheses as to origins, or as to succes-

sion in social institutions, either by historical records or

by observation of existing societies. They have therefore

no place in an experimental study.

There is an ambiguity in the idea of "origin." It may be

taken to mean the particular conditions and events by

which some feature of social life, such as totemism, came

into existence in a particular region at a particular time,

its historical origin. Or there may be an idea of a repeated

causal process, so that, for example, the same kind of

causal process would have given rise to totemism in dif-

ferent times and regions. Historical origins are only to be
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discovered by historical investigations. A hypothesis as to

causal origin can only be supported by the actual observa-

tion of at least one instance of the process. The theories of

origin of the last century did not afford either historical or

scientific knowledge.

The theories of the origin of some category of customs

most usually rested on an undeclared assumption as to the

nature of the customs in question. Tylor's theory of the

origin of rehgion was based on his view of religion as con-

sisting of behefs arrived at by erroneous processes of rea-

soning. Theories of the origin of totemism were based on

assumptions as to the nature of totemic beliefs and prac-

tices. In place of the last-century speculations about ori-

gins, the anthropologists of this century are concerned

with the problems of determining the nature of the institu-

tions, customs and beliefs found in primitive societies.

Important contributions to social anthropology were

made by historians such as Fustel de Coulanges, Henry

Maine and Robertson Smith. The last named writer is

particularly important as the pioneer in the sociological

study of religion in his work on early Semitic religion.

At the end of the nineteenth century English social an-

thropology was powerfully influenced by the work of

Emile Durkheim and the writers who collaborated with

him in the Annee sociologique. Durkheim had been influ-

enced not only by Montesquieu and Comte but also by

Enghsh writers, Herbert Spencer, Robertson Smith,

Frazer, and others. It was the aim of his life and work to

lay firm foundations for a science of comparative sociol-

ogy, and he recognised the immense importance for such

a science of the systematic study of the forms of social life

of primitive or non-hterate peoples.

The French sociologists criticised the methods and the

theories of the English social anthropologists. One of

their criticisms was that in concentrating their attention

on questions of origin they neglected any study of the
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social function of the institutions, customs and beliefs

with which they were deaUng. Two customs which seem

to be similar may have different functions in the societies

in which they exist, and are then not properly comparable.

The function can only be discovered by examining the

place that the custom has in the social system of which it

is part.

A second criticism was that many of the theories of the

anthropologists were psychological rather than sociologi-

cal and based on an intellectualist psychology. The French

sociologists argued that social phenomena need sociologi-

cal explanation; that religion, for example, to be under-

stood, has to be studied as specifically a social phenome-

non. In this Robertson Smith had already led the way and

Durkheim acknowledged the influence of this writer on

his work. A particular rehgion has to be examined as a

part of the social system of a society in which it exists, and

cannot be explained by theories of psychology. This is

simply a further application of the idea of Montesquieu

about law. Thus totemism in Australia, or ancestor wor-

ship in an African tribe have to be examined in their social

function, the part they play in a society organised in a

certain way.

Another important influence was that of A. C. Haddon

of Cambridge. He criticised the comparative method as

used by Frazer and others, and urged that comparative

studies ought to be based on what he called "intensive

studies of particular societies." Haddon began his career

as a zoologist, and he well knew that comparative mor-

phology and physiology have to be based on careful

anatomical and physiological studies of particular spe-

cies. He held that a good part of the data used by the

social anthropologists was of doubtful value or reliability,

since it was derived not from accounts by trained scien-

tific observers, but from missionaries and travellers who

had had no training in the observation of social facts.
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Further, he held that to understand any custom or behef

in a primitive society, it is not sufficient to compare it with

similar occurrences elsewhere, but it is necessary also to

study it in its relation to the particular system of customs

and beliefs of which it is a part. What was needed, there-

fore, was field research carried out by adequately trained

investigators whose task it would be not simply to record

the features of the social life but also to interpret them by

an analysis of their interrelations. The Cambridge Expedi-

tion to Torres Straits in 1898 marked the beginning of a

new phase in the development of social anthropology.

Unfortunately, Haddon had the idea that the proper per-

son to interpret social customs and beliefs would be a

psychologist who accompanied the expedition; that sec-

tion of the report was never pubhshed, or for that matter

written. But Haddon's ideas were carried out by field

workers in the twentieth century.

In the nineteenth century the theoretical work in social

anthropology was separated from the work of observa-

tion. The theoretical anthropologist did not himself un-

dertake the observation of primitive societies, but gath-

ered his facts from the writings of others. No experimental

science can be satisfactorily established on this basis; for

in the experimental method reasoning or analysis and ob-

servation are intimately combined in a continuous process

of investigation. The theoretical anthropologist who has

not lived for a time in close contact with a primitive

people is at a serious disadvantage in trying to make use

of the material supplied by others. It is therefore now rec-

ognised that an essential part of the training of a social

anthropologist is to carry out at least one piece of field

research. On the other side, the field worker has to be

equipped with a knowledge of the theories and hypotheses

of the subject. It is his task to test existing hypotheses on

the basis of his observations, which in their turn can be

tested by comparative studies and by other observations

on other societies.
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Social anthropology is essentially the comparison of

different forms of social life, of primitive societies one

with another, with ancient societies about which we have

historical knowledge, and with the advanced societies of

the present. But comparison can be used in different ways

and for different purposes. There is the scientific use of

comparison, illustrated in the comparative morphology

and physiology of animal species. The purpose of com-

parison in such studies is to arrive at classifications and

generalisations; this may be called the "systematic" use.

But comparisons may be used for the entirely different

purpose of formulating a historical or genetic hypothesis.

The two different comparative methods are conven-

iently illustrated by reference to the study of language.

The nineteenth century saw the growth of historical Hn-

guistics. By comparing languages it is possible to show

that some of them are "genetically" related. The Teutonic

languages (English, Dutch, German, Norwegian, etc.) can

be demonstrated to have had a common origin at some

time in the past, and linguists have been able to show that

most of the languages of Europe and many of those of

India have a common origin. Languages are classified

"genetically" into "families" and "branches" of families,

the Teutonic languages being one branch of the Indo-

European family. From about 1880 a different kind of

study of language came into existence, general linguistics,

which is now an established branch of learning. In this

study comparison of languages with one another is used,

not for the purpose of discovering historical or genetic

relations between them, but in order to discover and for-

mulate the general characteristics of language as a special

kind of social phenomena. In place of a genetic classifica-

tion it aims at a classification by morphological types.

It is no part of the work of the social anthropologist to

"reconstruct" history; he can leave that to the ethnolo-
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gists, archaeologists and "historical anthropologists."

The use of comparison by the social anthropologist is

similar to its use in general linguistics or in comparative

zoology. The purpose is to arrive at valid generalisations

about the nature of society and social phenomena by the

systematic study of resemblances and differences. By the

use of abstractive generahsation, the more general, essen-

tial and permanent characteristics of social life are distin-

guished from the accidental and variable.

It has been thought by some that the reason for the

study of these societies of savages is that it can reveal the

social conditions of our own ancestors in ancient times.

The proper understanding of the theory of evolution puts

an end to this idea. The Australian aborigines do not rep-

resent a race from which we are descended, but a special-

ised race resulting from the racial divergence that has

taken place in the species of Homo sapiens. The Aus-

tralian form of society is similarly a specialised form that

has resulted from the divergent development that is an

essential feature of social evolution. It is as a specialised,

not as an ancestral, form that the society of the Australian

aborigines is of value for comparative study. If we wish to

arrive at scientific knowledge of the nature of human so-

ciety we can only do so by the systematic comparison of

diverse types of society, and the more diverse they are the

better. Just as the study of the lower forms of organic life

is essential in biology, so the study of the lower forms of

society (in the evolutionary sense) is essential to a science

of sociology.
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Chapter IV

SOCIAL STRUCTURE

Whewell, in his Novum organon re«ova/w/n/ describes in-

ductive science as "the appHcation of clear and appropri-

ate ideas to a body of facts," and as requiring a double

process of "explication of concepts" and "colligation of

facts." Each science must advance by means of its appro-

priate concepts, and this requires the creation of a co-

herent system of technical terms. "In an advanced science,

the history of the language of the science is the history of

the science itself, . . . The fundamental principle and su-

preme rule of all scientific terminology is that terms must

be constructed and appropriated so as to be fitted to

enunciate simply and clearly true general proposition."

Social anthropology is not yet an advanced science; it

does not yet have a coherent system of concepts denoted

by technical terms accepted and used in the same sense by

all the students of the subject. This is the result, and at the

same time the sign, of the immaturity of the science. One

of the difficulties that the reader of the literature of an-

thropology has to face is the fact that the same word is

used in different meanings by different writers, and many

anthropological terms are sometimes used ambiguously

or without precise definition.

In order to avoid confused and unscientific thinking it

is necessary to obtain and keep constantly in mind a clear

idea of the nature of the empirical reality with which we

have to deal in social anthropology, and to which all our

concepts and theories must be referred. Only in this way

i3ded., 1858.
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can we hope to avoid the fallacy of "misplaced concrete-

ness" which results from treating abstractions as though

they were concrete realities, a fallacy which it is difficult to

avoid. There is a tendency to think of "societies" as if

they were separate discrete entities. This is derived from

Aristotle, for whom a society was a koinonia poUtike, a

political association such as the Greek city state. The col-

lection of persons living in a defined area under a single

pohtical authority is only one kind of association. We
might ask "Is the British Empire a 'society,' or, if not,

how many distinct societies does it contain?" The Roman
Church as a religious or ecclesiastical association is as

much a society as a political association such as the

United States. It is necessary to avoid the tendency to

think of societies as discrete entities in the way in which

Herbert Spencer did.

The empirical reality with which social anthropology

has to deal, by description, by analysis and in compara-

tive studies, is the process of social life of a certain hmited

region during a certain period of time. The social life as a

phenomenal reality is a process consisting of a multitude

of actions of human beings, more particularly their inter-

actions and joint actions. The particular events of the so-

cial life are the facts to which all our concepts and theories

must be applied. To provide a description of social life we

have to describe certain general features which seem sig-

nificant or relevant to our enquiries, and it is these gen-

eralised descriptions that provide the data of the science.

It is obvious that importance attaches to the way in which

these data are extracted, from direct observation or par-

ticular facts, from statements by informants, or from his-

torical records.

Over a limited period the general features of the social

life of a particular region may remain unchanged, or may
change in only minor respects. In other instances, par-
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ticularly if a sufficient period be taken, there will be sig-

nificant changes in some features. We can distinguish be-

tween a synchronic description in which the social life is

taken as it is at a certain time without reference to changes

in its general features, and a diachronic description which

gives an account of such changes.

Two very important concepts are social structure and

social organisation. The concept of structure refers to an

arrangement of parts or components related to one an-

other in some sort of larger unity. We can talk of the

structure of a house, meaning the arrangement of walls,

roof, rooms, stairs, passages, etc., and ultimately as an

arrangement of bricks, stone, timber, etc. We can speak

of the structure of a piece of music as an arrangement of

successive sounds, and we can say that the structure of one

fugue or sonata is similar inform to that of another. The

structure of a molecule is the arrangement of its com-

ponent atoms in relation to one another. The structure of

a human body is in the first instance an arrangement of

tissues and organs, but ultimately an arrangement of liv-

ing and dead cells and interstitial fluids.

In social structure the ultimate components are indi-

vidual human beings thought of as actors in the social

life, that is, as persons, and structure consists of the ar-

rangement of persons in relation to each other. The in-

habitants of Europe are arranged into nations, and this is

therefore a structural feature of the social life of Europe.

In a village we may find an arrangement of persons into

families or households, which is again a structural feature.

In a family the structure consists of the relations of

father, mother and children to each other.

Thus in looking for the structural features of social life

we look first for the existence of social groups of all kinds,

and examine also the internal structure of those groups

that we find. But besides the arrangement of persons into

groups and within those groups we find also an arrange-
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ment into social classes and categories. Social distinctions

between men and women, between chiefs or nobles and

commoners, between patricians and plebians, between

Brahmins, Sudras and untouchables, are important struc-

tural features, though we cannot properly speak of these

as forming social groups. Further, a most important

structural feature is the arrangement of persons in dyadic,

person to person, relationships, such as that between

master and servant, or, in primitive societies between

mother's brother and sister's son. Ultimately, a social

structure is exhibited either in interactions between

groups, as when one nation goes to war with another, or

in interactions between persons.

While structure refers to arrangements of persons, or-

ganisation refers to the arrangement of activities. A gar-

dener or peasant may be said to organise his own work

when he allots different tasks to different seasons of the

year. Social organisation is the arrangement of activities

of two or more persons which are adjusted to give a

united combined activity. An example is the organisation

of work in a factory, whereby the manager, the foremen,

the workmen, each have certain tasks to perform as part

of the total activity. An organised group, which may con-

sist of only two persons, is one in which the members

combine in a joint activity in which each has an allotted

part. We cannot, however, regard such groups as features

of the social structure unless they have some degree of

permanence. A football team is an organised group, but

not the assembly of people who help to pull an overturned

motor car out of a ditch.

These concepts of structure and organisation can be

illustrated by reference to a modern army. The structure

consists in the first place of the arrangement into groups

—

divisions, army corps, regiments, companies, and so on;

and secondly of the arrangement of the personnel into

ranks—generals, colonels, majors, corporals, "other
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ranks," etc. A rank is not a group; the majors, for ex-

ample, do not constitute a social group but form a social

category, like plumbers, bookmakers or University Pro-

fessors. But the arrangement into ranks is an essential fea-

ture of the structure of an army. The organisation of the

army is the allotment of activities of various kinds to the

groups and individuals, whether in time of peace, or in

actual military operations. A modern army is the best

example of a highly organised structure; a Socialist State

would have to be something similar.

The best way to make clear the concept of social struc-

ture is by an example, and we may take for this purpose

the structural system of the tribes of a part of Western

Australia as it was in former times. The essential basis of

the structure was provided by the division of the country

into a number of recognised distinct territories. Every

male was attached by birth and throughout his life to one

of these, that of his father and his father's father. The men

thus connected with a particular territory formed a dis-

tinct social group which we speak of as a "clan," and this

was a unit of fundamental importance in the social struc-

ture. A woman also belonged to the clan of her father, but

since marriage between persons of one clan was forbid-

den, the women married men from other clans and be-

came attached to the territory of the husband.

The men of a clan, together with their wives, coming

from other clans, and their children, formed a group that

it is convenient to call a horde, which may be described as

occupying the territory of the clan. The horde camped to-

gether as a unit whether in their own country or when they

were visiting friendly territories. A horde may be de-

scribed as being politically autonomous, under the au-

thority of the old men, and as being very largely self-

sufficient economically. It probably numbered, on the

average, not more than fifty persons.

The internal structure of the horde was a division into
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families, each composed of a man with his wife or wives

and their young children. It was a domestic group under

the man's authority, having its own family hearth and

shelter and its own food-supply. The family as a group

was formed by marriage and the birth of children and

came to an end as a separate group on the death of the

husband, thus having continuous existence for only a Hm-

ited number of years. The clan was a continuing group

which the natives themselves thought of as having come

into existence at the beginning of the world, and as being

eternal; as members were lost by death they were replaced

by the birth of new members. The continuity of the horde

as a group of persons living regularly together was some-

what different. The male members of the clan constituted

the continuing nucleus of the horde, but the female mem-

bers moved out when they married, and other women
moved in as wives of the men.

There were wider systems of structure. A number of

clans had the same language, and had similar customs;

they therefore formed a linguistic community, which is

referred to as a tribe. UnUke what are called tribes in

some other regions, this was not a politically united

group; the members of a tribe did not unite in any com-

bined action. Hordes of the same tribe or of different

tribes might live at peace with one another, or might on

occasion engage in fighting.

Persons of different hordes and of different tribes were

linked together by means of the kinship system. A man
was connected by some relation of kinship, near or dis-

tant, with every person with whom he had any social con-

tact, no matter to whathorde or tribe they belonged. The

basis of the reckoning consisted of actual genealogical re-

lationships, including therein the relations between fel-

low-members of one clan. The kin of any given person

were classified into a limited number of categories, each

denoted by one kinship term, but distinguished within the
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category as being nearer or more distant. The behaviour

of any two persons towards one another was dependent

on the relationship in which they stood in the kinship

structure. The structure was a complex arrangement of

dyadic, person to person, relationships. A particular man

was closely connected through his mother with her clan

and its members. He could always visit their territory and

live with the horde though he was not and could not be-

come a member of the clan. Different members of a single

clan were connected in this way with different other clans.

The same thing results from the fact that a man was con-

nected with the clan of his mother's mother, and with the

clan from which he obtained a wife. Each person had his

own particular position in the total kinship structure.

Even two full brothers might marry into different clans,

although they had the same connection with their

mother's clan.

There is a division of the society into two moieties, and

this division extends through a number of tribes. Each

clan belongs to one of the moieties. We may denote the

moieties as I and 11. Essentially the system is a classifica-

tion or grouping of clans, which cuts across the classifica-

tion into tribes or hnguistic communities. A man distin-

guishes the clans with which he is acquainted as belonging

to the same moiety as his own or to the other moiety.

There is a further dichotomy of society into two alternat-

ing generation divisions, which can be denoted as x and y.

If a man belongs to the x division his children will be y,

and so will his father, while his father's father and his

son's son will be x like himself. Each clan therefore con-

tains at all times persons of both divisions. There is there-

fore a four-fold division of society, into what it is con-

venient to call "sections," the four being Ix, ly, IIx and

Ily. These sections have names—such as Banaka, Burong,

Karimera and Paldjeri. By the laws of these tribes a man
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may only marry a woman who belongs to one of the cate-

gories into which his kin are arranged, that which includes

the daughter of his mother's brother. The result is that he

must find a wife in his own generation division and in the

opposite moiety from his own; a man of Ix has to find a

wife in IIx; in the Kariera tribe a man of Banaka section

had to find a wife in the Burung section. If by "social

group" we mean a body of persons having a certain co-

hesion, the clans and hordes are groups in this sense, but

the sections are not. They provide a kind of classification

of persons within the intertribal kinship structure, and are

part of that structure.

There are other aspects of social structure that should

be mentioned. Each clan is a distinct totemic group, hav-

ing its own sacred totem-centres within its territory, its

own myths of the origin of the topographical features of

the territory and of these sacred spots, and its own rites

which are carried out with the ostensible purpose of main-

taining the continuity of nature and of society. Each clan

has its own totemic soHdarity and continuity, which dif-

ferentiates it from other clans. But, in addition, there are

totemic ceremonies and religious rites for the initiation of

boys in which a number of clans unite and co-operate.

Meetings of clans in the territory of one of them are held

at intervals; on different occasions it is a different collec-

tion of clans that assembles, since a meeting held in the

territory of a particular clan will only be attended by

neighbouring friendly clans. It is the clans and their meet-

ings that provide the rehgious structure of society.

Each of these meetings can be regarded as creating a

temporary political group, for at them conflicts between

clans or between individual members of different clans are

settled under the authority of the assembled public opin-

ion. This is the nearest approach that these tribes have to

a political organisation wider than the horde.
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In these tribes, as elsewhere in Australia, there was a

continuous circulation of certain kinds of articles by ex-

changes of gifts, whereby they passed from one horde to

another. These exchanges were less important economi-

cally than as maintaining relations of friendship.

In many societies an important element of the struc-

tural system is the division into social classes, such as the

division between chiefs and commoners in Polynesia. In

Australian tribes there are no distinctions of this kind ex-

cept on the basis of sex and age, but this is of very great

importance. Men and women have different occupations.

Authority is exercised in all social affairs by the older

men, who are also the ritual leaders.

This description of a structural system in a primitive

people may help to make clear certain matters. To arrive

at a description of a structural system we have not only to

consider social groups, such as the family, the clan and

the horde, in Western AustraUa, with the internal struc-

ture of the group and the relations between the groups,

and also social classes, but we have to examine the whole

set of socially fixed relationships of person to person, as

in the Australian kinship system. The social reality of

groups and classes consists in the way in which they affect

the interactions of persons, as belonging to the same or

different groups or classes. From this point of view the

structure of a region at a particular time consists of the

whole set of social relationships in which the persons of

that region are involved.

In any of the relationships of which the social structure

consists there is an expectation that a person will conform

to certain rules or patterns of behaviour. The term institu-

tion is used to refer to this, an institution being an estab-

lished or socially recognised system of norms or patterns

of conduct referring to some aspect of social life. The

family institutions of a society are the patterns of be-

haviour to which the members of the family are expected
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to conform in their conduct in relation to one another.

There are patterns or norms of conduct for a father to-

wards his children, for a wife to a husband and vice versa,

for child to parent, for brother to brother or sister. These

institutions are accepted in a particular society, of which

they are the institutions, as fixing, with a certain measure

of flexibihty, the proper conduct of a person in a certain

relationship. They define for a person how he is expected

to behave, and also how he may expect others to behave.

Not every one always behaves as he ought, as he is ex-

pected to; minor or major deviations are frequent in any

society; to deal with these there are sanctions of various

kinds. Social structure therefore has to be described by the

institutions which define the proper or expected conduct

of persons in their various relationships. The structural

features of social life of a particular region consist of all

those continuing arrangements of persons in institutional

relationships which are exhibited in the actions and inter-

actions that in their totality make up the social life.

A question that needs to be mentioned, though it can

only be dealt with very briefly, is that of structural con-

tinuity. We may first consider the continuity of social

groups. A group such as a nation, a tribe, or a clan may
have a continuous existence although its membership is

continually changing, since it loses members by death and

gains new members by birth. A learned society loses mem-
bers by death or resignation but replaces them by electing

new members. The French Academy continues to keep its

identity although the members are now an entirely dif-

ferent set of persons from the members in the eighteenth

century.

The same sort of continuity can be observed in social

classes. In a Polynesian society the class of chiefs is con-

tinuous since when a chief dies he is replaced, in some

instances by his eldest son. An occupational or profes-

sional class may have the same kind of continuity; as doc-
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tors or lawyers die or retire their places are taken by new

recruits to the profession. A regiment in the army may

have a continuous existence though there is a more or less

continuous change of the persons who form it, and though

lieutenants may become captains and then majors, and

colonels, the arrangement of ranks remains the same. The

United States always has a President, and England has a

King, though the person who occupies this position in the

social structure changes from time to time. The English

House of Commons or the United States House of Rep-

resentatives maintains its continuity in spite of changes in

membership at each election.

Thus, as social structure is an arrangement of persons

in institutionalised roles and relationships, structural con-

tinuity is the continuity of such arrangements. This may

be conveniently expressed by means of the ideas of matter

and form. In the static continuity of a building both the

matter, the bricks, timber, tiles, etc., and the form remain

the same. In a human body the matter consists of mole-

cules, and this is constantly changing; my body does not

consist of the same molecules as it did yesterday, and

there is a popular idea that at the end of seven years

every molecule of a human body has been replaced. But a

human organism retains its form, excluding such changes

as the amputation of a leg. The structural continuity of an

organism is thus a dynamic, not a static, continuity, a

process in which the matter of which the organism is com-

posed is continually changing while the form remains the

same. Structural continuity in human societies is dynamic

in this sense, the matter being individual human beings,

the form being the way in which they are connected by

institutional relationships.

An aspect that has to be considered is the fact that indi-

viduals change their position in social structure during the

course of life. A man may change his nationality, or leave
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one church to join another. What is everywhere present is

the process by which a human being begins Hfe as an in-

fant and grows into an adult; the social position of a

person changes, either gradually, or by institutionally de-

fined stages, as from a boy he becomes a young man and

finally an elder. In some African societies a very impor-

tant structural feature is a system of age-grades, an indi-

vidual passing from one grade to the next in accordance

with the institutional pattern.

Social structure, therefore, is to be defined as the con-

tinuing arrangement of persons in relationships defined or

controlled by institutions, i.e., socially estabhshed norms

or patterns of behaviour.
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Chapter V

SOCIAL EVOLUTION

The theory of social evolution was formulated by Herbert

Spencer in 1860 in an essay on "The Social Organism"

and developed in his Principles of Sociology, the publica-

tion of which was begun in 1876. The theory may be said

to be the result of bringing together into what Spencer

himself called a "synthetic philosophy" two ideas that had

come down from the eighteenth century. One of these was

the idea of transformism in organic life, or as it has been

called since Spencer "organic evolution." The other was

the idea of progress in human society.

During the second half of the eighteenth century the

belief in the fixity of animal and plant species was under-

mined by the work of biological scientists, such as Adan-

son, de Maupertuis, Buffon, Erasmus Darwin, Cabanis

and Lacepede. These scientists prepared the way for the

theory of organic evolution, which was first definitely for-

mulated by Lamarck in his inaugural address to a course

on zoology on 21 Floreal of the year VIII of the Revolu-

tion (1800). There were evolutionists in biology, of whom
Spencer was one, before Charles Darwin, but it was the

publication of his Origin of Species (1859) that brought

the theory into prominence. The theory of human prog-

ress had reached its culmination in the writers of the latter

part of the eighteenth century, and had become an ac-

cepted idea of the nineteenth century. Spencer, who had

been influenced by Comte, began his study of society in

terms of progress, as may be seen in his Social Statics,

pubhshed in 1851.
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We do not need to consider Spencer's theory of the uni-

verse as an evolving universe, but may confine our atten-

tion to his theory of social evolution. Spencer held that

the development of organic life and the development of

the social life of mankind are instances of a single kind of

process, for which he proposed the name "evolution."

The idea of evolution is that of a progressive actualisation

of potentialities, of organic life in the one and of social

life in the other instance. The theory can be reduced to

three essential propositions. (1) Both organic evolution

and social evolution are natural processes subject to nat-

ural law. (2) The process of evolution is one of divergent

development. All the various living and extinct species of

animals and plants have been produced from a small

number of early simple forms of living matter; the diver-

sity in the forms of organic life is the result of the di-

vergent development that is characteristic of evolution.

Similarly, the various forms of social life existing at pres-

ent, or known to us from history, have been produced by

a process of divergent development. (3) In both organic

and social evolution there has been a general trend, which

Spencer calls the "advance of organisation." In organic

evolution organisms of more complex structure and func-

tion have been developed by progressive steps from

simpler ones, vertebrates from invertebrates, warm-

blooded from cold-blooded animals, for example. In so-

cial evolution societies with more complex structure or

organisation have been progressively developed from less

complex forms. Evolution therefore, as it is conceived in

theory, is both a process of diversification in the forms of

organic or social life, and a process of "advance of or-

ganisation," organic or social. It is to be remembered

that, as T. H. Huxley said, "evolution is not an explana-

tion of the cosmic process, but merely a generalised state-

ment of the method and results of that process."
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Spencer's philosophy emphasises the unity and con-

tinuity of nature, and of evolution as a natural process.

The evolution of mind, the development of more complex

forms of mental activity out of simpler forms, is a feature

of organic evolution. Social evolution, or what he also

calls "super-organic" evolution, is, for Spencer, a con-

tinuation of the process of organic evolution. There can,

he says, be no absolute separation between organic and

super-organic evolution. "If there has been Evolution,

that form of it here distinguished as super-organic must

have arisen by insensible steps out of the organic. But we

may conveniently mark it off as including all those proc-

esses and products which imply the co-ordinated actions

of many individuals—co-ordinated actions which achieve

results exceeding in extent and complexity those achiev-

able by individual actions."

The development of social life amongst animals is an

important feature of organic evolution. Amongst the

lower forms of animal life biologists have studied what

Allee calls the "mass physiology" of animal aggregations.

The collecting together of animals of one species in the

same neighbourhood is frequently beneficial to them; it

may in some instances alter the environment, such as the

water in which they swim, to make it better suited to their

life. If we regard such aggregates as being not truly social,

but following Allee, call them "sub-social," then, taking

the whole field of animal life, we have to recognise that

"there are no hard and fast lines that can be drawn be-

tween social and sub-social organisms." "All that can be

found is a gradual development of social attributes, sug-

gesting . . . a substratum of social tendencies that extends

throughout the entire animal kingdom. From this sub-

stratum social life rises by the operation of different

mechanisms and with various forms of expression until it

reaches its present climax in vertebrates and insects. "^ At

1 W. C. Allee, The Social Life of Animals (New York: VV. W.
Norton & Co., 1938), pp. 274-75.
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a relatively early stage of animal evolution two lines di-

verged, one leading to the insects, the other to the verte-

brates, and, by another divergence, to birds on the one

side and mammals on the other. It is amongst the most

highly evolved insects, birds and mammals that we find

the most developed forms of social life.

For the evolutionist the human genus, including extinct

species as well as the still surviving species of Homo
sapiens, is the product of organic evolution, and the hu-

man mind is the product of the neuro-psychic develop-

ment that is part of organic evolution. With respect to

super-organic evolution there is a very important differ-

ence between human beings and other social animals. In

the latter the form of social life is the same in all popula-

tions of one species, but in human life different aggrega-

tions of human beings have different forms of social life.

Super-organic evolution in mankind is a process that is no

longer dependent on organic evolution, that is, on devel-

opments in the inborn characteristics of the species. There

is a wide gap in our knowledge of the whole evolutionary

process, for we are, and must remain, entirely ignorant of

the forms of social life of the earliest human beings or of

their immediate pre-human ancestors. We know nothing

about the social life of Sinanthropus pekinensis. It is rea-

sonable to fix the real change from pre-human to human

social life by reference to the beginnings of language.

The theory of social evolution, then, is not only that

there has been divergent development in the forms of so-

cial life in different portions of mankind, but also that

there has been "advance in organisation" which has not

taken place evenly. There are certain misconceptions that

must be avoided. Spencer wrote: "Evolution is commonly

conceived to imply in everything an intrinsic tendency to

become something higher; but this is an erroneous con-

ception of it." A society which has reached a stage of in-

ternal and external equilibrium may continue without any
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important change of structure. "Change does not neces-

sarily imply advance. Often it is towards neither a higher

nor a lower structure. Only occasionally is the new com-

bination of factors such as to cause a change constituting

a step in social evolution. It is quite possible, and, I be-

lieve, highly probable, that retrogression has been as fre-

quent as progression." The same thing is true of organic

evolution. Julian Huxley writes: "Much of the minor sys-

tematic diversity to be observed in nature is irrelevant to

the main course of evolution, a mere frill of variety super-

imposed upon its broad pattern."

An evolutionary process is essentially a combination of

accident and law, and by reason of the element of accident

it cannot be foretold. No biological knowledge, however

extensive, could have foretold that from the original five-

toed ancestor of the horses there would ultimately be de-

rived the English race-horse and cart-horse of today; in-

versely, if we had not the paleontological evidence it

would be impossible to know the kind of animal from

which the modern horse has evolved.

Spencer emphasised as a factor of social evolution

what he called "the increasing size of the social aggregate,

accompanied, generally, by increasing density." The idea

that in the course of social development small-scale as-

sociations, small in number of persons and in geographi-

cal area, are absorbed into or supplemented by large-scale

ones, had been formulated before Spencer. Saint-Simon

held that the most salient fact in history is the continual

extension of the principle of association, as in the series

family, city, nation, super-national church. Comte de-

rived the idea from Saint-Simon, and preceded Spencer in

expounding it. Durkheim, following Spencer, phrases the

idea by saying that the dominant trend of social evolution

has been "the progressive extension of the social milieu."

Spencer tended to think of societies as discrete entities,

just as are organisms, and this will not do. It is therefore
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necessary to find some way of re-formulating Spencer's

idea. If we place ourselves in some particular region at a

certain period, for example in an Australian tribe, we can

form an approximate idea of what may be called the

sphere of interactions in which the persons we are observ-

ing are involved. Interaction in this sense includes hostile

interactions as well as friendly ones; there is interaction in

native Australia when one horde fights another. In the

recent war there was interaction of a hostile kind between

the United States and Japan. We can therefore reformu-

late the statements of Spencer and Durkheim by defining

the factor of evolution to which they refer as being the

progressive extension of the sphere of interaction.

The extent of a sphere of interaction is to be measured

primarily not in terms of geography but by reference to

the number of persons with whom those in a given region

do or may interact. Thus an increase in the density of

population of a regionTias the effect of increasing the size

of the sphere of interaction. In this connection we may

refer to Durkheim's distinction between material density

and social density; the former is measured by the number

of persons living in a unit area, such as a square mile; the

latter is increased, irrespective of the material density, by

increasing communications and increasing frequency of

interactions.

Where interactions are frequent or continued they tend

to take on standard form, and so to become to a greater or

less extent institutionahsed. The geographical extension of

the sphere of interaction therefore makes possible, and

often tends to produce, wider systems of social integra-

tion. For Spencer "integration" is "the primary trait of

evolution," and it is as leading to wider and more com-

plex forms of social integration that the "increase in size

of the social aggregate," which is here called the increase

in size of the sphere of interactions, is such an important

factor of social evolution. There are different modes of
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social integration which can be combined in different

ways in the same region. Spencer tended to think in terms

of pohtical, or combined poHtical and economic, integra-

tion. This would leave out of account such a society as

the Roman Church, and in the society of the Australian

aborigines would omit the integration provided by the

kinship system.

In a first attempt to compare societies with reference to

the size of the sphere of interaction it is useful to consider

language. In the most primitive societies of which we have

knowledge, the primary group is a small group of persons

attached to a certain territory. These groups are small in

size, often including less than 100 men, women and chil-

dren, and rarely, if ever, exceeding 200. A certain small

number of such groups have a common language and

thus form a linguistic community, and in such a com-

munity they usually observe the same customs and have a

common system of ideas. This kind of social structure

may be spoken of as that of the loose or decentralised

tribe. The tribes or linguistic communities are small,

numbering only a few hundred individuals, from about

200 as a minimum to perhaps 2,500 as a maximum for

this type of structure, as it is found amongst "savages"

who live by hunting, fishing and gathering natural prod-

ucts. It is true that in such primitive societies a person

often learns to speak a language other than his or her

own, and that where two neighbouring languages are

similar in grammar and vocabulary communication is

possible, or even fairly easy between persons of different

tribes. Nevertheless, the small size of the Hnguistic com-

munity does give an indication of the hmited size of the

sphere of interaction. We can contrast such a condition

with that of the present day in which English or Spanish

or Arabic is spoken as their native language by millions of

people.
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The history of Latin ilhistrates the connection that

sometimes exists between language and the processes by

which spheres of interaction are expanded or contracted.

Latin was originally the language of a small group of

people in Latium. With the foundation of the city state of

Rome and the mihtary conquests that resulted in the for-

mation and growth of the Roman Empire, Latin became

the spoken language of a large part of Western Europe,

displacing many other languages, Etruscan and a number

of Italic and Celtic languages. The linguistic unification

went along with the process of political integration by con-

quest, but for reasons that it is not difficult to discover

Latin did not become the spoken language of the Eastern

Empire. The process of expansion ceased after the second

century, and with the decline of the Roman Empire there

succeeded a process of political disintegration. The Latin

language split into a large number of different spoken

dialects. Latin as a written language was kept alive by the

Roman Church, but it was only used by the educated

classes. When the process of political reintegration began

it led to the formation of a number of separate nations in

what had been the Western Empire. From the many Latin

dialects there came into existence the present Romance

languages—French, Provengal, Italian, Catalonian, Cas-

tilian, Portuguese.

Spencer, thinking of societies as discrete entities, each

consisting of the population of a limited and defined re-

gion, thought of increase in the size of the social aggregate

as being the result of the incorporation of smaller societies

into larger ones. He wrote that "the formation of a larger

society results only by the combination of smaller socie-

ties; which occurs without obliterating the divisions pre-

viously caused by separation." But a society in Spencer's

sense of the word can increase in what he calls "mass" by

the growth of population, for "mass" refers to the num-

ber of individuals composing a group. Sociologists have
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recognised the increase of populations as one of the im-

portant factors of social evolution.

Why should mere size, here interpreted to mean the

number of persons involved in the interactions that make

up social life, be regarded as being in itself a factor in the

growth of complexity of social structure ? The answer lies

in what is known to scientists as the "principle of simili-

tude," which was expounded by Galileo three hundred

years ago. Roughly stated, this is that for any kind of

structure there are limits to its size; thus Nature cannot

produce trees beyond a certain height on our Earth, and

Galileo estimated the limit at about 300 feet. The recogni-

tion of this principle as applied to social structure is an

essential item in the theory of social evolution. Simmel,

for example, wrote that "every quantitative increase of a

society results in qualitative modification, requires new

adaptations. The forms of groups depend strictly on the

number of the elements; a structure which is suitable for

a social group of a certain membership loses its value if

this increases."

Social evolution, as conceived by the creator of the the-

ory, is essentially the development of the "structures and

functions which make up the organisation and life of each

society," from simpler to more complex forms. Spencer

also recognised "certain associated developments which

aid, and are aided by, social evolution, the developments

of language, knowledge, morals, aesthetics." As one of

the "factors" of social evolution he included "the ac-

cumulation of super-organic products which we com-

monly distinguish as artificial, but which, philosophically

considered, are no less natural than all others resulting

from evolution." Amongst these he included material ap-

pliances, language, the development of knowledge ending

in science; the development of laws, mythologies, the-

ologies; codes of propriety, good conduct, ceremony; and

the complex group of "products we call aesthetic." All
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these developments are thought of, hypothetically, as

being not entirely independent but connected with the

development of social structure. What is the nature of the

connections is, of course, a matter for investigation.

What is commonly thought of as "progress" is the ac-

cumulation of knowledge and the improvement of tech-

niques through inventions and discoveries, leading from

the conditions of savage tribes to the scientific and tech-

nical achievements of modern societies. For the theory of

evolution, progress in this sense is both dependent on that

development of organisation which is the essential feature

of social evolution, and is also one of the factors on which

the latter in turn depends. For example, the progress in

knowledge and techniques in the more complex societies

has depended on the increasing development of what is

called "division of labour" but is more correctly described

as increasing differentiation of occupations into a complex

occupational structure, and this, in its turn, has been de-

pendent on technical progress and accumulating knowl-

edge.

Juhan Huxley has written "Evolution may be regarded

as the process by which the utilisation of the earth's re-

sources by living matter is rendered progressively more

efficient." Evolutionary advance is a matter of the devel-

opment of forms of adaptation, and adaptation is both

external and internal. Advance in external adaptation is

what Huxley speaks of as "a raising of the upper hmit of

biological efficiency, this being defined as increased con-

trol over and independence of the environment." Advance

in internal adaptation he speaks of as "a raising of the

upper level of all-round functional efficiency and of har-

mony of internal adjustments." In the evolution of human

societies advance in external adaptation has been at-

tained, not by modifications of human organism, but by

what has above been called progress. It is advance in the

adjustment of human beings to the physical environment
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in which they Hve. Advance in internal adaptation has

been attained by the adjustment of human individuals in

systems of orderly relations. This we might very well

speak of as "social coaptation." It is what is properly

meant by civihsation if we consider the derivation of that

word ; for cives were the persons who lived together in an

institutionally ordered community, as distinguished from

hostes, from whom one could only expect inimical action.

In organic evolution external and internal development

are interdependent. In social evolution there is a measure

of interdependence between the adaptation of a group to

its environment and the "functional efficiency and har-

mony of internal adjustments" which constitute social

coaptation.

We may divide the social evolution of the Hominidae

into three phases. Of the first we know and can know

nothing; this was the phase of the first development of the

use of tools, of language, of morals, and presumably of

religion, or at least of belief in supernatural forces. For

the second phase we know with certainty nothing of the

actual happenings, and the conjectures of ethnologists

and conclusions of archaeologists do not give us much

help. What we can observe are the products of this phase,

the various forms of social life of the non-historic peoples.

The third phase is that about which we have historical

knowledge, which covers for a Hmited period of not more

than six thousand years a Hmited part of the surface of the

Earth. This third phase is the field of historical studies.

There need be, however, no self-denying ordinance which

would prevent social anthropologists' having a good deal

to say about the conditions and events of this phase. Still,

the major occupation of social anthropologists is with

those forms of social fife that represent, surviving into

modern times, the second phase of evolution before men

had invented the art of writing and could leave written
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records, however imperfect, of themselves and their lives.

What has to be remembered is that no non-historic so-

ciety represents the form from which any historic society .

is derived. No surviving reptile can be regarded as the

ancestral form from which birds or mammals were

evolved. I

This book is written from the point of view of one who

has all his life accepted the hypothesis of social evolution

as formulated by Spencer as a useful working hypothesis

in the study of human society. But the reader should be

warned that in anthropology there is a very strong anti-

evolutionist movement, the leader of which was Franz

Boas at the beginning of this century. In 1918 a distin-

guished American ethnologist (Laufer) could write that to

his mind the theory of social evolution is "the most in-

ane, sterile and pernicious theory ever conceived in the

history of science." It has not been considered necessary

to include in this book any discussion of the views of the

anti-evolutionists. Their writings show an amazing con-

fusion of thought and ignorance of the theory of social

evolution. The movement was an attempt to divert an-

thropologists from social anthropology as a sociological

study of primitive societies to historical anthropology as a

reconstruction of history; in the United States it was for a

long time successful.
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